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PREFACE
As a cooking enthusiast, I have a great interest in where our present day 
food habits come from. As an editing enthusiast, I am interested in turning 
dusty manuscripts stacked away in libraries into easily readable texts that 
can be used by modern day readers. A combination of both has led to the 
realisation of this project. 
 This master’s thesis presents an edition of part of a handwritten 
recipe book dating from the first half of the eighteenth century. It was 
written by the semi aristocratic and VOC-director Aarnout van Citters 
from Zeeland, The Netherlands. Recepten voor de Keuken/Recepten voor 
Menschen (Recipes for the Kitchen/Recipes for Humans), preserved in the 
Manuscript Department of Amsterdam University Library (shelf-mark 
VIII E 14), is a book with different content on each side. It features 
culinary recipes on one side, and, when the book is turned around, 
medical recipes on the other side. In this edition, all culinary recipes and a 
small selection of the medical recipes have been transcribed. The aim of 
this edition is to present this fascinating historical document about the art 
of cooking to the modern day reader and to offer a historical context to 
help the reader interpret the recipes. 
 Van Citters’ manuscript was chosen because it offers a great 
insight into food and cooking culture in the eighteenth century Dutch 
Republic. By reading this historical recipe book, the modern day reader 
can learn much about where certain dishes came from and to what extent 
the use of ingredients differs from what it common nowadays. Food is 
something everyone thinks about on a daily basis in every era and in every 
country. Everyone has to eat and food habits change constantly. It is also 
quite interesting that a prominent eighteenth-century Dutch man would 
show an interest in cooking, as cooking was not something that was done 
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by people of this social class. They would have had chefs or kitchen maids 
to prepare their food. 
 This edition is divided into two parts. Part one consists of a 
commentary. It has a section on the historical background of the recipe 
book featuring chapters on Dutch food culture and cookbooks in the 
eighteenth century in the Netherlands. The following chapter in this part 
focuses on the author. As the manuscript initially did not have a name 
attached to it, the journey to finding the author is described first after 
which a bibliography of Aarnout van Citters is provided. The final chapter 
of this part focuses on a description of the manuscript itself. Part two is 
the edition, preceded by an editorial note, explaining the decisions made 
in the editing process. The actual edition includes the edited Dutch text 
itself, a modern English translation and explanatory annotations. The 
appendices added at the end, feature explanatory lists of all the 
ingredients and measurements used in the manuscript, as well as a list of 
noteworthy persons described in it. 
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INTRODUCTION
In the first half of the eighteenth century, Aarnout van Citters wrote down 
recipes for the kitchen and for humans in his own personal recipe book, 
which he had collected from family members and all kinds of 
acquaintances. The book contains Dutch recipes for marmalades, jellies, 
candied fruits, preserved vegetables, almond milk, liquor, poultry and 
sausage preparations and recipes for many baked goods such as pies, 
biscuits and puddings. Next to these kitchen recipes, Van Citters also 
collected a wide range of medicinal formula’s. 
 Van Citters’ manuscript can be seen as a rich time capsule that is 
a rich source of social and cultural-historical information in the field of 
household practices, medicine and gastronomy in the early-modern 
period. Because this edition mostly addresses the culinary recipes listed by 
Van Citters, the focus for the historical context of the manuscript will be 
on gastronomy. However, food recipes and medicinal recipes were often 
intertwined at the time Van Citters wrote his book. 
 Food customs say something about a person’s private and social 
identity. Common food habits in one group help to distinguish it from 
others. In the eighteenth century wealthy, educated people ate differently 
compared to the average worker. This is still the case today as wealthier 
people prefer to eat healthy (with ‘superfoods’ or by eating vegan or raw 
etc.), organic and local products to distinguish themselves from less 
prosperous people who can ‘only’ afford cheap supermarket products like 
sprayed vegetables, battery eggs and cheap meat from factory farms. 
 How does Van Citters’ recipe book fit into the culinary and 
domestic customs and practices of his time? Was it common for well-to-
do men like him to show an interest in gastronomy? What about the 
contents of the recipe book? Do the recipes in it follow typical Dutch 
culinary traditions? To get a better understanding of this manuscript and 
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to accurately place it in its historical context, the following two sections 
aim to provide insight in cooking and food culture in the Netherlands in 
the eighteenth century as well as in the history of its cooking/recipe books. 
1. The Kitchen by Willem Joseph Laquy (ca. 1760-1771). A kitchen interior in the 
eighteenth century with a lady, a kitchen maid and a child. In this painting some 
commonly used foods like an apple, a cabbage, some carrots, onions, fish and poultry can 
be found. 
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Cooking and food culture 
in the eighteenth-century Netherlands 
Is there such a thing as a ‘Dutch kitchen’? It is often said that the Dutch 
do not have their own food culture and that their eating habits are taken 
over from other countries.1  The Dutch might not have a national history 
of food or a passion for food as rich as the French or Italians do, but there 
certainly are some outspoken traditions in food customs throughout 
Dutch history. Although there are many regional differences in food 
culture in the Netherlands, the Dutch kitchen can overall be characterised 
as being simple but nutritious.2  Despite the fact that there naturally are 
great differences between the food habits of the rich and the poor, simple 
but nutritious is something that goes for both cheap dishes and more 
luxurious ones. 
 Before the eighteenth century
Traditionally, since medieval times, a variety of wheats, oats and rye were 
used to make bread or porridge.  Meat and milk were still relatively rare 
products in the Middle Ages, only used by poorer people at times of bad 
harvests.  The higher classes certainly did eat more meat, game and 
poultry than the lower classes. There was some consumption of cheese, 
but this also remained a rare food until the fifteenth century. Fish, 
however, was a staple food for all social classes. Both sea and freshwater 
fish was easy to come by and was often dried or salted for conservation. 
Especially herring was popular. Eggs were also an everyday staple in all 
levels of society. Vegetables did not play an important role in the Dutch 
cuisine in the Middle Ages as they were not considered important by 
15
1 Cf. J. Meerman, Kleine geschiedenis van de Nederlandse keuken (Amsterdam: Ambo|
Anthos, 2015), p. 17 and P. G. Rose, The Sensible Cook. Dutch Foodways in the Old and 
the New World (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1989), p. xi.
2 J. Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam. Cultuurgeschiedenis van de dagelijkse 
maaltijd in Nederland (Nijmegen: Socialistische Uitgeverij Nijmegen, 1995), p. 9.
medical practitioners. Cabbages, carrots, onions, turnips and parsnips, 
peas and beans were available, but only scarcely. From the sixteenth 
century onwards, when the Low Countries became a prominent country 
region for horticulture, vegetables seized a more important place in eating 
habits. Fruits had always been eaten, softer fruits such as berries in 
summer and hard fruits such as apples in the fall and winter.3 
 The eighteenth-century menu
In the eighteenth century, the Dutch menu for all classes was dominated 
by cereal products and furthermore consisted (to various degrees) of dairy 
products, eggs, meat, fish, vegetables and legumes and fruits.4  Spices also 
became more of a common ingredient in this age. 
 Cereals, such as rye, barley, oats, spelt, wheat and buckwheat were 
readily available in the Netherlands and there were many ways to turn 
them into dishes. Groats, semolina and flour were made from cereals and 
these products were then turned into bread, porridge, pancakes, biscuits 
or waffles depending on the type and amount of moisture and other 
ingredients used.5  Bread was eaten everywhere and at any time as it was 
considered healthy for the stomach.6  Well-to-do families would eat fresh 
rolls of fine wheat flour, while working class people would eat dark bread 
made of coarse rye.7  Bread was often used as a side dish to any meal, 
combined with porridge or a stew of vegetables. The important role of 
bread in Dutch society most likely has to do with the fact that Amsterdam 
was an important harbour for the import of cereals from the Baltic sea 
area.8 
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3 L. Burema, De voeding in Nederland van de Middeleeuwen tot de twintigste eeuw, 
(Assen: Van Gorcum & Comp., 1953), pp. 320-321.
4 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 96.
5 Ibidem, p. 97.
6 Burema, De voeding In Nederland, p. 140.
7 L. Burema, 58 Miljoen Nederlanders en hun voedsel (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Amsterdam 
Boek b.v., 1977) (episode 4).
8 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 261.
 Dairy was used commonly during the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, although some medical practitioners deemed milk as unhealthy 
for the teeth.9  Milk (from cows, goats and sheep) and buttermilk were 
common beverages for farmers and milk was also used by the higher 
classes for cooking. Butter was widely available, but more expensive than 
milk and therefore used more by the richer people. Furthermore, a great 
amount of the nation’s butter was exported to other European countries. 
In the countryside, cheese was a common product for farmers, usually 
eaten with a slice of bread. Richer people also consumed a variety of 
cheeses. Like with butter, the greatest part of the cheese produced was 
also exported.10 
 Eggs were a common product for most people, as many people 
owned a few chicken.11 Eggs were eaten cooked hard or soft with a salad 
or processed in dishes like omelettes and sweet treats.12
 Meat was still consumed mostly by the higher classes, because it 
was more expensive than cereals, fish and vegetables.  The average town 
citizen ate cheap cuts of salted meat in winter and lard was also a 
common meat for them to eat with bread or combined with sauerkraut. 
However, from 1740 onwards, the gap in society between rich and poor 
became even bigger and consumption of meat and dairy started to differ 
more between the higher and the lower classes. Because of recurring 
breakouts of the plague and other contagious diseases in livestock and a 
quickly growing population, meat gradually became scarce in the 
eighteenth century. Also, because of economic decline compared to the 
previous century, the Golden Age, the population became impoverished.13 
As a consequence, meat and dairy, therefore became less available to the 
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9 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 261.
10 Burema, De voeding in Nederland, p. 148.
11 Ibidem, p. 168.
12 Ibidem. 
13 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 97.
working classes. The higher classes did not consume large amounts of 
meat anymore, but they still consumed a great variety, ranging from 
poultry like duck, goose and chicken to different cuts of beef, pork, lamb 
and game.14
 Fish kept its position as the national staple food in the eighteenth 
century and it was eaten more regularly than meat.15  Both rich and poor 
consumed great quantities of salted herring (still a national dish in the 
Netherlands today) and stockfish. These kinds of fish were cheap and 
could be eaten the whole year round because they were preserved with 
salt. Freshly caught sea fish, like dab or plaice, was more of a luxury, 
because of its quick perishability, but there was an exuberance of river fish 
like salmon.16
 Vegetables and legumes gained even more popularity from the 
beginning of this century onwards. They were not only used as food, but 
also served medicinal purposes.17 All kinds of vegetables were consumed, 
but not everyone had access to all of them. The poor did not have a wide 
variety to choose from, they mostly ate different kinds of cabbages, 
carrots, turnips, parsnips and onions but not on a daily basis.18  These 
people ate their vegetables salted in summer and used preserved vegetables 
like gherkins all year round.19  Dried legumes were also an important 
source of nutrition and protein for the lower classes.20  The wealthier 
population could afford a larger variety of fresh vegetables and greens. 
They loved salads made of (either raw or cooked and then cooled) lettuce, 
endive, chicory, carrots, cucumbers, dandelions and other greens. Many 
greens and vegetables were considered to have healing powers. For 
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14 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 100. 
15 Ibidem. 
16 Ibidem, p. 101. 
17 Burema, De voeding in Nederland, p. 153.
18 Ibidem, p. 158.
19 Burema, De voeding in Nederland, p.153.
20 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 96.
instance, the juices of dandelions were used against whooping cough and 
scurvy because of their high vitamin C content.21  Other popular 
vegetables amongst wealthier people were beets, cauliflower, kohlrabi, 
carrots, spinach, asparagus, artichokes and fresh legumes like broad beans 
as well as all kinds of dried beans.22 These greens were often turned into a 
stew with butter or animal fat and many would also be preserved for later 
use.23  Garlic and shallots were quite popular too, but not available to 
poor people.24  The potato was also introduced in this century, soon 
becoming one of the staples of the Dutch kitchen, a major change that will 
be described in more detail in the next section. How much vegetables were 
eaten, still largely depended on the level of horticulture in the area in the 
Netherlands in which people lived.
 Fruits were eaten by all sections of society, seasonally or in 
preserved form. They were not all regarded as healthy: some scholars were 
of the opinion that fruits from trees were harmful and that they should 
not be eaten raw.25 Red fruit and berries were growing everywhere and 
were seen (by most medicinal practitioners) as medicinal too because of 
their vitamins (not yet known as vitamins then).26 Citrus fruits, that came 
to the Netherlands from southern European counties and the Middle East, 
were used increasingly as the century progressed. They were not available 
to the poorer people though. The skins and juices of the fruits were used 
in dishes and in medicinal potions.27 
19
21 Burema, De voeding in Nederland, p. 153.
22 Ibidem, pp. 155-156.
23 W. Born, Eten door de eeuwen. De geschiedenis van de culinaire cultuur (Baarn: 
Uitgeverij Bosch & Keuning, 1989), p. 157.
24 Ibidem, p. 156.
25 Ibidem, p. 158.
26 Ibidem, p. 159
27 W. Born, Eten door de eeuwen, p. 159.
2. Still Life with Fruits by Johannes Hannot (1668). This painting shows an a tin plate 
with a half peeled lemon and some cherries in the front and a Chinese bowl with grapes, a 
fig, plums and peaches behind it. 
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Nuts like almonds were also standardised in the eighteenth century, but 
again were not available to the poor.28
 Spices were quite commonly used to season dishes. Saffron, ginger, 
cinnamon, bay leafs, nutmeg, cloves, white and black pepper were used 
most. They were not new to the European kitchen as they had already 
made their appearance in the Middle Ages through Venice.29 In that time 
they were still extremely costly and were used excessively by the rich as an 
expression of their wealth. Because of the large scale exploitation of the 
South East Asia by the Dutch East India Company (VOC) from the 
seventeenth century onwards, more people had access to the spices coming 
from these areas.30  They still weren’t cheap and used by everyone, but 
they definitely became more affordable and therefore became more 
commonly used, although it is said that the food of the poor still tasted 
very bland.31 Mustard was also a well-known condiment made of mustard 
seeds. It was used by all layers of society.32  Other standard flavourings 
were vinegar (often made from apples), salt and to a fast growing extent 
sugar.33  The large increase of the use of sugar and its influence on the 
changing taste of the Dutch will be explained in the next section. 
 Van Citters used many of the ingredients mentioned above, both 
for kitchen recipes and medicinal ones. Clearly he lived a rich person’s life 
as he used fine flour, lots of butter, milk and sugar as well as many herbs 
and spices. These were products that the average worker would have no 
access to on a daily basis, if ever. However, in the recipe book there are 
no recipes for whole banquets and very exuberant dishes. There are 
mostly recipes for sweet treats and preservable foods. Remarkably, Van 
21
28 Burema, De Voeding In Nederland Van De Middeleeuwen Tot De Twintigste Eeuw, p. 
159.
29 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 113.
30 Ibidem. 
31 Ibidem.
32 IIbidem, pp. 115-116.
33 Ibidem, p. 116. 
Citters did not include any recipes with cheese or fish in his recipe book. 
These products were likely bought at the market and eaten plain with 
bread or other dishes. Bread is only mentioned in the recipe book as an 
ingredient for pies and puddings. The measurements of the bread are 
mostly described in stuijvers, a coin in the Dutch currency worth 1/20 of a 
guilder. So, quantities of bread needed were measured by their worth, 
therefore it is likely that Van Citters used bread bought at a bakery 
instead of having it baked at home. 
 Important changes in food habits
By the eighteenth century the last traces of medieval food habits were 
gone, and they were replaced by new habits that would remain the 
standard until the twentieth century.34
 The first and probably most important big change was the 
introduction of the potato as a main staple in the Dutch cuisine.  Before 
the second half of the eighteenth century, the main foods that were used 
daily were cereal products. Because of failed harvests and increasing prices 
of cereals, the potato was introduced as a resource against a threatening 
famine at around 1750.35  Potatoes are high in vitamin C and although 
they did not entirely prevent famine and were initially not accepted by the 
higher classes, the Dutch kitchen soon could not be imagined without 
them. The methods of preparing potatoes were not very inventive at first 
as they were cooked and consumed with fish and vinegar.36  Only when 
the French started using potatoes in culinary dishes around 1785, the 
Dutch way of preparing them (by plainly cooking them) changed 
reluctantly.37 
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34 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 94.
35 Born, Eten door de eeuwen, p. 177.
36 Ibidem. 
37 Ibidem.
Van Citters does not mention potatoes in his recipe book. This can be 
attributed to the fact that the potato only gained real popularity in the 
second half of the eighteenth century, when Van Citters had already 
passed away. 
 The second big change was the acceptance of hot drinks: coffee, 
tea and hot chocolate. Until the eighteenth century, the most popular 
beverage had been beer, since water was often too polluted to drink. Milk 
was also drunk by many, but became very expensive later in the 
eighteenth century. Coffee, tea and chocolate were already introduced in 
the seventeenth century at the time of the start of colonial exploitation. 
Notably, tea was introduced first in Europe by the Dutch.38 
3 & 4. A coffee- and tea set by Höchst (ca. 1775-1780) shows, from left to right; a sugar 
pot, a milk jug, a teapot, a coffeepot and tea/coffee cups, saucers and spoons. The dish in 
the middle was used for sweet treats. The chocolate cup on the right by Meissener 
Porzellan Manufaktur (ca. 1725) has two handles and is decorated with oriental 
ornaments, which was common because this kind of tableware was traditionally imported 
from China or Japan.
In the second half of eighteenth century these initially exotic and 
luxurious drinks became less expensive and were taken up by the lower 
classes in society.39 Van Citters does not directly mention these products 
23
38 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 107.
39 Ibidem. 
in his journal, only mentioning them when he describes measurements in 
terms of coffee cups, teacups and chocolate cups, indicating that he was 
used to consume these hot drinks already in the first half of the century. 
 Thirdly, the normalisation of the warm drinks led to another 
important turning point in Dutch food culture in the eighteenth century: 
the standardisation of three mealtimes (or more) a day in stead of two. 
This trend had started in the century before, but the overriding factor that 
caused standardisation was the introduction of coffee, tea and chocolate 
to the population at large. The drinks would slowly take over the role of 
beer and would become the new accompanists to the new mealtime: 
breakfast. Breakfast in the eighteenth century was usually a small meal 
and knew a variety of dishes. Most common was a warm breakfast of 
porridge, pancakes or biscuits. Later in the century, with the 
popularisation of hot drinks, the warm breakfast was often changed into a 
cold one consisting of bread with butter and/or cheese with a cup of coffee 
or tea.40
 
24
40 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 107.
5. A Mother with Child by Louis Bernard Coclers (1794). A mother and her child having a 
simple cold breakfast consisting of bread, butter and cheese. The woman is drinking 
something from a bottle, probably beer as this was still the most common drink for the 
lower classes. 
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 Dinner was the most important meal of the day and was 
consumed sometime during the middle of the day. Naturally, there were 
many dishes that could be eaten during this meal time, but it mostly 
consisted of a combination of a cereal product like bread or porridge, 
potatoes, vegetables and meat or fish. Poor people only had vegetables a 
few times a week and meat only once in a while. For common people 
there were no special ways to prepare these products: they were simply 
cooked and presented separately or in a stew.41  Bread and cheese were 
often the dessert to a dinner.42  For the wealthy, who often had cooks, 
there were multiple courses with a more elaborate preparation of the same 
ingredients mentioned above and with the use of more meat, milk, butter, 
sugar and spices.43  Popular first courses were hearty soups with beef or 
chicken, meatballs, bread and legumes, seasoned with herbs and spices or 
a hutspot (a hodgepodge) of vegetables.44 The second course was often a 
dish of (slated) meat or fish, stewed or baked.45  The third course was 
again a vegetable dish like a warmoes (referring to the Dutch word for 
vegetable farmer: warmoezenier), a dish consisting of chopped vegetables, 
or a salad.46  For special occasions like a fair, pancakes, waffles or 
poffertjes (Dutch tiny puffed pancakes) were served for dessert.47  There 
was a tendency that wealthier people had their dinner one or two hours 
later than poorer people.48 
 Supper, the evening meal, could consist of all options mentioned 
before, but then as a light meal. It could be a complete hot meal, the 
remains of dinner supplemented with another dish, porridge and bread, 
26
41 Born, Eten door de eeuwen, p. 151.
42 Ibidem. 
43 Ibidem, p. 157. 
44 Ibidem. 
45 Ibidem.
46 Born, Eten door de eeuwen, p. 157.
47 Ibidem. 
48 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 193.
just potatoes, a salad or some bread.49 In higher circles, supper was more 
plentiful and took longer, whereas the poor often ate their supper 
quickly.50  The standardisation of three mealtimes did not mean that 
people only ate three times a day. The rich often ate four or five times a 
day planned around dinner when they would drink tea and eat sweet 
treats.51
 With the exploitation of the colonies and normalisation of coffee, 
tea and chocolate came another change in food habits. The taste for 
sweetness was developed, replacing the focus on sour taste. Sugar, like 
spices were, had been available in the Netherlands since the Middle Ages 
but became standardised only in the first half of the eighteenth century 
because of the exploitation of colonial imports.52  Amsterdam was a big 
importer of raw sugar from the Americas and refineries popped up all 
over the country from where large amounts of refined sugar were 
exported to parts of Northern Europe.53  In the first half of the century 
increasing amounts of sugar or syrup were used and there were many 
recipes to be found for sweet treats (to go with the new drinks), like baked 
goods and fruit jellies.54 In the second half of the century, the use of sugar 
decreased compared to other European countries. In Van Citters recipe 
book there is a strong focus on sweet treats and the use of large amounts 
of sugar too. There are multiple recipes for bread puddings, sugar-loafs, 
different kinds of biscuits, jellies, pies and waffles.
 The last important change in food habits in the eighteenth century 
was the growing influence from other European countries than Spain, the 
Dutch formal coloniser until 1648. France and England now became the 
most important influencers on Dutch cuisine and refined the way of 
27
49 Jobse-van Putten, Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 213.
50 Ibidem, p. 214.
51 Ibidem, p. 223. 
52 Ibidem, p. 113.
53 Ibidem, p. 114.
54 Ibidem. 
preparing food to some extent.55  As will become clear from the next 
chapter, recipes from many Dutch cookbooks were almost literally taken 
over from French ones.56  In Van Citters’ recipe book some recipes with 
French names can be found, as well as many bread pudding recipes, a dish 
originally from England. 
 Shopping and cooking
Well into the modern era, the menu of most people was largely dependent 
on local products, because of their perishability. Grocery shopping for 
cooking was largely done on day markets and by buying from vendors 
(kramers) who went from door to door to sell salt, spices, brandy, 
chocolate, coffee, thee, rice, wheat and other dry goods.57
 When it came to cooking, the more affluent classes had staff to 
take care of all domestic tasks. They appointed cooks and kitchen maids 
to prepare their meals for them and for doing groceries. The recipes used 
by these servants came from different sources, both published cooking 
books written by chefs or medicinal practitioners and recipe books, often 
allegedly composed by high ranking women, were used.58 
28
55 Born, Eten door de eeuwen, p. 169.
56 Ibidem. 
57 M. Wildebrands, ‘Natuurlijk kookboek van beproefde en ondervonden echte recepten 
voor een zindelijk huijshouden. Keukenrecepten en huishoudelijke recepten van Marie 
Michon en Thérèse de Milly (Maastricht, 1785 tot circa 1855)’, DBNL, 2013 <http://
www.dbnl.org/ tekst/mich104natu02_01/mich104natu02_01.pdf> (19 May, 2016).
58 J. Meerman, Kleine geschiedenis van de Nederlandse keuken. p. 423.
A brief history of cookbooks in the Netherlands 
in the eighteenth century
The eighteenth century saw a flourishing of printed Dutch cookbooks. 
Where in the seventeenth century only one Dutch cookbook had been 
published, the eighteenth century produced many.59  Before the best 
known books will be discussed, it is important to explain a little bit about 
what cookbooks entailed in this period and for whom they were intended. 
 Authors and Readers
First, it is necessary to point out that until the end of the eighteenth 
century, the word ‘recipe’ could be interpreted widely, because recipe and 
cookbooks consisted of both food and medicine recipes. In cookbooks, 
there was not always a clear distinction between the two kinds either. A 
recipe for a lemon pie could be placed next to a recipe for an ointment for 
the cure of warts. This can be explained by looking the authors of 
cookbooks in this age. Traditionally, doctors were involved in their 
writing, so the books where written with physical health in mind. The 
reason doctors busied themselves in nutritional science and therefore the 
practice of cooking was because there were many illnesses that were 
caused by malnutrition (like scurvy due to a lack of vitamin C) or eating 
unripe or raw fruits and vegetables or degenerated products.60  That 
cookbooks were written by scholars also affected their reception. Readers 
were mostly other scholars, chefs and occasionally the books were bought 
by wealthy citizens.61 
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60 H. Sels and Schildermans, J., De verstandige kok: de Zuidnederlandse kookboeken van 
1500-1800. Een cultuurhistorische benadering, (Hasselt: Academie voor de 
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 Even when a cookbook was not written by a medical doctor, 
recipes against ailments were often part of the contents. As will become 
clear from the next paragraph, in the most popular Dutch cookbooks of 
the eighteenth century, which were supposedly written by distinguished 
ladies, there are chapters with household remedies against all kinds of 
ailments.62
 Other writers of cookbooks were chefs, who initially wrote down 
their recipes for other chefs, but from the seventeenth century onwards 
their writings also became popular among aa wider readership (of wealthy 
people).63  
 Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that cookbooks were 
not intended for everyone. They were mostly bought by the wealthier 
classes. Even though this began to change from the eighteenth century 
onwards, because of the emergence of a new genre of cookbooks, the poor 
still did not use cookbooks.64  This means that cookbooks do not 
necessarily represent the daily food habits of the average Dutch. The 
eighteenth-century cookbooks mostly describe special dishes that require a 
certain method of preparation, the basic meals of plainly cooked products 
that most Dutchmen ate are not in them. In Van Citters’ recipe book this 
is also visible. He only wrote down recipe’s for special dishes or sweet 
treats and had no intention to keep an overview of what he and his family 
ate on a daily basis. It is rather an account of what he really liked to eat 
(on special occasions).
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 The Cookbooks
In the seventeenth century, not much had happened in the field of 
cookbooks. There were some re-editions of older cookbooks, like the new 
edition of Eenen seer schonen ende excellenten coc-boec (A very good and 
excellent cookbook) written in 1593 by Carolus Battus, a Flemisch 
refugee doctor living in Dordrecht.65  This book contains recipes from 
chefs from Spain, France, Germany, Italy and the Southern Netherlands 
(present-day Belgium). The only new cookbook to come out in the 
seventeenth century was De verstandige kock of sorghvuldige 
huyshoudster (The sensible cook or careful housemaid). 
6. The title page of an edition of De verstandige kock of sorghvuldige huyshoudster 
published in Amsterdam in 1668. 
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65 KB, ‘Kookboeken in de achttiende eeuw’.
 This book was published anonymously in 1667 as part of a three-
part publication on gardening for rich people with country houses by 
Pieter van Aengelen titled Het vermakelijck landtleven (The pleasurable 
country life).66 In it, there are recipes for all kinds of salads, hodgepodges 
with vegetables and meat, game and poultry with sauces, fish, savoury 
pies, baked goods, custards and creams.67 Some recipes form Battus’ book 
also found their way into De verstange kock.68  At least six editions 
published until 1704, indicating its popularity.69 Because of the economic 
prosperity of the Netherlands at the time of publication, there were many 
affluent families who could afford to buy a copy and let their household 
staff prepare the dishes in it. 
 The most popular cookbook of this time in most of Europe was Le 
cuisinier François (The French chef) written by the French master chef 
François de Le Varenne (1618-1678). This book, that might be called the 
first important French cookbook, was published in Paris in 1651 and 
reached the Netherlands in 1654 in a pirated edition.70 The book sold well 
with wealthy Dutch families and influenced the way they cooked.71  The 
revolutionary style of the French chef was lighter and more refined than 
the traditional Dutch cuisine. Le Varenne was trying to establish a new 
identity for French cooking and recommended the search for ‘natural 
flavour’ by abandoning the heavy use of spices and replacing them by 
aromatic plants, like rosemary or thyme.72  He was an advocate of 
separating sweet and savoury flavours and made use of many vegetables.73
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 In the eighteenth century, a new kind of cookbook gained 
popularity in the Netherlands. A number of volmaakte keukenmeid 
(Perfect kitchenmaid) books emerged. These books were supposedly 
written by distinguished ladies who presented their recipes to their maids. 
It is to this day uncertain who the authors of these books were. It is fairly 
unlikely that the recipes indeed came from distinguished ladies and their 
maids, this story was probably made up by the publishers who thought 
this would appeal to the readers.74 
 The very successful De volmaakte Hollandse keuken-meid (The 
perfect Dutch kitchenmaid) was anonymously published in Amsterdam in 
1746. As the title page indicates, the recipes in the book come from a 
distinguished lady that recently had past away in The Hague.75  What 
made the book so successful was that it was made available to not only to 
the higher classes, but also to middle-class readers. According to the title 
page, the book is about making all sorts of dishes, marmalades and 
desserts without extraordinary costs.76 The recipes in the book were less 
luxurious than the ones in previous cookbooks, they should be accesible 
to more secitons of the population. The introduction mentions that the 
book is intended for eminent ladies, married and yet to marry women 
(housewives), and their maids.77  The price of a copy was also quite 
reasonable, in 1745 the publication was announced at twelve stuijvers, 
while a regular worker made around a guilder a day.78 It was still quite an 
investment for most people, but the book was not inaccessible to them. 
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76 Ibidem. 
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7. The cover page of De volmaakte Hollandse keuken-meid by F.J. Walther (1746) 
featuring the interior of a kitchen. In the front one kitchen maid is rolling out dough and 
another one is peeling fruits or vegetables. In the back a maid is roasting meat over a fire. 
 
 The book consists of three separate parts of the book. The fist part 
contains kitchen and household recipes. The second part is called 
Aanhangzel (Appendix) and has some extended recipes from part one in 
it. The third part is titled Kunst om allerhande Tafel geregten voor te 
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snyden (Art of how to slice several dishes), and de Wyze om allerhande 
tafel-goed konstig en cierlyk te vouwen (Different ways of how to fold 
tableware or napkins artfully and elegantly).79  So, next to recipes the 
books also focused on proper table manners. 
 The main part of the book is divided into seven chapters and starts 
with recipes for of meats, followed by baking, frying and roasting, 
preserving fruits, frying or sautéing meat, fish and vegetables, salting and 
preserving for winter and cooking and boiling soups.80 Some examples of 
the more economic nature of the recipes are that vinegar has become the 
substitute for lemon juice, that legumes take the place of for a variety of 
meats or roasts, and that expensive spices were only used sparingly. 
Housewives slowly moved to the preparation of a more simple dinner 
consisting of a single piece of meat, potatoes and vegetables.81 This is still 
the way a typical Dutch dinner is composed. Next to many ‘new’ recipes, 
there are also many recipes that are closely resemble recipes in other 
cookbooks, like the previously described De verstandige kock.82
 An interesting chapter is chapter IV, about preserving fruits, 
making jellies and marmalades and home remedies against all kinds of 
illnesses, a collection of recipes that one would not find in a modern 
cookbook. Recipes for candied quinces are placed alongside a remedy 
against coughing.83  This corresponds with Van Citters’ habit to write 
down kitchen recipes and medicinal recipes in his journal. 
 From the publication and success of De volmaakte Hollandse-
keukenmeid, multiple other keukenmeid books from all over the country 
followed. There were De volmaakte Geldersche keukenmeid (The perfect 
kitchenmaid from Gelderland) published in 1747, De schrandere stichtse 
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keukenmeid (The clever kitchenmaid from Sticht or Utrecht) in 1754, De 
Vriesche keukenmeid (The Frisian kitchenmaid) in 1772 and Aaltje, de 
volmaakte en zuinige keukenmeid (Aaltje, the perfect and frugal 
kitchenmaid) in 1803.84
 It is not certain if Van Citters, who passed away in 1752, ever read 
a such cookbooks himself. Many dishes described in his journal are 
similar to the ones described in De volmaakte Hollandse keuken-meid. In 
both texts, for instance, there are recipes for zusters/susters, letterkoek’ 
and sprissen/spritsen (typical kinds of Dutch biscuits), though the method 
of preparation is different.85 This indicates that the recipes present in both 
texts are typical dishes for that time in the Netherlands. Another 
observation is that many recipes in De volmaakte Hollandse keuken-meid 
end with the remark: ‘Is goed’, meaning ‘is good’ as a kind of final 
approval of the recipe.86  Van Citters does something very similar as he 
concludes many recipes by writing: ‘Is seer goed bevonden’ meaning 
something like ‘Is very well evaluated’. It is unclear if he was influenced by 
De volmaakte Hollandse keuken-meid or if this was a normal custom. 
These mentions of a recipe being tested and evaluated positively can also 
simply be seen as something logical to do for the vindication of a recipe. 
 Apart from these popular Dutch cookbooks the Dutch cuisine in 
the eighteenth century was even more heavily influenced by the French 
kitchen than in the century before. Vincent La Chapelle’s (1703-1745) 
book Le cuisinier moderne (The modern cook) was the most popular 
French cookbook at the time in The Netherlands. First published in The 
Hague in 1735, the book became an international success and eventually 
consisted of five lavishly illustrated volumes.87  It was written for a very 
wealthy readership as many of the ingredients used were expensive and 
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the preparation time could take very long88. La Chapelle was very open to 
influences from outside of France as he collected recipes from all over 
Europe (like zuurkool (sauerkeraut) from the Netherlands), the Middle 
East and the East and West Indies.89  Like Le Varenne, La Chapelle 
replaced heavy spices by lighter aromatic plants like parsley, basil, sage 
and thyme. The connection between La Chapelle and The Netherlands 
went deeper than just his popular cookbook, as he also was the master 
chef of Willem IV of Orange from 1735 to 1748.90
 Manuscript recipe books
The Van Citters manuscript belongs to a rich textual tradition, but this 
does not mean that many of these recipe books have survived. As 
manuscript recipe books are a personal accounts intended for domestic 
use, a large number of them must have gone lost because they are 
normally not preserved in private libraries, but rather in the kitchen. They 
were intended for direct and practical use and would not ‘survive’ over 
long periods of time.91  It is likely that the personal recipe books were 
passed on to the next generation, but eventually became old-fashioned 
and therefore obsolete. 
 There is at present no systematic inventory of all handwritten 
kitchen recipe books available in Dutch libraries, but in 1980 a tentative 
list of manuscripts was composed by Rudolf Nunes Ferro.92  This list 
consists of more then one hundred Dutch texts, written between 1600 and 
1850 and with at least ten culinary recipes in them.93 Van Citters’ recipe 
book is not listed in this inventory. In the Special Collections of 
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Amsterdam University Library alone there is a wealth of manuscripts 
available from the eighteenth century and later periods.94 Most of these 
manuscripts have never been published because they were initially not 
intended for publication. Some manuscripts, however, have been edited in 
recent years for modern readers to enjoy.
 Two examples of such modern editions of recipe manuscripts, 
both similar to Van Citters book, are Suasso’s kookrecepten: een 
Portugees-joods kookboek uit de 18e eeuw (Suasso’s recipes: A 
Portuguese-Jewish cookbook from the eighteenth century), edited by 
Rudolf Nunes Ferro and published in 2013 and Natuurlijk kookboek van 
beproefde en ondervonden echte recepten voor een zindelijk huijshouden 
(Natural cookbook of tested and verified real recipes for a tidy 
household), edited by Marleen Willebrands and published also in 2013.95
 Suasso’s recipe book was compiled by Jacob Lopez Suasso, a 
member of an aristocratic Jewish family that had emigrated from Spain to 
The Hague in the seventeenth century. Suasso wrote his manuscript at the 
end of the eighteenth century. His work consists of recipes that were 
handed down from one generation to the other in his family and gives a 
rich insight into Portuguese-Jewish immigrant traditions.96
 The Natuurlijk kookboek van beproefde en ondervonden echte 
recepten voor een zindelijk huijshouden is recipe book written between 
1785 and 1855 by the distinguished Marie Michon and her daughter 
Thérèse de Milly, who lived in Maastricht. The book features a variety of 
recipes for dishes that were typically eaten by the higher classes. There are 
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many recipes for baked goods, marmalades, soups, game dishes and 
recipes for various liquors.97  The book also contains domestic tips and 
tricks like recipes for paint and tips to get rid of vermin.98 This manuscript 
is very much like the Van Citters recipe book and together they provide a 
good insight in what handwritten recipe books looked like in the 
eighteenth century.
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8. This is most likely a portrait of Aarnout van Citters (1714-1752) by an unknown artist. 
Is is not entirely certain if this is indeed Van Citters or where and when this portrait was 
created as it was sent to the editor by descendants of the Van Citters family from their 
personal archives. The Van Citters family did not have any information on the provenance 
of the portrait other than it being passed on from generation to generation and currently 
being stored in England. 
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AARNOUT VAN CITTERS
 Identifying the author
For this manuscript, largely written in one hand, it was initially unclear 
who the author was. The recipe book did not have a name ascribed to it, 
since it is not signed in any way. There was also no information on the 
author available from information about the provenance of the book. 
There were, however, many clues to be found in the text itself, because the 
author refers to family members and various acquaintances from whom 
he received recipes. By using these names it was possible to execute a 
small genealogical investigation, leading to the reasonable assumption that 
Aarnout van Citters (1714-1752) was the author of the vast majority of 
this recipe book. 
 Much of the genealogical work was already done by Klaas van der 
Hoek, curator of the Special Collections at the University of Amsterdam 
(UvA) in preparation of a blogpost he wrote on the recipe book.1  Both he 
and the present editor used genealogy websites like Geni and WeRelate as 
well as the recent study by A. Romeijn on regent families in Tholen in the 
Dutch province of Zealand, De Stadsregering van Tholen (1577-1795).2 
These combined investigations will be briefly outlined to demonstrate how 
the author was identified. Other notable persons named in the text will be 
described only briefly, more detailed information on them can be found in 
Appendix III.3
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 What information does the manuscript provide with regard to its 
author? First of all, the author writes that one medicinal recipe for a 
certain ointment is intended for his wife (mijn vrouw), so it is certain that 
the recipe book belonged to a male author. This recipe was created by the 
famous Leiden professor, medical doctor, anatomist, botanist and chemist 
Herman(us) Boerhaave (1668-1738). Since Boerhaave made this recipe 
especially for de spouse of the author, the author and his spouse must 
have lived in the same timeframe as Boerhaave. Apart from the reference 
to Boerhaave, many other medical doctors are mentioned. These 
physicians – J.T Rupertus, P. Evertse, A. Baster, D. Immen, G. Trezel A. 
Helvetius, A. van de Wiele and Visvliet – all practiced in the province of 
Zeeland at the turn of the eighteenth century. Many other acquaintances, 
of the author, like captains, mayors, counsellors and fiscalists, are 
mentioned as well. Furthermore, a recipe for toothache (tantpijn), comes 
from the painter Philip van Dijk (1683-1753), who painted various 
members of the semi-aristocratic Van Citters family. That the author 
knew these people says something about the social class to which he 
himself belonged.
 Having validated the time and the area in which the manuscript 
must have been written, a closer look can be taken at other people 
mentioned in the recipe book. The author regularly refers to various 
members, men and women, of the Van der Stringe, Evertse, Brauw and 
Steengracht families. These were well-to-do regent families in Zeeland, all 
related to each other in one way or another, while the Van Citters family 
name is often mentioned in combination with these names. This does not, 
however, provide sufficient proof about the identity of the creator of the 
manuscript.
 The names of close family members in the end were the deciding 
factors in identifying Aarnout van Citters. In many medical recipes, the 
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author refers to mother Evertse (moeje 4), most likely Johanna Evertse-van 
Citters (1672-1740), sister of Aarnout’s father. Another moeje who is 
mentioned is moeje van Citters. It is not entirely clear who this is, since 
the maiden name of Aarnout’s mother is Maria Cornelis Kien 
(1694-1753). However, after her marriage to Aarnout’s father, Willem 
van Citters (1685-1758) her name did change to Maria Cornelis van 
Citters. Therefore I presume that this is the moeje that is referred to in the 
recipe book.  
 Furthermore, the brothers of the author, Willem and Cornelis, are 
mentioned in several recipes and indeed Aarnout van Citters has two 
younger brothers by this name: Cornelis Kien van Citters (1716-1796) 
and Willem van Citters (1723-1802). The last clue came from a reference 
to his daughter Anna in a recipe for the treatment of warts (wratten). 
Aarnout van Citters presumably had six children, of which Anna 
Elisabeth van Citters (1752-1783) was the youngest. 
 Although many people in the Van Citters family were called 
Aarnout/Arnout/Aernout, Willem, Cornelis, and Anna, this unique 
combination of the timeframe in which the author must have lived and 
names of his (great)grandparents, mother, brothers and daughter makes it 
very likely that Aarnout van Citters was the author of this recipe book. 
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Biography
Who was Aarnout van Citters? To get to know him, it is important to 
explain something about his family history first. Aarnout was born into 
the wealthy and aristocratic Van Citters family, as the oldest son of 
Willem van Citters (1685-1758) and Maria Cornelis Kien (1694-1753). 
The Van Citters family name dates back to the fifteenth century and 
originates from the area near Breda in the province of Brabant, when the 
son of one Aarnout van Ceters (1561-1634) changed his name to Aernout 
van Citters (1633-1696).5
 In the eighteenth century, the family became one of the most 
important families of Zeeland, the province that was most influential in 
the Dutch Republic after the province of Holland. Caspar van Citters 
(1674-1734) and Willem van Citters, the uncle and father of Aarnout, 
held positions in the States of Zeeland and their families were among the 
most powerful in the capital of the province, Middelburg. Caspar was 
grand pensionary of Zeeland between 1718 and 1734, and Willem 
became mayor of Middelburg in 1712.6  Over the course of the eighteenth 
century, many other family members occupied influential positions in the 
province and beyond.7
 The family was also involved in the Dutch East India Company 
(VOC), the Asian trading company founded in 1602 and the instrument 
of the powerful Dutch commercial empire in the East Indies (now 
Indonesia). In the middle of the eighteenth century the Van Citters’ 
continuously held director’s positions in the VOC department (or kamer) 
of Zeeland. 
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Aarnout van Citters, for instance, was hoofdparticipant, an important 
shareholder taking care of the money brought in by smaller shareholders 
for the VOC.
 
9. View on the VOC shipyard of Middelburg by Jan Arends (1778). The shipyard is 
painted from the ship Bot and the picture features a caption in French and Dutch. Th Van 
Citters family must have spent a lot of time here. 
 The Van Citters family supported the political system in which the 
princes of Orange acted as Stadhouders (a position traditionally held by 
members of the House of Orange) and as military commanders to check 
the power of the municipal regents.8  This system was opposed by the 
party of the patriotten, who wanted the representatives of the cities to 
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have political power without interference of members of the House of 
Orange. The Van Citters family helped the House of Orange in 1787 by 
persuading all representatives of Zeeland to vote in favour of the 
maintenance of the position of Prince Willem V of Orange-Nassau as 
stadhouder and the dominant role of the House of Orange in the 
government of the Netherlands.9  The prevailing votes of the province of 
Zeeland eventually kept the prince in power, until the proclamation of the 
Batavian Republic in 1795.10
 The Van Citters family has now spread all over the Netherlands 
and the rest of the world, but still has descendants living in Zeeland. Some 
of them held prominent positions in the governing bodies of the province. 
From 1937 to 1943, for instance, Albert van Citters (1908-2008) was 
mayor of Burgh on the island of Schouwen-Duiveland, in the north of 
Zeeland.11 The family has also left its mark on streets and squares all over 
the Netherlands. To name a few, there is a Van Cittersweg in Arnemuiden 
(Zeeland) and a Van Cittersstraat in Rotterdam.
Back to Aarnout van Citters. Not much is known about him compared to 
what is written about other family members like his father Willem and his 
uncle Caspar. On 30 May 1714, Aarnout was born in Middelburg. He 
entered the local Latin school in 1723 after which he continued to study 
Law in Leiden.12
 After completing his studies, back in Middelburg, Aarnout 
occupied various positions in the government of Zeeland. According to 
the personal data on regent families collected by Romeijn, Aarnout was, 
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as mentioned before, head shareholder for the VOC, but also a jurist and 
diplomat. From 1746 onward he was a waterbaljuw or water sheriff,13 a 
position exclusive to the province of Zeeland with responsibilities for the 
collecting of money (ankergeld) from (trade) ships stopping or passing 
through the harbours of Zeeland,14  as well as for some military and 
judicial tasks.
 Aarnout had three brothers, Cornelis Kien van Citters 
(1716-1796), Willem van Citters (1723-1802) and Caspar van Citters 
(1725-1762). In 1737 he married Sara Jacoba Ockersse (1717-1794), also 
from Middelburg. In honour of their marriage, several songwriters and 
poets wrote songs for the wedding, the printed texts of which according to 
the custom of the time were presented to the couple in a marriage 
hymnbook.15  Also, marriage medals were struck for the occasion. Three 
of these medals are currently preserved in the archives of the Royal 
Society of Sciences of Zeeland (Koninklijk Zeeuws Genootschap der 
Wetenschappen) in Middelburg.
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13 Romeijn, De stadsregering van Tholen, p. 388.
14 L. Zoodsma, ‘Roerende de Bailliu van de wateren van Zeeland’, in A.H. Huussen, Ter 
recognitie: opstellen aangeboden aan prof. mr. H. van der Linden bij zijn afscheid als 
hoogleraar in de Nederlandse rechtsgeschiedenis aan de Vrije Universiteit (Hilversum: 
Uitgeverij Verloren, 1987), p. 251.
15 Zeeuws Archief, Middelburg, inv. no. 1609857, Huwelykszangen, ter bruilofte van den 
weledelen heere, den heere mr. Arnout van Citters, Wilhelmsz. Kiesheer, &c. en de 
weledele jonkvrouwe, jonkvrouwe Sara Jacoba Ockerse (1737).
10. The marriage medal created by Martinus Holtzhey in 1737. On the front side of this 
medal, the couple is featured kneeling down in the middle. On the left the fathers of the 
couple (mayor Willem van Citters and liutenant admiral of Zeeland Jan Cornelis Ockerse) 
are pictured. The persons on the right side of the medal are the personification of the 
province of Zeeland (with the coat of arms of the province) and the personification of 
religion. In the backgroud a ship and the sea are visible. The back of the medal shows the 
family arms of both families and a text in latin explaining the occasion for the creation of 
the medal.
 From the marriage, ten children were born: an unbaptised 
daughter (1738-1738), Willem Aarnout (1741-1811), Cornelia Maria 
(1742-1780), Jan Cornelis (1743-1825), Aarnout Willem (1745-1814), 
Caspar (1746-1815), Cornelis (1747-1708), Josina Susanna Maria 
(1748-1801), Ocker Jan (1750-1751) and Anna Margaritha Elisabeth 
(1752-1783). Aarnout’s sons continued in the tradition of the Van Citters 
family and would occupy several governing positions in Zeeland.
 Aarnout and his wife spent their whole life in Middelburg. They 
lived in the same house in the city centre, on the Noordstraat.16 Aarnout 
did not live a very long life. On 24 October, 1752 he passed away in 
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16 Zeeuws Archief, Middelburg, inv. no. 1609857.
Middelburg at the age of just 37. He was buried in the Oude Kerk in 
Middelburg on 31 October, 1752. The cause of his death remains 
unknown, because all records on the Van Citters family, stored in the 
provincial archive of Zeeland were destroyed when the archive building in 
Middelburg was bombed in May 1940.17  A hymn book was printed to 
mourn his death, but in the hymns no clues can be found about Aarnouts’ 
cause of death either.18
 This is all that is factually known about Aarnout van Citters. The 
question remains: Why would a man of his status keep a journal of recipes 
for the kitchen and for medicine? In the eighteenth century, it was not 
common for sophisticated men to show interest in food and its 
preparation. Wealthy people usually had a chef or kitchen-maids to 
prepare their food.
 The most likely reason for collecting kitchen recipes is that 
Aarnout just had a passion for food. He must have been a gourmand who 
wanted to remember some of the dishes he liked and had tasted at the 
houses of friends and family and to preserve their recipes. It is quite 
unlikely that Van Citters had a passion for cooking himself, like people 
today see cooking as a serious pastime. The act of cooking was something 
that was not practiced by well-to-do people in the eighteenth century. It is 
likely that he wrote down the recipes so that his own chef or maid could 
prepare the dishes again at his own home. The recipe book could have 
also been written with the intention to pass it on to the next generation, as 
it contains so many recipes received from family members. Sadly there are 
no records, like an inventory or catalogue of his book collection, 
confirming this to be true, so these remarks remain assumptions.
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17 This information comes from an email correspondence with H.M. van Citters-Postma, 
spouse of a descendant of the Van Citters family, received on 15 May, 2016.
18 Op het afsterven van den weledelen gestrengen heere Mr. Aarnout van Citters, Wilhems 
z. Private archives of the Van Citters family.
 The collection of medicinal recipes was most likely compiled to 
keep around the house as a useful document in case family members 
would fall ill. It is strange though that an educated man like Van Citters 
obtained recipes from renowned scholars like Boerhaave that make use of 
all sorts of herbs and medicinal ingredients and that these recipes are 
written alongside recipes that had no ‘scientific’ basis, for instance a 
prescription against the plague that demands that one places a toad under 
each arm and let them die slowly.19 This cure for the plague can be found 
in (medical) recipe books from the Middle Ages until the eighteenth 
century, so it was a treatment that had remained relevant for a long 
time.20  It goes to show that when it came to the treatment of illnesses, 
both innovative and traditional practices were used.
 The whole recipe book can be seen as a variant of a liber 
amicorum, a booklet consisting of a collection of texts and drawings by 
friends, writers and scholars, kept as a souvenir of past acquaintances. In 
this case Aarnout van Citters wrote the text himself, but the texts consists 
of recipes received from acquaintances and family members, giving a nice 
overview of the people close to the author.
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19 See Part Two – The Recipebook: ‘Tegen de Pest’, p. 142.
20 W. Naphy and A. Spicer, De pest: De Zwarte Dood in Europa (Amsterdam: Pearson 
Education Benelux, 2007), p. 73.
THE MANUSCRIPT
 Provenance
Van Citters’ recipe book is preserved in the Special Collections 
department of the library of the University of Amsterdam (UvA). This 
library possesses an extensive collection on gastronomical history and is 
known for its specialisation in this area.1  The recipe book is part of the 
History of Nutrition 1552-present collection.2  This collection contains 
around 21.000 printed books, like cookbooks in Dutch and other 
languages as well as books and booklets on dietetics, home economics and 
etiquette. Furthermore, the collection entails over a hundred manuscripts 
ranging from recipe books to journals, housekeeping books and menus.3 
The manuscript can be found under shelf-mark VIII E 14 at the Special 
Collections library (Oude Turfmarkt).
 How the recipe book came into possession of the UvA library is 
not entirely clear. In the acquisition records of the Special Collections it is 
stated that the manuscript was obtained in 1919. In a catalogue on 
cookbook manuscripts in the UvA collection it is mentioned that the 
manuscript was bought at an auction.4  Which house auctioned it and 
where and when the auction took place is unfortunately not indicated. 
The manuscript was acquired together with another recipe book, also 
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1 The Gastronomical Library foundation (Stichting Gastronomische Bibliotheek – SGB), 
established in 1993 by the private collectors of (historical) cookbooks Johannes van Dam, 
Joop Witteveen en Bart Cuperus, is an enormous collection of over 60.000 texts on 
gastronomical topics. In 2006 this collection came into possession of the UvA Special 
Collections. The collectors wanted the collection to contribute to research and the creation 
of exhibitions. Source: UvA, Bijzondere Collecties, ‘Stichting Gastronomische Bibliotheek 
(SGB)’, <http://bijzonderecollectiesuva.nl/foodhistory/stichting-gastronomische-
bibliotheek-sgb/> (29 May, 2016).
2 UvA, Bijzonde Collecties, ’Beschrijving van de collectie Geschiedenis van de Voeding 
1552-heden’, <http://dpc.uba.uva.nl/inventarissen/ubainv10> (11 May, 2016).
3 Ibidem.
4 UvA,, Special Collections, Aanwinstenjournaal handschriften 1917-1942, p. 7 (nr. 152).
dating from the eighteenth century, but written in a different hand and 
containing only medical recipes. This recipe manuscript, with the shelf-
mark VIII E 13, does not have any indication of ownership either.5 Apart 
from a half torn sticker on the cover, which indicates the beginning of the 
VIII E 14 signature, there are no traces in the manuscript itself that could 
lead to the identification of its previous owners. It may have been bought 
at an auction of a deceased descendant who had inherited the book from a 
previous generation. It may also be that the book was not owned by the 
family anymore and had travelled through several book collections.
 Other than the listing in the UvA catalogue and the blogpost by 
Van der Hoek mentioned in the introduction, there are no further 
mentions of, or references to this manuscript.
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5 This information comes from an email correspondence with K. van der Hoek, Curator at 
UvA Special Collections, received on 13 May 2016.
Content 
For the most part the recipe book contains an unsorted collection of short 
recipes. They are not grouped by food type, but for some dishes, different 
preparation methods for the same dish are placed together. In the book, 
recipes typically from Zeeland (letterkoek) and Dutch (watergruwel) as 
well as French (kalkoen a la dope or pate van Orsade) and English 
(poddingh) inspired recipes are collected.
 The kitchen part of the book starts with some non-food recipes for 
shoe polish, to melt myrrh, for a medicinal potion and for the making of 
porcelain. After that, there are two recipes for drinks. The following 
recipes are all food related – a recipe for spritsen, a typically Dutch biscuit 
that is still made today, is followed by multiple recipes for sweet 
variations of cream cheese. Then recipes for poddingh (pudding) are 
listed. After that many other sweet treats and Dutch baked goods like 
susters, oblien, oli koek, letter koek and wafelties, as well as lemon pie, 
candied cherries and quinces, apple jelly, candied orange peels are 
described. The sweet treats are sometimes interspersed by savoury dishes 
of, for example, preserved pigeons, endive and broad beans. These dishes 
are, however, greatly outnumbered by the sweet dishes. In the kitchen part 
of the book, Van Citters also wrote some additional medicinal recipes to 
treat faintness after illness and coughing. Some recipes end with a 
reference to an acquaintance or family member from whom Van Citters 
received it. In some recipes this reference in even mentioned in the title.
 The ingredients prescribed by Van Citters are typical for the time 
the manuscript was written in. Next to standard ingredients for a 
(wealthier) household like white flour, white bread, many eggs, fruits, 
vegetables and meat, spices like nutmeg, mace, cloves, cinnamon are used 
abundantly. Sugar is also used very often in quite large amounts. There 
are some ingredients in the book that are presently never used, like the 
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plants kankerblom, an old Dutch indication of a dandelion, and 
hartshoorn, a plant resembling the shape of antlers. For a full list of the 
ingredients used, Appendix I can be consulted.6
 The recipes in the book consist for the most part of a summary of 
ingredients needed and their quantities and a brief explanation of how to 
mix the ingredients together. An explanation of the actual cooking or 
baking process (how long and in which pan or pot a dish should be 
baked) is not always provided. This is probably the case because there 
were well known rules-of-thumb how to prepare certain dishes which 
made it unnecessary for Van Citters to write it down. The part of the 
recipe that needed to be written down was the list of ingredients, because 
there were many ways to compose the same dish.
 The medical part of the book is larger than the kitchen part. In this 
part all sorts of home remedies and chemistry related recipes are collected. 
There are simple recipes for potions and ointments to soothe discomforts 
like a sore throat, toothache, bruises and sores, chapped lips, warts, 
mosquito bites, headache or cold joints. Also recipes for serious illnesses 
like the plague, pleuritis, tuberculosis and rabies are listed. Furthermore 
there are some instructions to help a woman give birth and many recipes 
for children’s diseases and discomforts like a parched bottom, fever, a 
hard belly, or worms (Van Citters had ten children, so it is understandable 
why he collected a great deal of recipes on this topic). Next to medicinal 
recipes there are multiple recipes for ink. For many of the recipes, various 
methods of preparation are listed together. The medicinal recipes are also 
often introduced or concluded by a reference to a doctor from whom the 
recipe was received.
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6 Appendix I: Explanatory list of ingredients, pp. 151-163.
Physical Description
The recipe book is a manuscript that has a different kind of content on 
each side of it. On the cover, a text, handwritten in ink says: ‘Recepten 
voor de keucken’ (recipes for the kitchen). When the book is turned 
around and placed upside down a handwritten text says: ‘Recepten voor 
Menschen’ (recipes for humans). The text has slightly faded through time, 
but is still easily readable.
 
11 & 12. The front and back cover of the manuscript with a title neatly written on each 
side. 
 The cover of the book is made of thick paper covered with vellum. 
It is bound as a hardcover and there are three binding stitches visible on 
the spine. The parchment used to be off-white but has faded into a dark 
yellow colour and is covered in stains. This is a logical result of the long-
term use of the book in the kitchen. Two little holes are visible on the 
right-hand side of the cover, indicating the former presence of textile 
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ribbons to hold the book together when closed. The ribbons are no longer 
part of the book. Apart from the title there is no cover ornamentation.
 The measurements of the manuscript are 205 x 175 mm. for the 
cover and 199 x 161 mm. for the pages inside the book. These 
measurements come closest to the royal octavo book format, which 
measures 254 x 165 mm. This kind of octavo is slightly bigger than a 
regular octavo.7  The octavo is a book produced from sheets of paper, 
which are folded three times to produce a gathering of eight leaves (or 
folia). These folia count for sixteen book pages. Each book page measures 
as one-eight the size of the full sheet of paper. In Van Citters’ manuscript 
the pages are oddly bound in gatherings of both ten and twelve folia.
 Inside the book there is a total of 92 folia, but not all are used. On 
the side of the recipes for the kitchen, eighteen folia of recipes are used, on 
the side of the recipes for humans 41 folia. The remaining 33 folia in the 
middle are left blank. These empty leaves make it likely that the book was 
bound before it was written. It was presumably bought ready-made with 
blank pages for use as a journal or notebook.
 The paper used for this book is a regular kind of laid paper. It has 
a ribbed texture due to the manufacturing process, whereby vegetable 
fibre pulp is laid down on a screen to form sheets of paper. This hand-
made paper was used until the nineteenth century.8  The quality of the 
paper is outstanding, none of the folia have rips or holes in them and 
there are very few stains on the paper. There are some traces of holes 
made at a later date by insects, but other than that the book is in excellent 
condition. A watermark is visible on some pages on various places in the 
paper, mostly on the inner side of the pages. It depicts two lions holding a 
decorated shield with three crosses on it, on top of which a crown is 
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7 B.P.M. Dongelmans, ‘Formaten/vormgeving van de tekst’, Bibliopolis, <http://
www.bibliopolis.nl/handboek/search/recordIdentifier/HBB%3A4.1.4/maximumRecords/1/
termenkaart/Royaaloctavo> (10 May, 2016). 
8 E. Blake,‘Learning to “Read” Old Paper’, The Collation, 25 June 2012,
 <http://collation.folger.edu/2012/06/learning-to-read-old-paper/> (10 May, 2016).
placed. This is the coat of arms of Amsterdam, which was used by many 
papermakers as their watermark.9  Unfortunately it was impossible to 
determine to which papermaker this specific watermark belonged, but in 
all likelihood he was Dutch.
 On the verso of the first folium, the author wrote his own index of 
kitchen recipes, in which for each page number the names of the dishes 
are put in a table with two columns. This must have helped in easily 
finding a recipe. After the index, the page numbering starts. The numbers 
of the pages are written down by the author in the top left corner of the 
verso pages and on the right corner of the recto pages. On each side of the 
book the page numbering starts at 1.
 The recipes in the book are written in black ink. On the one side 
there are 101 kitchen recipes and on the other side there are 346 
medicinal ones. They are distributed over the entire width and length of 
the pages with a small amount of white spacing between each recipe. The 
titles of the recipes are written larger than the rest of the text, thus 
facilitating a clear distinction between them. The way the recipes are 
described is not that different from what can be found in modern 
cookbooks. The ingredients and quantities needed to prepare a dish are 
listed, combined with a short description of how and when these 
ingredients should be combined. The only difference is that currently the 
list of ingredients is often separated from the preparation method. Van 
Citters took great care in writing down the recipes and consequently they 
are easily legible in a typical eighteenth-century handwriting. There are 
very few errors and corrections made by the author. It is safe to assume 
that the manuscript was intended to be kept both as a reference book and 
as a guide book. 
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9 Bernstein, The Memory of Paper, ‘Search Watermarks: Amsterdam Lion Shield Crown’, 
<http://www.memoryofpaper.eu:8080/BernsteinPortal/appl_start.disp#> (31 May, 2016).
13. An example of a page from the kitchen section of the manuscript (f. 12).
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A small number of recipes, at the end of each part of the book, is written 
in one or two different hands. In the kitchen section there are fourteen 
recipes in a different hand and in the medicine section there are three or 
four. They are written in a different kind of ink and with much less care 
than the recipes by Van Citters, containing many spelling errors and 
corrections. These additions appear to have been made at a later date. It 
was not possible to trace the authors of these recipes since there are no 
references in the manuscript to other people and because further 
provenance information is lacking.
 There is no definite indication of when and where Van Citters 
wrote his recipe book and there is only one indication of time. In a recipe 
for a cure of stomach ache, the author mentions that it was successfully 
used in 1730, so the recipe must have been written after that time.10 It is 
safe to assume that Van Citters wrote down his recipes in and around 
Middelburg, since that is where he lived most of his life. Possibly, he 
collected recipes over a longer period of time and wrote them down 
individually, but it is also possible that he collected them over time on 
different pieces of paper and later copied them in this book. This scenario 
is slightly more likely because the manuscript contains groups of recipes 
for specific dishes (for example pudding) received from different people.
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10 Library of the University of Amsterdam (UvA), Special Collections, shelf-mark VIII E 
14, Recepten voor Menschen/Recepten voor de Keucken, f. 64.
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EDITORIAL NOTE
This recipe book has been edited with the intention of presenting a 
trustworthy and accessible text that stays as close as possible to the 
original manuscript produced by Aarnout van Citters in the first half of 
the eighteenth century.
 The readership that was considered to be most interested in this 
project are educated readers consisting of students, professionals and 
amateurs working in the field of (Dutch) history and gastronomy, and 
cooking enthusiasts. The main purpose therefore was to make the recipe 
book accessible to this audience by providing an accurate transcription of 
the manuscript accompanied by contextual information, facilitating the 
understanding of the text. The manuscript was not transcribed in its 
entirety. This edition consists of all recipes for the kitchen and a selection 
of the medicinal recipes, to give an idea of what they look like and to 
show that some of them come from famous contemporaries of Aarnout 
van Citters.
 This edition falls into the documentary editing tradition. It focuses 
on one single text of which presumably no other versions exist. This is 
quite certain because the recipe book was intended as a practical work of 
reference for the author and his household. Documentary editing 
considers the manuscript itself as the most important part of an edition in 
stead of the intentions of the author that underlie the document.1  The goal 
of the editor here is to preserve and present the document as reliable 
historical evidence. The text is like a witness of a specific historical period, 
therefore the editor strives to not alter the manuscript but to present a 
quite literal transcription.2  The only changes made are forms of 
standardisation of elements in the physical format of the manuscript. This 
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1 M. Kline and S. Holbrook Perdue, A Guide to Documentary Editing (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia Press, 2008) p. 145.
2 Ibidem. p. 201.
can, for instance, be the application of paragraph indentation to make the 
manuscript compatible with modern typographical standards.3
 Editing a manuscript is all about making choices and justifying 
them. As a guide for making the right choices the Dutch handbook 
written by Marita Mathijsen, Naar de letter: Handboek editiewetenschap 
was used. This handbook offers well considered guidelines for editors in 
editing historical documents. Mathijsen suggests that the documentary 
editor stays as close to the historical document as possible to preserve its 
integrity, especially when the purpose of an edition is that it can be used 
for study or research.4  A study edition should entail a vindicated reading 
text created from the manuscript, an editorial note in which the editor 
describes the changes made in the manuscript with the utmost 
transparency, and a comprehensive commentary in which the editor 
provides information about the provenance, author and historical context 
of the manuscript (i.e. part one of this edition).5  The commentary part 
also includes the use of annotation in the edition of the manuscript.
 For this particular kind of edition, it took some time to find the 
right annotation practice. Since the edited document is a historical recipe 
book, many ingredients, obsolete measurements and names of dishes need 
some clarification. Since these terms make up the largest part of a recipe, a 
problem of cluttering (and therefore distracting the reader) of footnotes 
was lurking. On top of that, the author refers to many friends, family 
members and other notable people from whom he received recipes. 
Making annotations for all of them would result in the use of even more 
footnotes. As a solution to this ‘problem’ the decision was made to add 
appendices with explanatory lists of kitchen and medicinal ingredients, of 
measurements and of persons mentioned in the manuscript. Annotation is 
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3 Kline and Holbrook Perdue, A Guide to Documentary Editing, p. 145.
4 M. Mathijsen, Naar de letter: Handboek editiewetenschap (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1995), 
p. 65.
5 Ibidem.
only used in the transcription of the manuscript to provide the reader with 
information about certain dishes, editorial interferences or to clarify 
obsolete terms or language used and to describe places and habits that are 
of importance to the text.
 Adjustments were made in this manuscript on the level of the 
physical presentation and in the content. With regard to physical aspect, 
the titles of the recipes, originally written larger than the recipe itself, have 
been changed into bold because this is more pleasing to the eye. Also, the 
original page numbers, written on the top left and right of each folium, 
have been changed. They are, however, indicated by notating the 
manuscript page numbering (as used by Van Citters) with a hashtag and 
the number between square brackets [#1] in the edited text. This in order 
to help researchers in comparing this edition to the manuscript. 
Furthermore, as the manuscript does not contain any images, these were 
added by the editor from a variety of sources to illustrate some ingredients 
and dishes.
 There is a small amount of recipes, at the end of each part of the 
book, that is written in a different hand by an unknown author. This 
(sloppy) handwriting appears to have been added at a later time than Van 
Citters’ text. The decision was made to include these recipes in the edition 
for completeness, but it is indicated in the edition of the recipe book 
where the change in handwriting appears.
 Modifications to the content, like in spelling or grammar, have 
been made for reasons of comprehension only. The manuscript was neatly 
written with relatively few mistakes for a text of this length. It is 
noticeable that the author took great care in writing down his favourite 
recipes to preserve them. Since the recipe book solely deals with short 
recipes, the use of abbreviations and shorthand writing does hardly occur, 
almost everything is spelled out entirely. This may also have to do with 
the fact that the author did not have to consider space management; he 
made sure that the recipes were distributed evenly over the pages. There 
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were, however, a few instances where the text of the manuscript remained 
illegible to the editor. In these cases the unreadable parts have been 
marked with three crosses [xxx] and the indication is accompanied by a 
footnote explaining why the text was illegible.
 In the time Van Citters composed his recipe book, spelling of 
Dutch words was not yet standardised, this only happened after the 
French Revolution. Until then, spelling varied widely between different 
parts of the Netherlands and was, moreover, not used consistently. Even 
though Van Citters was an educated man, his use of language is not 
homogeneous. This is particularly noticeable with endings of nouns. The 
author mixes the use of the word ‘eggs’ as both eijeren and eijers. The use 
of the letters s and z is also arbitrary as Van Citters writes ‘sugar’ as 
suijker and zuijker. In this edition, his use of language is not standardised 
or modernised, because it is easily understandable for a Dutch reader. Few 
differences between the old and new Dutch, like the use of ‘-tie(s)’ in stead 
of ‘-tje(s)’ as an ending for diminutives are not hard to get used to for the 
modern reader. Moreover, leaving the original use of grammar and 
spelling adds to the ‘feel’ of the text and places it in its historical context. 
It gives an authentic representation of the writing style of a well educated, 
wealthy and highly placed person from the eighteenth century living in 
Zeeland.
 Alterations made in the text itself are corrections of errors the 
author most likely made by accident, for example because he wanted to 
spell a word or sentence right but mixed up the order of letters, or 
accidentally used a word two times in a row. There also is one case where 
Van Citters used a specific symbol for the measurement of the pond. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to take over this symbol (see fig. 14) in a 
digital format, so the decision was made to change it into the word pond.
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14. On pages 22 and 23 of the manuscript, these indications (marked with circles) appear. 
They refer to the weight of a Dutch pond. The indications were not taken over in this 
edition. 
Another small change was made to the letter u, because it is always 
written with a dash over it. This was a custom dating back to the Middle 
Ages to differentiate the letter u from the letters v, w and n that looked 
very similar in handwriting. All ū’s have been standardised to modern 
spelling u’s.
 The punctuation used in the manuscript is very different from 
modern usage. A full stop is only provided at the end of a recipe. The text 
of a recipe is only interrupted by commas and ampersands and often 
ampersands are preceded by a comma. It is known that interpunction used 
to have a more ‘rhetorical-rhythmic’ function in the eighteenth century.6 
This might take some getting used to for a reader, but does not interfere 
with the comprehension of the content. Therefore, the interpunction has 
been left unchanged. This also adds to the authenticity of the manuscript.
 Since this thesis is written in English and the manuscript is written 
in Dutch, the choice was made to provide a translation of the recipes next 
to the original. Offering translations can also help in reaching the widest 
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6 H.T.M. Van Vliet, ‘Autorisatie en tekstbederf’, De Nieuwe Taalgids, 783 (1985), p. 258.
possible public for this manuscript.7  Due to this choice, the problem of 
how to translate the Dutch recipes into English arose. After some 
consideration the best solution appeared to be providing a modern English 
translation so that the reader can easily read the recipes and even try to 
use them if desired. As a consequence, the punctuation marks have been 
changed to make the text flow more naturally for the modern reader and 
the old Dutch spelling and grammar have been transposed into 
contemporary English. Measurements and ingredients have kept their 
Dutch forms, they are written in italics to distinguish them. An 
explanation of the measurements can be found in the appendix.8  The 
names of some very typical Dutch dishes have also kept their original 
names as no English equivalent exists.
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7 P.D.A. Harvey, Editing Historical Records (London: The British Library, 2001) p. 31.
8 Appendix II: Explanatory list of measurements, pp. 165-166. 
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PART TWO 
~
THE RECIPE BOOK
69
RECEPTEN VOOR DE KEUCKEN
1 Om schoenen swart te maaken 14 Queepensjes 
1 Om mirrhe te smelten 14 Queen confijten 
1 Lac Virginaal te maaken 15 Orangie snippers
1 Om porceleijn te maaken 15 Amandel melk. 14. 
2 Bottel mee maken 15 Broederties
2 Candeel kooken. 7. 16 Posteleijn inleggen 
3 Om Spritsen bakken. 26. 16 Cornoelje te confijten
3 Roomkaas maken. 4. 17 Watergruwel
4 Saus op Asia 18 Om partijsen &a. in geleij te leggen. 
5 Poddingen. 6. 18. 19 Blomkoekjes te bakken
6 Suster bakken. 11. 19. 19 Om andivi in te leggen
7 Schuijm van wijn 20 Om queen in te leggen 
8 Oblien 20 Om een puijme taart te backen
8 Geknede wafelties 21 Om citroentaart te backen
8 Oli koeken 21 Roomse boonen inleggen
8 Amandel taarties 22 Paasch-broot
8 Geleij van Vlier 22 Om seer goede koekjes te bakken
9 Letterkoek. 22. 26. 23 Om drop tablettes te maaken
9 Geleij van Hartshoorn 24 Om pate van Orsade
9 Soseijsen. 19. 24 Om swarte nooten te confijten 
10 Roomakeijn 25 Om mirabellen te confijten. 
10 Appelkoekjes 25 Om orangie te confijeten & geleij
10 Wafelen. 20. 22. 22 Framboise geleij
11 Kalkoen a la dope 25 Om kaakjes te bakken
11 Zuijkerbroot 26 Om appel geleij te maaken 
12 Wevers spoelen 26 Om witte mee te maaken 
12 Soete saus. 19. 27 Een veth of zzees susterlies te backen 
12 kerssen confijten 27 Om benjees te maken
13 Citroen taart. 21. 
13 Orangie taart
14 Frambose koekjes!
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RECIPES FOR THE KITCHEN 
1 To blacken shoes 14 Queepensjes
1 To melt myrrh 14 To candy quinces
1 Make Lac Virginale 15 Apple/orange peels
1 To make porcelain 15 Almond milk 14. 
2 Make bottel 15 Broederties
2 Cooking candeel 7. 16 To preserve purslane 
3 To fry spritsen 26. 16 To candy cornus fruit
3 Cooking cream cheese 4. 17 Watergruwel
4 Sauce for Asia 18 To make jellied partridges et al.
5 Puddings. 6. 18. 19 To bake flour biscuits
6 Baking a suster 11. 19. 19 To preserve endive
7 Foam of wine 20 To preserve quinces
8 Oblien 20 To bake a plum pie
8 Kneaded waffles 21 To bake lemon pie
8 Oli koeken 21 To preserve broad beans
8 Almond tarts 22 Easter bread
8 Elderberry jelly 22 To bake excellent biscuits
9 Letterkoek 22. 26. 23 To make liquorice tablets
9 Buck's-horn plantain jelly 24 To make Orgeade
9 Soseijsen 19. 24 To candy black walnuts
10 Roomakeijn 25 To candy mirabelle plums
10 Apple cookies 25 To candy oranges & jelly
10 Waffles 20. 22. 22 Raspberry jelly
11 Turkey a la daube 25 To bake kaakjes
11 Sugar-loaf 26 To make apple jelly
12 Wevers-spoelen 26 To make witte
12 Sweet sauce 19. 27 Susterties, veth or from Zierikzee 
12 To candy cherries 27 To make benjees
13 Lemon pie 21. 
13 Orange pie
14 Raspberry cookies 
!
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[#1]
Om de schoenen swart te maaken. 
4 Stuijvers geel wasch, 1 swartsel tonnetie van 2 blauken, 1 ende kaars 
van een groote vinger langh, gom de groote van een lit van een vinger, 1 
lepel inckt, dit onder malkander gesmolten & dan langh op de schoenen 
daar van gedaan met een borstel gevreeven, doet de schoenen ook 
blincken. Men moet dagelijks niet smeeren, maar stijf vrijven met een 
schoonen borstel. 
Om mirrhe te smelten.1
Neemt een eij hardt gekookt dan opgesneden & het doir daar uijt gedaan, 
leght de mirrhe daar in & zet het in de kelder. 
Om Lac Virginaal2 te maaken.
Voorloop3  van brandewijn 1/2 pint, bensoin & storax van ider 11 
dragma, ligni rodi 1 once, caneel & cruijtnagelen van ider 1 dragma, 
amber de grie 6 a 7 grem, dit alles in poeder gestooten of gekneust & sette 
het in een bottel te weijken & laat dit 5 a 6 dagen staan en doen daar dan 
2 a 3 snippers muskis bij, of eenige droppelen balsem peruvianum.
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1 Burning mirrhe or myrrh in English, an aromatic wax that was already mentioned in the 
Bible, is an old tradition. Myrrh could be eaten for medical purposes and it was often 
burned to get rid of unpleasant smells. Geïntegreerde Taalbank (GTB), ‘Mirre’, <http://
gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article_content&wdb=WNT&id=M039454> (23 May, 
2016).
2 Lac Virginaal or Lac Viginale was a well known medicine in the eighteenth century. It 
was a medical lotion used a.o. for the removal of freckles and liver spots. J. Allen & M. 
Van Goch, De praktyk der chirurgie, of de oeffening der heelkunst (Amsterdam: Marten 
Schagen, 1728), p. 42.
3 Voorloop is the first distillation product of alcoholic liquids. It was used for different 
products like fuel, solvents and preservatives. GTB, ‘Voorloop’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/
search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M081962> (23 May, 2016).
[#1]
To blacken shoes
Take 4 stuijvers of beeswax, 1 small barrel of 2 chuncks of carbon black, 
1 end of a candle the size of a big finger, rubber the size of a finger bone 
and 1 spoon of ink. Melt this together & then apply to the shoes for a 
long time and rub them with a brush, this will make the shoes shine as 
well. One should not apply it daily, but firmly rub the shoes with a clean 
brush. 
To melt myrrh
Take one hard boiled egg, cut it open and remove the yolk. Place the 
myrrh in the egg and place this in the basement. 
To make Lac Virginale
Take a 1/2 pint of the first destillation product of brandy, 11 dragma of 
bensoin & storax, 1 once of ligni rodi, 1 dragma of cinnamon and cloves, 
6 to 7 grams of ambergris. Crush or bruise all ingredients and let it soak 
in a bottle. Leave it for 5 to 6 days and then add 2 to 3 shreds of musk or 
some drops of balsam of Peru.
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Om porceleijn te maaken. 
Neemt caarnemelk gekookt dat begint te stremmen in dat dikke dan 
gemenght met ongebluste kalck & voor bruijne goed wat engels bruijn 
daar bij gedaan, maakt het seer sterk.
[#2]
Om bottel4 mee te maaken. 
Neemt 1 vaatie van 16 mingelen doet dat vol met water & 2 mingelen 
daarboven, giet dat in een coperen ketel & laat het 1/4 uer kooken, dan 8 
pont honingh daarin gedaan, dan 1/2 uer laten kooken gestadigh 
geschuijmt, doet dan op het vaatie half loot nagelen, 1/4 loot foelie, 1 1/2 
loot nootmuskaat alles aan stucken gesneden, 1 handvol coleander saat, 1 
loot gember & 1 once mede aan kleijne stukjes als de rest, de schil van 5 
limoenen & van 3 het suer, het kruijt moet in een potje worden gedaan, 
giet dan het gekookte water met de honing kokende gaat daarop & laat 
de mont open staan, doet daags daar een 1/2 musje brandewijn daarop & 
laat het vaatie dan 3 dagen met de mont openstaan, daar na lustigh 
omgeschut & dicht toegedaan, soo 14 dagh laten leggen, dan afgetapt in 
bottel, 10 a 12 dagh laten staan & dan gedronken, is zeer goed bevonden.
15. Ginger (Zingiber officinale) 
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4 Bottel is an old Dutch term for bottle taken from English. Bottel can refer to Bottelbier, a 
kind of beer made in bottles. In this case it is the name of sweet a liquor like drink. 
GTB, ‘Bottel’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M010699> 
(23 May, 2016).
To make porcelain
Take cooked buttermilk that is starting to curdle and mix the thick part 
with calcium oxide. For brown tableware add some manganese oxide. 
Makes it very strong. 
[#2]
To make bottel
Take 1 small barrel of 16 mingelen and fill it with water and 2 more 
mingelen. Pour this in a copper kettle and let it cook for 15 minutes. Then 
add 8 pounds of honey to it and cook and foam for 30 minutes. Per 
barrel, take a 1/2 loot of cloves, a 1/4 loot of mace, 1 1/2 loot of nutmeg, 
1 handful of coriander seeds, 1 loot of ginger and the peel of 5 limes and 
the flesh of 3, all cut into pieces. Place the herbs and spices in a cooking-
pot, pour over the boiling water with honey and keep the lid off. Add one 
half of a musje of brandy every day and leave the barrel for 3 days with 
the lid off. Then shake it well and close it. Then drink it. Positively 
evaluated. 
16. Mace and nutmeg (Myristica fragrans)
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Om candeel5 te kooken. 
Neemt 2/3 wijn & 1/3 water & op de stoop 1 pond van de beste poejer 
zuijker, 1 loot caneel & 5 doier van eijeren op de 4 stoop & een wijnigh 
safferaan. Nota. Men moet het water met het wit van ’t eij & de zuijker 
daarin eerst laten kooken & schoon schuijmen & door een sift doen & 
dan het bovenstaande gekookt daar onder doen. Op ’t laatst wat rinse 
wijn bijgedaan is mede seer goed.
[#3]
Om spritsen6 te backen. 
Wat meer dan de helft van een half pint melk, een half pont blom in de 
kokende melk geroert dat het niet & klontert; 8 eijers de helft het wit 
daaruijt & in geschuijmde boter gebakken. 
Om Roomkaas te kooken. 
1 stoop melk eerst opgekookt met caneel zoo veel men belieft en dan een 
pint suere room met 9 eijers fijn geslagen & onder die room geroert & 
dan inde kookende melk gedaan tot dat effen begint te schiften & dan 
afgeset, maar moet niet meer kooken & suijker na de smaak. 
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5 Candeel or kandeel is a spiced drink like eggnog but made with wine, was a favourite 
drink for celebrations, particularly the birth of a child. VOC Glossarium, ‘Kandeel’, 
<http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/pdf/vocglossarium/VOCGlossarium.pdf> (23 May, 
2016).
6 A sprits is a biscuit that is usually baked in butter or lard in the shape of ribbed strips. 
The word sprits is derived from the German spritzkuchen, but the method of preparation 
of a sprits is typically Dutch and different from the method of preparation of spritzkuchen. 
It can be compared to English shortbread. GTB, ‘Sprits’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M065585> (24 May, 2016).
To cook candeel
Take 2/3 wine & 1/3 water and per stoop take 1 pond of the best 
powdered sugar, 1 loot of cinnamon and 5 egg yolks. Per 5 stoop take a 
small amount of saffron. Note: One should cook the water with the egg 
whites and sugar first. Let it foam well and strain it before the ingredients 
mentioned above should be added cooked. At the last moment, add some 
Rhine wine. This is also very good. 
[#3]
To fry spritsen
Take a little more than half of a pint of milk, a half pond of flour. Stir this 
into boiling milk without making it clot. Add 8 eggs, half of which the egg 
whites are removed and bake it in foamed butter. 
To cook cream cheese
Take 1 stoop of milk and cook it with as much cinnamon as desired. Take 
one pint of sour cream and 9 well beaten eggs and mix them together. 
Then add this to the boiling milk until it starts to separate. Remove from 
the heat, it should not boil anymore. Add sugar to taste. 
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Roomkaas van Mevr. Van der Stringe. 
Twee houte maeties melk als men in Hollant heeft, 6 eijeren vier met wit 
& twee sonder wit, de eijeren moeten met soetemelk gebrooken worden 
& door een sift7  gedaan, van dese melk neemt men een gedeelte dat men 
met caneel laat kooken & dan daar uijtgenomen & zuijker na u smaak 
met 2 lepels suere melk dit samen op kooken in een becher laten kooken 
to dat het begint dick te worden & dan opgeschept, om de saus moet men 
neemen ruijme 1/2 pint soetemelk met 1 doir van een eij sonder wit en een 
wijnigh zuijker.
[#4]
Om roomkaas met room te maaken. 
Neemt 1 kan melk & 1 kan soete room, 12 eijeren de helft wit uijt, wat 
caneel & zuijker na de smaak, dat samen op ’t vuur geset tot dat begint te 
schiften. 
Roomkaas op een andere manier.
Neemt 1 stoop melk eerst opgekookt, 12 eijeren de helft wit uijt daarbij 
gedaan met zuijker en caneel na de smaak & dan weder op ’t vuer geset 
tot dat sterk schift & dan uijtgeschept & met een klomp booter in een 
warmoespot8 gevreeven & dan in besjes opgeschept. 
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7 Sift or zift, an old Dutch word for a strainer. GTB, ‘Zift’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M088985> (23 May, 2016).
8 A warmoespot is a special Dutch casserole for cooking or stewing vegetables. The word 
warmoes can mean vegetables, greens and herbs and was used commonly in the eighteenth 
century. GTB, ‘Warmoes’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M083935> (23 May, 2016).
Cream cheese by Mrs. Van der Stringe
Take two houte maeties of milk as one can find in Holland, 6 eggs, 4 with 
the egg white and 2 without it. Break the eggs in whole fat milk and strain 
this. Take some of the milk and let it cook with a cinnamon and later take 
it out and add sugar to taste. Let this cook in a mug with 2 spoons of sour 
milk until it gets thick. Now it can be served. For the sauce take a large 
1/2 pint of whole fat milk and 1 egg yolk without egg white and some 
sugar. 
[#4]
To make cream cheese with cream
Take one kan of milk and 1 kan of heavy cream, 12 eggs of which half of 
the egg whites are removed and some cinnamon and sugar to taste. Place 
it on the stove together until it starts to separate.
Cream cheese in a different manner
Take one stoop of milk and first boil it, 12 eggs of which half of the egg 
whites are removed. Add sugar and cinnamon to taste and place it on the 
stove until it firmly separates. Remove it from the cooking-pot, place it in 
a warmoespot and serve it in small amounts.
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Nogh roomkaas op een andere manier. 
Neemt 1 stoop melk met een klompje booter laat dat saamen koken, 8 
eijeren met het wit daar bij gedaan als gekookt is, dan wederom 
overgelange tot dat effe schift, dan afgeset & een wijnigh inde pot laten 
staan & dan uijtgeschept, zuijker & kaneel na de smaak. 
Om Saus op Asia9 van alderleij soort. 
1 kan wijn azijn, 1 muddetie put water, 1 handvol sout, dit laten kooken 
in een koopere ketel & geschuimt, dan kout laten worden & 1/2 stuijver 
mostertsaad daar in geroert & op de Asia gegooten. Is seer goed. 
[#5]
Om poddingh te kooken. 
2 pinten blom, 3/8 corenten, 3/8 reusel, 4 eijeren met het wit, 1 cruijtnoot 
& 1 oortie gist. 
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9 Asia or acia is a dish that originally consisted of bamboo shoots mixed with spicy spices 
from the Indies that found its way into many cookbooks of the seventeenth century 
onwards. The dish can be compared to gherkins or capers. It was first mentioned in Steven 
Blankaart’s De borgerlyke tafel (Amsterdam: Jan Claesz ten Hoorn, 1683). Van Citters’ 
version of the recipe shows the sauce that is used to pour over bamboo shoots or other 
vegetables. J. Meerman, Kleine geschiedenis van de Nederlandse keuken (Amsterdam: 
Ambo|Anthos, 2015), p. 371.
More cream cheese in a different manner 
Take one stoop of milk and a chunk of butter and let this boil together. 
Take 8 eggs with egg whites and add them when the mixture is boiling. 
Let it boil again until it separates a little and then remove it from the heat. 
Let it rest in the pot for a while and then remove it. Sugar and cinnamon 
can be added to taste. 
To make the sauce for Asia of all kinds
Take one kan of wine vinegar, 1 muddetie water from the well, 1 handful 
of salt and let this cook and foam in a copper kettle. Let it cool down and 
stir in a 1/2 stuijver of mustard seeds and pour this over the Asia. Is very 
good.
[#5]
To cook pudding
2 pinten of flour, 3/8 of currants, 3/8 of lard, 4 eggs with egg whites, 1 
whole nutmeg & one oortie of yeast. 
17. A still life with pastries, rolls and fruit by Osias Beert (ca. 1600-1650).  In the back on 
the right side a pudding is featured. 
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Om een poddingh te bakken. 
3 oudbakken halve stuijver witte brooden, anderhalf viererendeel 
corenten, 4 eijeren de helft het wit uijt, 1/2 loot caneel, 1/2 sukade schil, 
een duijt gist & soo veel gesmolte boter dat bekwaam aan malkander 
blijft hangen. 
Om poddingh van mevr. Van Hoorn te bakken. 
3 geraspte witte brooden de korsten afgesneden, 5 eijeren alle met wit fijn 
geklopt & samen gevoegt, 1 duijt gist in 1 copje soete melk gebroken, 1 
groote halve cruijtnoot daar in geraspt, 1 sukade schil, wat gesnede 
amandelen, 1 1/2 vierendeel corenten, 1 matig kommetje boter, dit te 
samen door malkander geroert magh wel een uer staan wijen. 
[#6]
Om poddingh met niervet te bakken. 
3 vierendeel blom, het veth van een kalfsnier kleijn gekapt, 8 eijeren de 
helft het wit uijt, 1/2 pondt corenten, 1 cruijtnoot of anders een stukje 
caneel, 1 sukade schil, 1 oortie gist & 1 lepeltie melk, moet dick beslagen 
zijn. 
Om poddingh te kooken in een blik. 
1 pond blom, 1/2 pond corenten, 1/2 pond rasijnen, wat kaneel, 12 
eijeren, 1 panne gesmolte boter, 1 stuk sukade, 1 hand vol amandelen 
gesneden, 1/2 vierendeel reusel in stukjes gesneden, wat suiker ende gist, 
als gerezen is wordt het in een blik gedaan dat tevoren met boter 
bestreken is, wel toegebonden wordt met het water te gelijk overgelangd, 
’t magh wel drie ueren kooken & vervolgens met een blik op een rooster 
over koolen geset & aan beijde kanten wat geroost. 
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To bake a pudding
Take 3 stale breads of a 1/2 stuijver each, 1 1/2 vierendeel of currents, 4 
eggs of which half of the egg whites are removed, 1/2 loot of cinnamon, 
1/2 piece of succade, 1 duijt of yeast and as much melted butter as needed 
to make everything stick together. 
To make pudding by Mrs. Van Hoorn 
Take three shredded loafs of white bread with the crusts removed, 5 well 
beaten eggs with all egg whites and mix it together. Take one duijt of 
yeast soaked in whole fat milk, 1/2 of one grated large nutmeg, 1 piece of 
succade, some sliced almonds, 1 1/2 vierendeel of currents, 1 small bowl 
of butter. Stir this together and let it soak for an hour. 
[#6]
To bake pudding with kidney-suet
Take 3 vierendeel of flour, the fat of a finely cut kidney of a veal, 8 eggs of 
which half the egg yolks are removed, a 1/2 pond of currents, 1 nutmeg or 
a piece of cinnamon, 1 piece of succade, 1 oortie yeast & 1 spoon of milk. 
It has to be mixed into a thick substance. 
To cook pudding in a tin 
Take 1 pond of flour, a 1/2 pond of currents, a 1/2 pond of raisins, some 
cinnamon, 12 eggs, one pan of melted butter, 1 piece of succade, 1 
handful of sliced almonds, a 1/2 vierendeel of lard cut into pieces, some 
sugar and yeast. When this has risen it has to be put in a can that was 
greased with butter. The can should be tied close well and placed into the 
water. It can cook for three hours after which the can should be placed on 
a grill on coals and roasted a little on both sides.
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Om een suster10 te bakken. 
1 pond blom, 3/4 booter, 8 eijeren half het wit uijt & seer fijn geklopt 
eender de blom inkomt, 2 lepels bruijn zuijker, een wijnigh roose water, 1 
oortie gist in een coffijcop11 melk gebroken & 1 quartier laten bakken.
[#7]
Om schuijm van wijn te maken. 
1 wijnglas france wijn, 1/2 wijnglas regenwater, de schil van 1 citroen 
geraspt & het nat geperst uijt 1 1/2 citroen, 2 eijeren een het wit uijt, 1 
lepel brootzuijker, in een nieuw hoogh potje gekookt & met een 
chocolaatstok12 gedraijt tot dat schuijmt & dan in copjes opgeschept.
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10 A suster or zuster is a cake/biscuit made of milk, eggs and sugar (sometimes raisins, 
currants or candied orange peels we added). It is either cooked in a bag or baked in a 
kettle or pan until it has ha brown crust. It can also be called broeder, zakkoek, ketelkoek 
or dikke koek. GTB, ‘Suster’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M090097> (23 May, 2016).
11 A coffijcop is a mug made especially for coffee. In the time of Aarnout van Citters, 
tableware for coffee and tea, often imported from China or Japan, was common to have 
for increasing numbers of the population. In this recipe it is used as a measurement, a 
coffeecup was usually smaller than a mug for beer or milk. Source: J. Jobse-van Putten, 
Eenvoudig maar voedzaam. Cultuurgeschiedenis van de dagelijkse maaltijd in Nederland 
(Nijmegen: Socialistische Uitgeverij Nijmegen, 1995), pp. 108-109.
12 A chocolaatstok is a wooden stick that was placed in the hole on the lid of a chocolate 
jug to stir the chocolate drink inside. As for coffee, there was certain especially intended 
for chocolate, but it was less common than coffee tableware. Here the chocolaatstok used 
to firmly stir the wine sauce to make it foam. E. Aardewerk, ‘Waarom zijn Nederlandse 
chocoladekannen zeldzaam?’, PAN, 30 November 2014, <https://www.onlinegalerij.nl/
waarom-zijn-nederlandse-chocoladekannen-zeldzaam/> (23 May, 2016).
To bake a suster
Take 1 pond of flour, 3/4 of butter, 8 eggs of which half the egg whites 
are removed. Beat the eggs very well before the flour is added. Add 2 
spoons of brown sugar, a small amount of rose water, 1 oortie yeast 
soaked in milk in a coffeecup. Bake it for 15 minutes.
[#7]
To make foam of wine
Take one glass of French wine, a 1/2 glass of rainwater, the grated peel of 
1 lemon and the juice of 1 1/2 lemons, 2 eggs with the egg whites 
removed, 1 spoon of sugarloaf. Cook it in a new tall cooking-pot and stir 
it with a chocolate stick until it is foaming. Then serve it in small cups. 
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Om candeel te kooken. 
4 stoop wijn & 2 stoop water, 1/2 vierendeel caneel in kleijne stukjes 
gebroken een heele nacht in de kan van dese wijn laten weijken op een 
warmen haart of assietest13, 12 doijer van eijeren klein geklopt, 6 pond 
poejer zuijker, dit samen wel laten kooken en schoon schuijmen, voor 1 
stuijver safferaan als het gekookt is doet men het door een sift om claar & 
schoon te sijn, maar de caneel dan daar weder ingelegt worden, soo daar 
kracht in is. 
Candeel.
Tot 2 stoop candeel, 5 doijer van eijeren tot ider stoop candeel 1 loot 
caneel 1 pont broodzuijker en wijnigh safferaan 2/3 wijn 1/3 water, tot 9 
stoop 20 eijeren, het wit van eij moet fijn geklopt worden & dan met het 
water & zuijker gekookt & schoon geschuimt & als het gekookt is door 
een teems14 gedaan, dan de wijn & de doiers & caneel gekookt, en dan bij 
een gegoten. 
[#8]
Om oblien15 te bakken. 
1 pond blom, 3/4 booter, 3/4 zuijker, 3 loot kaneel, 1/2 pint put water. 
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13 Assietest is another, old Dutch word for stove. GTB, ‘Haard’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/
search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M022893> (23 May, 2016).
14 Teems is an old Dutch term for a colander, in Zeeland it refers to a fine colander with 
copper-wire normally used to filter milk. GTB, ‘Teems’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M067887> (23 May, 2016).
15 Oblie, a kind of wafer, deducted from the French oublie. This thin round wafer is 
usually made from flour, milk, sugar, cinnamon and eggs and fried in butter. The wafer is 
often rolled into a cilinder, but this act is not described in this recipe. The oblie is also 
called prauwel, fluitje (flute) or nieuwjaarskoek (newyears bisuit). GTB, ‘Oblie’, <http://
gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M041476> (23 May, 2016).
To cook candeel
Take 4 stoop of wine and 2 stoop of water, a 1/2 vierendeel of cinnamon 
broken into small pieces. Let this soak all night in the jug of the wine 
placed on a warm fireplace or stove. Take 12 well beaten egg yolks, 6 
pond of powdered sugar and let it cook and foam well. Then add 1 
stuijver of saffron and when the mixture is cooked run it through a 
strainer to make it clear and beautiful, but replace the cinnamon 
afterwards, because it gives strength to the beverage. 
Candeel
For 2 stoop of candeel, take 5 egg yolks. For each stoop take 1 loot of 
cinnamon, 1 pond of sugarloaf, a little saffron, 2/3 of wine, 1/3 of water. 
For 9 stoop take 20 eggs, the egg whites should be well beaten and then 
cooked with the water and sugar. It has to foam nicely and when it is 
cooked it should be run through a strainer. Then cook the wine, the egg 
yolks and cinnamon and add it to the mixture. 
[#8]
To fry oblien
1 pond of flour, 3/4 of butter, 3/4 of sugar, 3 loot of cinnamon and a 1/2 
pint of well water. 
18. A still life by Lubin Baugin (ca. 1630) of a glass, a bottle and wafers rolled into 
cylinders (Gaufrettes). This is what the oblien must have looked like. 
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Om gekneede wafelties te bakken. 
1 pond blom, 1/2 pond gesmolte boter, 1/2 pond zuijker fijn gevreven, 2 
loot caneel, 1 eij door malkander geklutst. Item16 1 pond blom 1/2 koude 
booter 1/2 pond zuijker 1/2 once caneel. Mevr Evertse.
Om oli koeken17 te bakken. 
3 pond blom, 1 stuijver gestoote beschuijt, 1/4 geschilde amandelen, 2 
pond corenten, 2 pont rasijnen de karrels18 uijtgedaan, 3/4 sucadeschil, 3 
lepels goede gist & dit met soetemelk gemenght heel dik & savonts 
beslaan om s’morgens te bakken, men neemt 1 1/2 pint oude raap oli wel 
uijtgebrant met een korst broot & wat sout daar in. 
Om amandel taarties te bakken. 
1/419 amandels meel fijn gestooten, 3 eijers de helft met wit, 6 loot witte 
zuijker & dat lang geklopt. 
Om geleij van vlier te kooken. 
6 pond nat20 1 1/4 pond brootzuijker moet soo langh kooken & gestadigh 
geroerd worden tot dat bequaam dik is.
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16 Item is the Latin word for also or in the same manner. Van Citters’ means that another 
recipe for the same dish is following. GTB, ‘Item’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article_content&wdb=WNT&id=M028482> (23 May, 2016).
17 Oli-koeken or olie-koecken are the forerunners of the doughnut. A ball of dough 
prepared from flour, milk, yeast and often sugar can be stuffed with fillings and then deep 
fried in hot oil (hence the name) or lard. This dish appears in many cookbooks like De 
verstandige kock (1667) and De volmaakte Hollandsche keuken-meid (1746). Rose, The 
Sensible Cook, p. 126.
18 Karrel or karl is an obsolete word for korrel/pit a granule or stone. GTB, ‘Karrel’, 
<http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article_content&wdb=WNT&id=M030568> (23 
June. 2016). 
19 The measurement is missing here. Is can be assumed though, that the almonds are 
measured in a pond, because in other recipes in this book this indication is used.
20 The author probably means the juice of elderberries. 
To bake kneaded waffles
Take 1 pond of flour, a 1/2 pond of melted butter, a 1/2 pond of finely 
pounded sugar, 2 loot of cinnamon and 1 egg and mix them together. 
Item: Take 1 pond of flour, a 1/2 of chilled butter, a 1/2 of sugar and a 
1/2 once of cinnamon. Mrs. Evertse
To fry oli koeken
Take 3 pond of flour, 1 stuijver of pounded rusk, a 1/4 of peeled almonds, 
2 pond of currents, 2 pond of raisins with the stones removed, 3/4 of 
succade, 3 spoons of good yeast. Mix into a thick batter with whole fat 
milk in the evening so the pastries can be fried in the morning. Take 1 1/2 
pint of cold rapeseed oil well burnt out with a bread crust and some salt. 
To bake almond tarts
Take a 1/4 of almonds pounded into flour, 3 eggs of which half of the egg 
whites are removed, 6 loot of white sugar and whisk this for a long time.
To cook elderberry jelly 
Take 6 pond of juice, 1 1/4 pond of sugarloaf. This should be cooked 
frequently stirred until it has reached the right thickness. 
19. Elderberry (Sambucus nigra)
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[#9]
Om letterkoek21 te bakken. 
2 1/2 pond blom, 2 pond poejer zuijker, 12 eijeren, 1/4 booter, 4 
cruijtnooten, 11 cruijtnagels, 1 loot caneel. Dit is van Mevr. Van 
Buijtenhem.
Een ander. 
3 pond blom, 2 1/2 pond wit zuijker de klompjes fijn gemaakt, 1 pond 
gestoote amandelen, 20 cruijtnagelen, 1/2 duijt gember wel gekneet, 6 
eijeren, 3 coffij copjes gestoote caneel, 1 1/2 pond booter. Dit is van de 
vrouw van Bruijnisse. 
Om geleij van hartshoorn te maaken. 
3 pinten water, 1 kan rinse wijn, 5 oncen geraspt hartshoorn, soo veel 
caneel, notenmuscaat, sap en schil van citroen en zuijker als men goed 
vint, dit heel langh & sachtjes laten kooken in een nieuwe pot heel open 
om te konne uijtwaassemen & als het een wijnigh begint te lillen doet men 
het van het vuer & door een doek in schotelties geschept sal goed sijn. 
Om soseijsen22 te maaken. 
8 pond soseijse vleesch, 2 loot peper wat grof gestooten, 1 loot 
notenmuscaat, 1/4 loot nagelen & sout na u smaak. 
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21 Letterkoek, a heavily spiced biscuit that is typically from Zeeland. It was presumably 
initially baked in the shape of letters. The shape of a pretzel is also quite common for this 
biscuit. In De volmaakte Hollandsche keukenmeid (1746) a recipe for ‘Echte Zeeuwse 
Letterkoek’ (real Zeeland Letterkoek) can be found which is different from the recipe 
listed here. GTB, ‘Letterkoek’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M036911.re.60&lemma=letterkoek> (23 May, 2016).
22 The word soseijs or saucijs is derived from the French word saucisse and is a sausage 
that can be cooked in different ways. The meat for soseijsen can be ground meat of either 
beef or pork or a mixture of both. Traditionally the sausage is held together by 
chitterlings, but in this recipe they are not mentioned. GTB, ‘Saucijs’, <http://
www.wnt.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M062064> (23 May, 2016).
[#9]
To bake letterkoek
2 1/2 pond of flour, 2 pond of powdered sugar, 12 eggs, a 1/4 of butter, 4 
nutmeg, 11 cloves and 1 loot cinnamon. This comes from Mrs. van 
Buijtenhem
Another one
3 pond of flour, 2 1/2 pond of white sugar with the clumps pulverised, 1 
pond of pounded almonds, 20 cloves, a 1/2 duijt of ginger nicely kneaded, 
6 eggs, 3 coffeecups of pounded cinnamon, 1 1/2 pond of butter. This 
comes from the wife of Bruijnisse.
To make buck's-horn plantain jelly
Take 3 pint of water, 1 kan of Rhine wine, 5 oncen of grated buck's-horn 
plantain, as much cinnamon, nutmeg, juice and peel of lemon and sugar 
as one prefers. Let this simmer for a long time in a new and open cooking-
pot to let the mixture evaporate. If it gets gelatinous take it of the heat, 
strain it through a cloth and scoop it on small dishes. It will be good. 
To make soseijsen
8 pond soseijse meat, 2 loot of pepper coarsely pounded, 1 loot of 
nutmeg, a 1/4 loot of cloves and salt to taste. 
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Een ander.  
Tot 16 pond varkenvlees, 1 once peper, 1/2 loot nagele, 1 once noot, 1/2 
loot foelie, 1 1/4 vierendeel sout. Van juffr. Zuijdlandt. 
[#10]
Om roomakeijns23 te bakken. 
1 pint soeten room, 10 eijeren, 1 pond blom, 1 pond booter, 3/4 gestoote 
amandelen, 1/2 stuijver gist met wat zuijker gemenght, de eijeren moeten 
heel fijn geklopt worden & dan met de room & past van amandelen 
gemenght & dan blom erin gestroit & de gist op het laatst als alles in is. 
Om appel koekjes te bakken. 
8 eijeren met het wit, 8 duijts beschuijtjes, 1 pint blom, wat melk, een 
spaantie boter & een duijt gist.24
Een ander
1/4 blom, 3 eijeren 1 sonder wit, 1/2 pint melk, 1 spaan booter, 1 thee 
copje rinse wijn, wat zuijker, 1 oortie gist, de melk moet niet koken, maar 
als hij op de kook komt moet men se afsetten & de boter in roeren.
Om waaffelen te bakken. 
Op 1 pond blom 10 eijers, op ieder pond een tinne kommetie booter, de 
booter moet op de melk gesmolten worden, want de melk moet niet 
kooken maar op de kook, 1 oortie gist, de helft van een half wijnglas rinse 
wijn, 3 duijt beschuijties, 1 lepeltie zuijker, op de pond. 
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23 Regrettably it was impossible to trace the meaning of this dish. There are no other 
recipes to be found for roomakeijns/romakeijns/romakeins. From the ingredients it looks 
like this should be some kind of creamy almond pastry. 
24 Strangely, apples are missing from this recipe. No other historical recipes for apple 
cookies without apples were found by the editor. Maybe the apples were eaten with the 
cookies or it was self-evident to Van Citters that apples should be added to the mixture. 
Another one
For 16 pond of pork meat take 1 once of pepper, a 1/2 loot of cloves, 1 
once of nutmeg, a 1/2 loot of mace, 1 1/2 vierendeel of salt. 
From Ms. Zuijdlandt
[#10]
To bake roomakeijns
Take one pint of heavy cream, 10 eggs, 1 pond of flour, 1 pond of butter, 
a 3/4 of pounded almonds, a 1/2 stuijver of yeast mixed with some sugar. 
Beat the eggs very well, add in the cream and almond paste, then mix in 
the flour and the yeast when everything is mixed. 
To bake apple cookies 
8 eggs with egg whites, 8 duijt of rusks, 1 pint of flour, some milk, a 
spaantie of butter and a duijt of yeast. 
Another one
Take 1/4 of flour, 3 eggs without the egg whites, a 1/2 pint of milk, 1 
spaan of butter, 1 teacup of Rhine wine, some sugar, 1 oortie yeast. The 
milk should not come to a boil, when it does it should be taken of the heat 
and butter should be stirred in. 
To bake waffles
For 1 pond of flour take 10 eggs and a tin bowl of butter. The butter 
should be melted in the milk and the milk should not come to a boil. Take 
1 oortie of yeast, half of a half wineglass of Rhine wine, 3 duijt of rusk, 1 
small spoon of sugar for each pound of flour.
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[#11]
Om susterties met past van amandelen.25
1 pond blom, 1/2 pond past van amandelen, de past moet eerst met 5 
eijers gebroken worden, daar moeten in’t geheel 10 eijers in zijn, dan moet 
de past langsamer hand in het meel gedaan worden, 3 a 4 lepelen melk, 1 
oortie gist met de melk gebrooken, 1 kom gesmolte booter het moet 
samen nog wat geklopt worden. 
Om een kalkoen a la dope26 te maaken. 
De kalkoen moet eerst gelardeerd27  sijn & dan doet men se in een 
pastijpan, dan giet men er half water half azijn op tot dat se onder ligt, 
dan doet men er heele foelie & heele peper bij en sout & dan besteekt men 
een witte ajuijn met cruijtnagelen & dit doet men erbij, dan stopt men de 
pan dicht toe & men laat dit een goede uer kooken, als het dan genoegh is 
doet men de pan open & sij mag niet wederom toegedaan worden, maar 
men moet se in een kelder of koele plaats setten. 
Om zuijker broot te bakken. 
2 pond blom, 2 pond beste poejer zuijker, 1 stuijver roose water 16 eijers 
fijn geklopt & dan de blom & zuijker daarin gestroit & het roose water 
daarbij gedaan & dit samen beslagen zijnde moet 1/2 uer uit geklopt 
worden & dat met een in het blik gegooten & in de oven geset. 
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25 Past of almonds is a paste made by crushing almonds in a mortar with a pestle and 
adding rose water. It was a time-consuming and tedious task to make the paste. Rose, The 
Sensible Cook, p. 80. 
26 Kalkoen a la dope or daube de dinde is a preparation of turkey that is also featured with 
a similar method of preparation in De volmaakte Hollandsche keukenmeid (1746). It is a 
French method for making stew of braised meat, vegetables, herbs, and spices traditionally 
cooked in a daubière or braising pan. P. Wolfert, Mediterranean Cooking Revised Edition 
(New York: Ecco, 1999), p. 221.
27 Lardeeren comes from the French larder and means that a piece of meat (often a lean 
cut) is interweaved with pieces of lard to ensure that it gets succulent as the lard melts over 
the lean meat in the baking process. GTB, ‘Lardeeren’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M036387> (23 May, 2016).
[#11]
To make susterties with almond paste
Take 1 pond of flour and a 1/2 pond of almond paste. The almond paste 
should first be mixed with 5 eggs and in total 10 eggs should be used. 
Next, the paste should slowly be added to the flour with 3 to 4 
tablespoons of milk, 1 oortie of yeast soaked in the milk, 1 bowl of melted 
butter. This batter should then be whisked a little more.
To make turkey a la daube 
First lard the turkey and place it in a pie pan. Then pour over an equal 
amount of water and vinegar until the turkey is covered. Add whole mace, 
whole peppercorns and salt. Push cloves into a white onion and add this 
too. Close the pan and let it cook for over an hour. When it is cooked 
through, the pan can be opened and should not be closed again, it should 
however be placed in a basement or cool place. 
To bake sugar-loaf
Take 2 pond of flour, 2 pond of the best powdered sugar, 1 stuijver of 
rose water, 16 well beaten eggs. Mix the flour and the sugar into the 
beaten eggs and add the rose water. When this is done it should be beaten 
for a 1/2 hour before it is poured into a tin and placed in the oven.
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[#12]
Om wevers-spoelen28 te maaken. 
1/2 pond blom, 7 eijeren 4 met & 3 sonder wit fijn geklopt & dan de 
blom daarin gestrooit, 1/2 bierglas putwater & half bierglas soete melk, 
dit te saamen in een vlakke tinne schootel laten stijfworden gelijk een vla 
onder & boven vuer, voorts in figueren gesneden & dan in 2/3 reusel & 
1/3 boter gebakken. 
Om soete saus te maaken. 
1/2 pint wijn azijn, 1 pint wijn, 1 1/2 loot caneel, 3/4 bruijne zuijker, 1/4 
blom t’saus op het vuer geset & een groot quartier laten kooken & altijt 
sterk geroert. 
Om kersen te confijten. 
Voor elk pond kersen 3/4 brootzuijker die steens en steels eerst uijtgedaan 
& dan gewogen, een groot halfuer laten kooken, dan kout laten worden 
& dan weder laten kooken maar stil, dan de kersen uijtgeschept & het nat 
afgegoten soo veel doenlijk is, dan het nat gekookt tot dat dik wordt & 
begint te lijmen & kout op de kersen gedaan. 
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28 A weversspoel is a kind of pastry made from custard and then fried in butter or lard. 
The name comes from the pastry’s resemblance to a schietspoel, the flying shuttle of a 
weaving-loom. It can be found in many cookbooks of the eighteenth century. It appears 
a.o. in De volmaakte Hollandsche keukenmeid (1746) and De volmaakte Geldersche 
keukenmeid (1747). GTB, ‘Weversspoel’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article_content&wdb=WNT&id=M085827> (23 May, 2016).
[#12]
To make wevers-spoelen
Take a 1/2 pond of flour and 7 eggs: 4 with and 3 without egg whites. 
Beat the eggs and add the flour with a 1/2 pint of well water and half a 
beer glass of whole fat milk. Let this set like a custard on a flat tin dish 
with heat under and above it. Next, cut it into figures and fry it in 2/3 lard 
and 1/3 butter. 
To make sweet sauce 
Take a 1/2 pint of wine vinegar, 1 pint of wine, 1 1/2 loot of cinnamon, 
3/4 of brown sugar on 1/4 of flour. Place the sauce on the stove and let it 
boil for over 15 minutes while frequently stirring it. 
To candy cherries
For each pond of cherries take a 3/4 of sugarloaf. Remove the stones and 
stalks from the cherries before weighing them. Let it cook for over half an 
hour then let it cool down. Then bring it to a boil again and let it simmer. 
Now remove the cherries and drain the juice as much as possible. Let the 
juice cook until it becomes thick and gelatinous and pour it over the 
cherries when cooled. 
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[#13]
Om citroentaart te maaken die kout op tafel moet koomen van Suster 
Hoffer. 
4 a 5 suere appelen na dat groot sijn & geschilt op een rasp tot het 
klokhuijs toe afgeraspt, neemt dan 1/2 stuijver oudbakke wittebroot mede 
tot op de korst geraspt, dan 6 eijeren de helft sonder wit, ook 6 citroenen 
’t buijtenste effen daar afgesraspt & dan het sap daar uijt gedrukt, doet 
dat te saamen onder de afgeraspte appelen, dan een lepel of vijf gesmolte 
booter & dan soo veel brootzuijker tot dat men proeft dat soet is, t’selve 
dan onder eij geklopt & in de korst gedaan laat een uer of anderhalf 
bakken. 
Om orangietaart te bakken. 
3 vierendeel orangie snippers, 1 1/2 vierendeel pingelen, 1 1/2 vierendeel 
sukade, doet te samen in een nieuwe aarde pot & giet daar soo veel wijn 
op tot dat half onderleght, kook het eens op altemets29 omgeschut, om dat 
egaal nat soude worden, raspt daar in de helft van een halve stuijvers 
wittebroot & doet daarbij een groot stuk geestoote caneel, drukt daarin 
de helft van een citroen & laat het zo in de pan gedaan worden. 
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29 Altemets or altemet can mean gradually, step by step and subsequently. The term is still 
only scarsely used in the south of the Netherlands. In this recipe it indicates that one 
should  gradually shake a mixture. GTB, ‘Altemet’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article_content&wdb=WNT&id=M003578 > (23 May, 2016). 
[#13]
To make lemon pie that should be served cold, by sister Hoffer 
Take 4 to 5 sour apples depending on their size and grate them to their 
core on a rasp. The take a 1/2 stuijver of stale white bread also grated to 
the crust, 6 eggs of which half of the egg whites are removed and the 
grated peel and juice of 6 lemons. Mix this with the grated apples and add 
around 5 spoons of melted butter and as much sugar as is needed for it to 
taste sweet. Mix this with the eggs, pour it in a crust and let it bake for 1 
to 1 1/2 hours. 
To bake orange pie
Take 3 vierendeel of candied orange peels, 1 1/2 vierendeel pine nuts and 
1 1/2 vierendeel pieces of succade. Place this in a new stoneware pot and 
pour over wine until the ingredients are half covered. Bring it to a boil 
while gradually shaking it to cover everything in the liquid. Grate in half 
of a half stuijver of white bread and add a large piece of pounded 
cinnamon. Press in one half of a lemon and place it in the pan like this. 
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[#14]
Om framboose koekjes te maken.
3 pond frambosen & half pond van de beste poejer zuijker, men neemt 
eerst de frambosen alleen & die kookt soo langh tot dat al het nat 
verkookt is & gestadigh gerooert, want brand seer licht aan, als het dan 
dik is roert men er de zuijker onder & laat het eerst ter deegh met de 
zuijker opkooken, dogh niet lang want word anders taij, dan neemt men 
een neteldoeks30 doekje daar doet men fijn brootzuijker in & daar bestroit 
men het glas mede, dan leght men daar kleijne koekjes van & op de 
koekjes strooit men ook fijn wat broot zuijker & laat het soo in de son 
droogen.
Om queepensjes31 te maaken.
9 vierendeel pond geschilde queen de karrelen uijt, 3 pond zuijker, 1/2 
pintje sap van de geraspte queen, daar de zuijker mede moet kooken tot 
dat begint te couleuren, en de gesneede queen daar in gedaan tot dat die 
genoegh zijn & schoon van couleur & laat het sap dan kooken tot een 
ciroop en lauw dan op de queen gegoten. 
Om queen te confijten.
3 pond queen, 2 1/2 pond zuijker, de schel van 2 citroenen & het nat van 
1/2 citroen. Nota. men moet bij ider pond zuijker 1 bierglas water doen 
om de ciroop te maaken eer men de queen daarin doet. Van juffr. Bodart.
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30 A neteldoek is a loosely woven cloth made originally of different kinds of nettles and 
later of cotton. It was used in the kitchen to filter or sift liquids and powderlike substances. 
GTB, ‘Neteldoek’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M041118> (23 May, 2016).
31 Queepensjes or kweepensjes is a sweet dish made of quinces and sugar where the 
quinces are not cooked into a sauce, but remain in small pieces. It appears a.o. in De 
volmaakte Hollandsche keukenmeid (1746). GTB, ‘Kweepensjes’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/
search?actie=article_content&wdb=WNT&id=M052926> (23 May, 2016).
[#14]
To make raspberry cookies 
Take 3 pond of raspberries and a 1/2 pond of the best powdered sugar. 
First, cook only the raspberries until all juices have evaporated. Stir 
frequently as it burns very quickly. When the substance is thick, stir in the 
sugar and let it properly come to a boil, but not for long or it will get 
tough. Take a loosely woven cloth and put fine sugarloaf in it. Apply 
sugar to a glass with it and cut out small cookies with the glass. Dust the 
cookies with sugar too and let it dry in the sun like this. 
To make queepensjes
Take 9 vierendeel pond of peeled quinces with the stones removed and 3 
pond of sugar and a 1/2 pintje of juice of grated quinces. Cook the sugar 
and the juice until the colour starts to change. Then add the cut quinces 
and cook until they are cooked through and coloured nicely. Let the juice 
cook separately until it becomes a syrup. Pour it over the quinces when it 
is lukewarm. 
To candy quinces 
3 pond of quinces, 2 1/2 pond of sugar, the peel of 2 lemons and the juice 
of a 1/2 lemon. Note: One should add one beer glass of water to every 
pond of sugar to make a syrup to place the quinces in. From Ms. Bodart. 
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[#15]
Om orangie snippers te confijten.
1 pond zuijker tegen 1 pond appels32, men moet de appels 1 a 2 dagen in 
regenwater laten weijken & dan in regenwater gekookt tot dat ze gaar sijn 
& dan in snippers gesneden, dan maakt men de ciroop, men neemt tot de 
ciroop 2 bierglasen water tot een pond zuijker, als de ciroop kout is doet 
men de snippers daar in en laat se 1 dagh staan, eer men se in de ciroop 
opkookt, als se kooken in de ciroop eer men se opschept doet men sap van 
een appel daarin of 2, depending on the amount used. 
Om amandel melk te maaken. 
1/2 once soete gepelde amandelen, 1 1/2 draghma gepersde gerst samen 
fijn gestooten & in 1 pint gerstewater gedaan, of soete melk en laten dat 
wat sieden & doet het dan door & als het door gedaan is doet daarbij 2 
oncen ciroop van kankerblommen & wat roose water & 2 of 3 droppels 
caneel water. 
Om broederties33 te bakken. 
1 1/2 pintje boekweij, 1/2 pond corenten, 2 eijeren, 1 pint melk, wat 
boter, wat zout, een wijnigh minder als 1 oortie gist. 
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32 In this recipe, by apples (appels) the author most likely means oranges (oranje appels or 
sinaasappels). This is not entirely certain because there is another recipe for candied orange 
peels further on in this book (p. 128) where the author refers to oranges as orangien. In the 
translation the editor has made use of both apples and oranges.
33 Broederties or Broeders are the same kind of biscuits as Susters. See p. 84.
[#15]
To candy apple/orange peels
Take 1 pond of sugar for each pond of apples/oranges. The apples/oranges 
should be soaked in water for 1 to 2 days and then boiled in rainwater 
until they are cooked. Cut the peels into shreds and make the syrup. For 
the syrup take two beer glasses of water for each pond of sugar. When the 
syrup is cooled down, the shreds should be placed in it and left to rest for 
one day before cooking them again. When the shreds are boiled in the 
syrup once more and subsequently served, add the juice of 1 or 2 oranges, 
even though two is a lot. 
To make almond milk
Take a 1/2 once of sweet peeled almonds, 1 1/2 draghma of crushed 
barley and grind them together. Mix this with 1 pint of barley water or 
whole fat milk and let it rest for some time. Strain this and add 2 oncen of 
syrup of dandelions, some rose water and 2 to 3 drops of cinnamon 
water. 
To bake broederties
1 1/2 pint buckwheat, a 1/2 pond of currents, 2 eggs, 1 pint of milk, some 
butter, some salt and a little under 1 oortie of yeast. 
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[#16]
Om porsteleijn in te leggen. 
Men moet het zaad daar schoon uijtdoen, snijde het dan aan stukken en 
kooken so langh tot dat maar te stooven is, dan een geheele nacht op een 
plank laten verleken, dan met laagjes in een keulse pot34  ingelegt, wat 
heele peper wat foelie en een wijnigh nagelen & schijfjes peperwortel, 
maar meest peper & dit alles tusschen ider laaghje & dan neem ik35 een 
kommetie met azijn & daar een handvol zout in, om tussen ider laagje 
wat te sprengen & dan van de beste azijn daar op getapt tot dat onder 
legt, als men hiervan gebruikt moet het cruijt soo veel mogelijk uijtgesocht 
worden & wat in lauw water staan weeken. 
20. A Keulse pot dating from the end of the seventeenth century, found in the East of the 
Netherlands. The pot is glazed in gray and decorated with blue designs.
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34 A keulse pot is a glazer ceramic jar that is traditionally used for preserving vegetables, 
eggs, meat or butter. The glazing of the jar ensures that it is watertight and that the 
contents don’t take over the taste of ceramics. The jars were originally made in in the area 
around Cologne, Germany. The jar traditionally has a blue-grey colour and is ornamented 
with either cobalt-blue or brown designs. The size of the jars can vary from very small to a 
volume of twenty to thirty litres. GTB, ‘Pot’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M055626> (23 May, 2016).
35 It is interesting that the author uses the first person perspective here. This could indicate 
that he was involved in the finetuning of the recipes or the preparation of the dishes, which 
would be unusual for a distinguished man like Van Citters. 
[#16]
To preserve purslane 
Remove the seeds and cut the purslane in pieces. Cook it for as long as it 
can be stewed. Let it drain on a board for a whole night and then place it 
in a keulse pot layer by layer. Some peppercorns, mace, a small amount of 
cloves and slices of horseradish, but mostly pepper should be placed 
between every layer. Take a small bowl of vinegar mixed with a handful 
of salt and sprinkle some on every layer. Finally, fill up the jar with the 
best vinegar to cover everything. When the preserved purslane is used, the 
spices should be removed and it should be soaked in lukewarm water.
21. Purslane (Portulaca oleracea)
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Om cornoelje te confijten.
De cornoeljes moeten uijtgesocht worden dat niet al te onrijp & niet al te 
bruijn zijn, tot 1 pond cornoelje 3/4 zuijkerbroot en maakt eerst de 
ciroop, als die schoon geschuijmt is moet die afgeset worden dat wat van 
de kook gaat, dan de kornoelje daar in doen & in ‘t eerst niet te hard 
laten kooken & van tijt tot tijt wat afsetten omdat de ciroop beter 
doortrekt en moet niet altelangh kooken omdat anders rimpelen & als se 
wat soet aan de steens beginnen te worden dan sijn se genoegh & dan 
moet men se uijtscheppen & de ciroop nogh eens kooken & schoon 
schuijmen & dan samen in een schotel kout laten worden eer men se in 
potjes doet.
[#17]
Om watergruwel36 te maaken. 
Neemt 1 muddetie haver de gord & 1 1/2 pint water, dit te samen in een 
schoon potje gedaan & als aan de kook is moet het nogh wel anderhalf 
uer kooken & altemets eens geroert worden, dan door een doek stijf 
uitgewrongen & als men belieft doet men er wat caneel zuijker & rinse 
wijn na de smaak in.
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36 Watergruwel or Gruwelwater, is a typically Dutch watery porridge traditionally 
consisting of groats, currant juice or wine, currants and sugar. The word Gruwel is taken 
over from Roman languages and means porridge. Source: GTB, ‘Gruwel’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/
iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M022567> (23 May, 2016).
To candy cornus fruit
Select the cornus fruits and do not use the unripe or brown ones. For one 
pond of cornus fruit take 3/4 pond sugarloaf. Start by making the syrup, 
when that has foamed nicely remove it from the heat to stop the boiling. 
Then add the cornus fruit and let it simmer. Remove the pan from the 
heat from time to time to let the syrup penetrate the fruit. It should not be 
cooked for too long because otherwise the fruit will wrinkle. When the 
cornus fruits are sweet to the core they are done. Remove them from the 
pan and let the syrup boil and foam some more. Let the syrup and fruit 
cool down together in a dish before they can be transferred to small jars. 
22. Cornus fruit (Cornus mas)
[#17] 
To make watergruwel 
Take 1 muddetie of groats and 1 1/2 pint of water. Place this in a clean 
cooking-pot and let it boil for over 1 1/2 hours while frequently stirring it. 
Then firmly strain it through a cloth. When desired, cinnamon sugar and 
Rhine wine can be added to taste. 
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Om amandelmelk te maaken. 
1 1/2 once havergort, 1/2 once milloen & 1 once concombersaat, dit laten 
kooken met 1 1/2 pint water & houde 1 pint over, de saaden moeten met 
de gekookte havergort & wat water ter deegh in een mortier uijtgestampt 
worden & dan stijf door een doek gevrongen & met water gedaan met 
een wijnigh ciroop van roosen na de smaak. Van Rubertus Doctor.
Voor flaauw of kleijnhartigheijt37 na siekte. 
Neemt 1 doir van een eij kleijn geklopt met brootzuijker en dan met een 
chocolaatcop38 heet theewater verleght, daarna als men het gebruiken wil 
een lepel caneel & een lepel roosewater daar bij gedaan & soo geheel 
ingenomen, men kan het 1, 2 a 3 maal op een dagh doen, na dat 
noodsakelijk is. Van Doctor Rubertus. 
Voor den hoest en de borst. 
2 blanken hoefblaaren, 2 blanken klaproosen van ieder evenveel en te 
saamen een coffijkopje vol & 2 opengevlekte vijgen, dit nu getrocken als 
thee & ingenomen als men na bed gaat 4, 5 of 6 kopjes, want men moet 
daar op leggen & hoe heeter hoe beter, is door Neef de Maurenghnault 
uijtmuntent goet bevonden.
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37 Kleijnhartigheid is an archaic Dutch word meaning hat one either has a lack of courage 
or is scared. In the context of this recipe it probably means being weak after a sickness. 
GTB, ‘Kleinhartigheid’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article_content&wdb=WNT&id=M033407> (23 May, 2016).
38 A chocolaatcop is a small cup that, together with a chocolate jug and chocolate stick, 
was part of the traditional chocolate tableware. This tableware existed together with coffee 
and tea tableware. These special sets of tableware gained popularity from the seventeenth 
century onwards. First only with wealthy families who could afford coffee, tea and 
chocolate when it first arrived in the Netherlands from Asia and later, from the eighteenth 
century onwards, it also became popular with the middle class. Jobse-van Putten, 
Eenvoudig maar voedzaam, p. 109.
To make almond milk
Take 1 1/2 once of groats, a 1/2 once of melon seeds and 1 once cucumber 
seeds. Cook this with 1 1/2 pint of water and keep aside another pint. The 
seeds must be grounded together with the cooked groats and some water. 
Then firmly strain it through a cloth, add water and a little rose syrup to 
taste. From Doctor Rubertus.
For faintness or weakness after sicknes 
Take 1 egg yolk beaten with sugarloaf and water it down with a chocolate 
cup of tea water. To drink it, add a spoon of cinnamon and a spoon of 
rose water, then drink entirely. It can be used 1, 2 to 3 times a day when 
necessary. From Docter Rubertus.
For coughing and for the chest
Take 2 white butterbur leaves and 2 white poppies. Put the same amount 
of each in a coffeecup with two figs that are cut open. Brew this like a tea 
and drink 4, 5 or 6 cups of it before bed, because one has to sleep on it. 
The hotter the drink is consumed the better. Is evaluated as excellent by 
cousin de Maurenghnault. 
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[#18]
Om room poddingh te maaken.
Drie laaghjes wittebrood of frans broot, tusschen ider laaghje een wijnigh 
corenten & heel wijnigh zuijker en wat noot opgeraspt & boven op ook 
wat corenten, zuijker en noot, een schijfje of acht zukade, een wit 
kommetie soeten room, daar onder 3 a 5 doier van eijers, na dat het assiet 
groot is, onder de room geroert & over gegoten & als genoegh uijtgedeijt 
is onder en boven vuer om te bakken.
Om duijven &a. in geleij te leggen. 
De duijven moeten eerst met grof spek gelardeerd worden & dan 24 ueren 
inde azijn, dan neemt men 6 kalfspoten gekneust & doet die in een tinne 
pan ruijm half vol water & dan sachtjes 4 ueren laten kooken & dan door 
een teems gedaan & dan de duijven daar in geleght & als wat gekookt 
hebben een witte peper of acht, wat heele blaaties foelie & 3 a 4 lauwerier 
daar bij gedaan & te samen laten kooken tot de duijven gaar zijn, dan de 
duijven daar uijt neemen & het nat wederom deurdoen. Dan een citroen 
de schil afgedaan & in schijfjes daarin met de gehele blaaties foelie & 
wederom souden de duijven laten kooken totdat het nat stijf genoegh is.
[#19]
Om soete saus te maken. 
Tot 3 kannen nat de helft water & de helft bier azijn, daartoe een pint 
blomme meel, 1 1/2 pond bruijne zuijker, 18 pepers, 1/2 nootmuskaat. 1 
1/2 loot caneel, 18 cruijtnagelen, dit onder malkander gemenght & een 
uertie laten kooken en staagh geroert. Van mijn Moeder. 
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[#18]
To make cream pudding 
Take three slices of white bread or French bread. Place some currents, a 
very small amount of sugar and grated nutmeg. Place some currents, sugar 
and nutmeg, around eight pieces of succade on top too. In white bowl of 
heavy cream, mix 3 to 5 egg yolks depending on how big the plate that is 
used for this dish is. Pour this mixture over the bread and when it has 
expanded enough, bake it with heat under and over it. 
To make jellied pigeons et al.
First, lard the pigeons with coarse bacon and let them soak in vinegar for 
24 hours. Then take 6 bruised legs of veal and place them in a tin pan that 
is half filled with water. Let it simmer for 4 hours then strain it. Place the 
pigeons in it and when they have cooked for some time, add 8 pieces of 
white pepper, some whole leaves of mace and 3 to 4 bay leaves. Cook this 
until the pigeons are cooked through, then take out the pigeons and 
continue to cook the liquid. Peel the skin of a lemon, cut it into slices and 
add it with the mace leaves and the pigeons, let everything cook until the 
liquid has become solid.
[#19]
To make sweet sauce
Take up to 3 kannen filled with half water and half beer vinegar. Add 1 
pint of wheat-flour, 1 1/2 pond of brown sugar, 18 peppers, a 1/2 nutmeg, 
1 1/2 loot of cinnamon and 18 cloves. Mix this together and let it boil for 
an hour frequently stirring it. From my mother.
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Om een suster te bakken. 
Een pond blom, 5 eijeren met wit, 1 1/2 vierendeel boter, wat minder als 
een half pint melk, 1 a 2 duijten gist, en geresen sijnde gebakken, is 
probatum39 goed. 
Om soseijsen te maken.
Tot 10 loot vleijs 1/2 loot sout, 1/2 vierendeel kruijt, te weten nootmust & 
wat meer peper doght die wat grofachtig gestooten, daarna onder de 
varkens reusel gelegt, is bij ons exellent goed bevonden & duert langh. 
Om blomkoeken te bakken.
Een pond blom, 4 eijeren met wit, 1 1/4 vierendeel boter, 1 pint melk & 1 
a 2 duijten gist, is probatum goed.
Om Andivi in te leggen.
Neemt andivi heel droogh & gesneden een taalje lang, leght deselve dan 
soo raauw in een Keulse pot & tussen deselve met sout gestroit & wat 
swaarte daarop of stijf neer te drukken, dan neemen deselve eet wat 
geweekt. Is probatum. 
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39 Probatum is a Latin adjective and means that something is tested. It is often used in 
scientific experiments and in this case for a cooking recipe. Van Citters also often ends his 
recipes by saying is (seer) goed bevonden, meaning that the method is positively tested. 
Encyclo, ‘Probatum’, <http://www.encyclo.nl/begrip/probatum> (24 May, 2016).
To bake a suster
1 pond of flour, 5 eggs with the egg yolks, 1 1/2 vierendeel of butter, a 
little less than a half pint of milk, 1 to 2 duijten yeast. Bake it when it has 
risen. Positively evaluated. 
To make soseijsen
For up to 10 loot of meat, take 12 loot of salt and a 1/2 vierendeel of 
spices, namely nutmeg and a larger share of pepper that was ground 
rather coarsely. Place the mixture in pork lard. Evaluated as excellent by 
us and it takes a long time.
To bake flour biscuits
Take 1 pond of flour, 4 eggs with egg whites, 1 1/4 vierendeel of butter, 1 
pint of milk and 1 to 2 duijten of yeast. Positively evaluated.
To preserve endive 
Take very dry endive and cut it to the lenght of a taalje. Place the raw 
endive in a keulse pot with salt sprinkled between each layer. Place 
something heavy on top to firmly press it down. Soak it before eating. Is 
tested.
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[#20]
Om queen in te leggen. 
Neemt de schillen van queen & de karrelen en kookt die tot dat se wel 
sacht zijn & laat se dan kout worden, neemt dan ongeschilde raauwe 
queen schoon afgevrevd & de blaaties van onder afgedaan, leght deselve 
in een keulse pot tussen beijde met de gekookte schillen &a. geleght & 
dan het nat kout daarop gegoten tot dat onder leggen & een blaas40 
overgedaan. Is probatum.
Om een pruijmetaart te bakken. 
Neemt 1 pond goede ordinaire pruijmen die set men met wat water 24 of 
30 ueren te weijken bij dagh soo wat te trekken sonder kooken wel 
geswollen & geweijkt zijnde doet men de steens daar uijt en & men wrijft 
ze in een potje heel fijn & kleijn met een houte lepeltje: fijn gevreven 
zijnde doet men daar confijte queen of anders confituers in, die men maar 
heeft & wat geconfijte orangie snippers wat kleiner gekerft & fraij caneel 
dat die deursteert & een weinigh gember beyde fijn gestooten & zuijker na 
de smaak dat het bequaam soet is & een commetie gesmolte booter met 
een gestampt beschuijtje & wat van ‘t nat daar de pruijmen in geweijkt 
zijn, maar niet te veel, dit is een gesonde taart41 & al vrij aangenaam van 
smaak.
Om wafelen te backen. 
Neemt 2 pond blom, 1 kanne melk, 8 eijeren, 1 lepel bruijn suijker, 1 
panne booter, 1 oortie gist. Dit is van juffrouw Oole & seer goed 
bevonden. 
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40A blaas has different definitions, it can indicate a cavity filled with a liquid or gas, a 
bladder of an animal or a pouch in a similar shape. In this case it indicates a (watertight) 
pouch to keep products sealed. GTB, ‘Blaas’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M009257> (23 May, 2016).
41 The author refers to this pie as healthy, probably because of the use of fruits and 
benevolent spices like ginger, cinnamon and orange peels. 
[#20]
To preserve quinces
Take the peels and stones of the quinces, cook them until they are soft and 
let them cool down. Now take washed, unpeeled and raw quinces with 
the bottom leaves removed and place them in a keulse pot. Place the 
cooked peels and stones between them and poor over the cooled juice 
until everything is covered. Seal it with a pouch. Is tested. 
To make plum pie
Take 1 pond of good quality regular plums and soak them by day in 
water for 24 to 30 hours without cooking them. When they are swollen 
and soaked, remove the stones and grind them into a very smooth 
substance in a cooking-pot with a wooden spoon. Add candied quinces or 
other candied fruit or marmalade that is at hand. Also add some cut 
candied orange peels, a generous amount of ground cinnamon, a little 
ground ginger, an amount of sugar that is needed to make the mixture 
taste sweet, a ground rusk and some of the liquid in which the plums were 
soaked, but not to much. This is a healthy pie and with quite a pleasant 
taste already. 
To fry waffles 
2 pond of flour, 1 kanne of milk, 8 eggs, 1 spoon of brown sugar, 1 pan 
of butter, 1 oortie yeast. This comes from miss Oole and is very positively 
evaluated. 
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[#21]
Om citroentaart te backen.
Neemt een wijnglas citroensap, en een bierglas moeselwijn met het cruijm 
van een halvestuijvers wittebroot, en de schel van twee citroenen geraspt, 
met een cruijtnoot en 7 a 8 eijeren 4 met en de andere sonder wit, en de 
eijeren wat met de wijn geklopt te samen in een pints potje42  op het vuer 
geset tot het kookt, dan op de korst in de panne gedaan, en onder en 
boven vuer tot het genoegh is, en suijker na de smaak.
Om roomse boonen inteleggen. 
Regenwater laten kooke & daar u boone ingedaan & een walmtie43  of 
twee op laate kooken & dan op een tafel wintdroogh laten worden & dan 
doekjes genomen & met laage in de pot geleght, so menigh assiet, so 
menigh doekje & in elk laaghje boonen moet 5 a 6 heele pepers met een 
blaadje foelie of twee & een wijnigh sout gedaan worden, en dat so 
vervolgens soo menighmaal als iemand belieft inteleggen, dan moet je van 
het water daar de boone in gekookt zijn pekel maken soo sterk datter een 
bij op drijft & dan een klomp vet daarop gesmolten tot een schijf & soo 
het vet uijtslaat soo versmelt het & dan weder daarop gegooten. Als men 
se eeten wil moet men se des smorgens in gekookt water laten weijen & 
soo langh ververschen tot vers genoegh zijn, en als se dan wat met wat 
bouljon & de reusel opgestoofd zijn & doet men de room of booter daar 
niet in voor dat men se gaat eeten, en dan braaf doorgeschut en niet weer 
op het vuer geset. Van Nicht Brauw de majoors Vrouw. 
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42 A pints potje is a stoneware jar that can hold the volume of a pint, which has the same 
meaning in English and Dutch, about half a litre. Een pints potje therefore is a small jar. 
GTB, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M053938> (24 May, 
2016). 
43 A walm or walmtie is, apart from smoke, an indication of a certain cooking time. It is 
used in multiple historical cookbooks, but it is never indicated how much time is meant 
exactly. M. Philippa et al., Etymologisch woordenboek van het Nederlands (Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 2003-2009), <http://www.etymologiebank.nl/trefwoord/
walm1> (24 May, 2016)..
[#21]
To bake lemon pie
Take a wineglass of lemon juice, a beer glass of Mosel wine, the crumbs of 
a 1/2 stuijver of white bread, the grated peel of 2 lemons, a nutmeg, 7 to 8 
eggs of which 4 with egg whites. Beat the eggs with the wine in a small jar 
and place it on the stove until it comes to a boil. Then place it in a pan on 
a crust and bake it with heat over and under it until it is cooked. Add 
sugar to taste. 
To preserve broad beans
Bring rainwater to a boil and add the beans. Let this cook for a while and 
then leave the beans to air dry on a table. Take some pieces of cloth and 
place them in a pot together with layers of beans. Use a piece of cloth 
after every layer of beans. Add 5 to 6 whole peppers, around 2 leaves of 
mace and a little bit of salt to every layer of beans. Repeat this as many 
times as needed for the desired amount if preserved beans. Next, make 
brine from the water the beans were cooked in that is strong enough to let 
a bee float on it. Melt a chunk of butter on it like a disk and when the fat 
spreads out it will melt. Pour this over the beans. When one wants to eat 
the beans, they have to be soaked in boiled water in the morning. The 
water needs to be refreshed until the beans are fresh enough. Stew them 
with some stock and lard and add cream or butter right before serving 
them. Give the dish a good shake before serving and do not put it back on 
the stove. From niece Brauw, wife of the major.
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[#22]
Om paasch-broot te bakken. 
10 pond blom, 5 pond corenten, 20 eijers met het wit, 1 kanne melk, 1 
stuijver safferaan inde melk gebrooken, 1 once caneel, 1 1/2 vierendeel wit 
zuijker, 2 1/2 stuijver gist, een groote pan gesmolte boter, is zeer goed 
ondervonden, is van mevrouw Huertse.
Om seer goede koekjes te bakken.
2 pond blom, 1 pond zuijker, 3 loot caneel, 1 pond booter, 3 eijeren, 1 
duijt gember, van de vrouw van Bruijnisse. 
23. An eighteenth-century still life with waffles, an apple, bread and butter by Georg 
Flegel.
Om wafelen te bakken. 
3 pond blom, 1 pond booter, eijeren, 1 kan melk, 1 oortie gist, 1 lepel wit 
zuijker. Seer goed bevonden, is van mevrouw Evertse.
Om letterkoek te bakken.
3 pond blom, 2 pond zuijker, 1/2 pond booter, 6 eijeren, 1 loot caneel, 1/2 
loot noot, 1/2 loot foeli van juffr. Brauw. 
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[#23]
To bake Easter bread
10 pond of flour, 5 pond of currents, 20 eggs with the egg whites, 1 kanne 
of milk, 1 stuijver of saffron crumbled into the milk, 1 once of cinnamon, 
1 1/2 vierendeel of white sugar, 2 1/2 stuijver of yeast, a big pan of melted 
butter. Was very positively evaluated. From miss Huertse.
To bake excellent biscuits
2 pond of flour, 1 pond of sugar, 1 pond of butter, 3 eggs, 1 duijt of 
ginger. From the wife of Bruijnisse. 
24. Still life with roasted poultry, fruits, cheese, bread and letterkoek by Peter Binoit 
(1615).
To bake waffles 
3 pond of flour, 2 pond of sugar, a 1/2 pond of butter, 6 eggs, 1 loot of 
cinnamon, a 1/2 loot of nutmeg, a 1/2 loot of mace. From misses Evertse.
To bake letterkoek
3 pond of flour, 2 pond of sugar, a 1/2 pond of butter, 6 eggs, 1 loot of 
cinnamon, a 1/2 loot of nutmeg, a 1/2 loot of mace. From Ms. Brauw.
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Om framboijze geleij te maken. 
Maakt eerst de framboise kleijn & doet de helft van de karrels daaruijt, 
neemt dan tot 2 pont framboizen 1 pont of 5 vierendeel sap van witte 
aalbessen, laat dit te saamen omtrent anderhalf uer hart kooken & 
dickwils roeren, of het soude aanbranden, dan moet men neemen tot ieder 
pont framboizen een half pont wit poejersuijker & daar onder roeren & 
dan nogh te samen met de suijker een half uer laten kooken & dan in de 
kopjes geschept. 
[#23]
Om drop tablettes te maaken. 
Neemt 1 pond drop kleijn gesneden, 1 pond beste arabische gom ider 
apart in een nieuwe pot, dan roosewater daar op gedaan & in de son geset 
tot dat het gesmolten is, en dikwils geroert & als het gesmolten is soo veel 
rosewater daar bij gedaan tot dat het bequaam is om door een doek 
gehaald te worden & als het doorgedaan is dan in de nieuwe pot of 
bekken gekookt tot dat het opkomt, dan in papieren geschept half so 
groot als dit papier of blaatie is44  & dan aan vier hoeken gespelt, dan op 
een plank te droogen geleght, maar men moet oppassen dat sij niet aan de 
plank vastdroogen, maar dikwils verschooven worden & als het the naast 
& bij droog is, dan de papieren gekeert & als se heel droogh zijn, dan dit 
papier nat gemaakt tot dat het bequaam is om het er van af te doen, maak 
den drop soo wijnigh nat te maaken als het mogelijk is, dan wederom op 
de plank geleght en dikwils gekeert tot dat het heel droogh is, dan in een 
schoone drooge blikke doos gedaan. 
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44 N.B. The size of leaves in the manuscript measure 199 x 161 mm., so the size of the 
sheets needed for this recipe would measure around 100 x 80 mm. 
To make raspberry jelly 
First, chop the raspberries and remove half of the seeds. Next, take up to 
2 pond of raspberries and 1 pond or 5 vierendeel of white currant juice 
and cook this on high heat for around 1 1/2 hours while frequently 
stirring it to prevent it from burning. Then take a 1/2 pond of powdered 
sugar for every pond of raspberries and stir it into the mixture. Let this 
cook for another half hour and then scoop it into cups.
[#23]
To make liquorice tablets
Take 1 pond of liquorice finely chopped and 1 pond of the best gum 
Arabic coming from separate new jars. Pour over rose water and place it 
in the sun until it has melted while frequently stirring it. When it has 
melted add more rose water until the substance is thin enough to be 
strained through a cloth. When it is strained, cook it in a new cooking-pot 
or bowl until it starts to rise. Now scoop it on to sheets of paper half the 
size of the paper in this book and pin it down on the four edges. Leave the 
sheets to dry on a board and make sure that they do not stick to it by 
moving them around frequently. When they have almost dried, turn the 
sheets around and when they are very dry they are ready to be taken of 
the board. Wet the paper just enough to make it come loose from the 
liquorice and try to avoid getting the liquorice wet. Put them back on the 
board and frequently turn them until they are very dry and keep them in a 
clean and dry tin box. 
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[#24]
Om pate van Orsade45  te maken. 
Twee pond amandelen, twaalf bitters daar onder, soo fijn als moogelijk is 
met drie vierendeel beste candijsuijker & de buijtenste geele schil van drie 
citroenen seer kleijn gevreven te samen in een marmere mortier gestampt,
[xxx]46 geschiet zijnde doet men het in een roode onvertinde koopere pan, 
het so langh op het vuer latende & continueel roerende tot dat de 
amandels bijna wederom droogh zijn, dan maakt men daarvan rollen van 
een half pond gewicht, deselve bestroit zijnde met heel fijne zuijker, die 
door een gaas heeft gepasseert & eijndelijk doet men ijder rol in een 
droogh papier & bewaart se soo droogh als’t mogelijk is: ider rol geeft 6 
caraffen Orzade. 
25. A recipe for Orgeade, spelled Oryade, from De volmaakte Hollandsche keuken-meid 
(1746), featuring a different method of preparation for this popular drink.
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45 Pate van Orsade or orgeade, emerged in the seventeenth century in France but also has 
roots in Italy under the name orzata. It is an almond flavoured drink. Traditionally it was 
made of an extract of barley (orge is barley in French, hence the name of the drink) and 
sugar sometimes with added almond paste. Later on, in the eighteenth century it was made 
of almond paste, sugar and lemon peel. GTB, ‘Orgeade’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M049853> (24 May, 2016).
46 The word is illegible.
[#24]
To make Orgeade.
Take 2 pond of almonds and mix in 12 bitters, 3 vierendeel of the best 
rock candy and the yellow peel of 3 lemons finely ground in a marble 
mortar. When this is [xxx], place it in a red untinned copper pan and 
leave it on the heat, while continuously stirring it, until the almonds have 
nearly dried up again. Make rolls of a 1/2 pond and sprinkle them with 
fine sugar that was passed through a strainer. Finally, wrap the rolls in dry 
paper and store them as dry as possible. Each roll makes 6 carafes of 
Orzade. 
26. Almond (Prunus dulcis)
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Om swarte nooten te confijten.
Men neemt groene nooten als se van binnen nog niet hard zijn, dan wast 
men se schoon & men sneijt alle plekjes, wanneer se der ui zijn, uijt & de 
steelen der af, dogh moeten niet weeken & gesnacht overstaan, dan goit 
men se in kookent regenwater & als se so sagt zijn dat men der een 
gespleete swabelstokje47  door kan steeke, schept men se uijt, doch niet 
sachter, dan laat men se wat verleken & dan gelardeerd met een stukje 
caneel, 2 cruijtnagels en een stukje citroenschil, dan weeght men 1 pond 
zuijker tege 1 pond nooten & men doet een groot bierglas water op een 
pond zuijker, men laat dit water eerst in het bekken kooken & dan doet 
men de zuijker daar in, en als die ciroop gemaakt is doet men er de nooten 
in, en men laat se braaf deur confijten & mogd wel kooken, dan schept 
men se der uit & men laat de ciroop nogh wat kooken & dan maar heet 
op de nooten gedaan, men neemt maar gewoon keuken zuijker. 
[#25]
Om mirabellen te confijten.
Men moet se aftrekken nog niet ter deegs rijp zijnde, laat die kooken in 
put water dat alvorens gekookt heeft met wijngaard blaaderen, die man 
daar dan uijt doet & bij de mirabellen weer versche, doet dan deselve met 
de blaars uijt het water & giet het water uijt datter maar overschiet om de 
ciroop daar van te kunnen maaken, neemt dan tot ider pond mirabellen 1 
pond zuijker, doet de mirab: dan in de siroop & die sacht genoegh zijnde 
doet men die daar uijt & laat die ciroop nogh soo langh koken tot dat se 
dik genoegh is. Van Nicht de Ontf[anger]: Schoorer. 
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47 Swabelstokje or zwavelstokje is the obsolete term for matchstick. Historically a 
swabelstokje was a thin wooden stick dipped in sulphur on each side to easily catch flame 
when scraped on a solid surface. GTB, ‘Zwavelstok’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M090396> (24 May, 2016).
To candy black walnuts
Take the green nuts when they are not hard on the inside yet. Wash them 
and remove all bad spots. When the nuts are out of their shells and all 
stalks are removed, do not soak them or leave them overnight. Place them 
in boiling rainwater and when they are so soft that they can be pierced 
with a matchstick, take them out. Don’t let them get softer. Let them 
drain a little bit. Then lard them with a piece of cinnamon, 2 cloves and a 
piece of lemon peel. Take 1 pond of sugar for every pond of nuts and a 
large beer glass for each pond of sugar. Bring the water to a boil in a bowl 
and add the sugar. When a syrup is made, add the nuts and let them 
candy while the syrup is cooking. Remove the nuts from the syrup and let 
the syrup cook some more. Pour the hot syrup over the nuts. Use normal 
kitchen sugar for this recipe. 
[#25]
To candy mirabelle plums
Harvest the plums when they are not very ripe yet. Cook them in well 
water that has already been cooked with vine leaves. Remove the old vine 
leaves and add new ones when the mirabelle plums are added. Then 
remove the plums and the leaves and preserve the water to make syrup. 
For each pond of plums, take 1 pond of sugar. Place the plums in the 
syrup and when they are cooked through, remove them. Continue to cook 
the syrup until it has the desired thickness. Received from niece Schoorer. 
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Om Orangien te confijten.
Die orangien geschilt en late een nacht weijken, dan sacht gekookt, uijt 
het kokent water in kout water gedaan, daar uijt gekome en gesnede die 
karrels daar uijt gedaan, ruijme 1 pond zuijker tot een pond orangien de 
ciroop niet te dik omdat het langh moet kooken & dan te kort van nat 
wort, de orangien moeten kooken tot dat se klaar zijn. 
Voor geleij te maken van die overschiet. 
Eerst die orangien uijt de ciroop genoome & dan de potjes ordentelijk vol 
ciroop gedaan, dan nogh wat water gedaan bij de ciroop die in het bekken 
overschiet & samen nogh wat laete kooken tot dat se bijna stijf is, maar 
de korrels daar uijt gedaan & dan in bakjes gedaan, is goede geleij. Is van 
Nicht de weduwe Steengracht.
Om kaakjes48 te backen. 
Neemt 4 pond blom, 2 pond corenten, 1 pond zuijker, 3 loot kerweij ’t 
geen sommige menschen er niet gaarn in hebben, 12 doiers van eijers, 3 
pond booter die men of gesmolte of kout neemt soo als men wil om te 
kneeden. Van Nicht Steengracht.
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48 A kaakje can be a biscuit or a pastry. The name is derived from the English cake. In 
most cases, like in this recipe, it is a simple hard biscuit that can be baked in many 
different shapes like hearts, checks, stars and circles. There were special pans for baking 
them in these shapes called kaakjespan. GTB, ‘Kaakje’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M029235> (24 May, 2016). 
To candy oranges 
Soak peeled oranges for one night and then cook them. From the boiling 
water, place them in cold water. After that, cut them and remove the 
seeds. Take over 1 pond of sugar for every pond of oranges and make a 
syrup that is not to thick as the oranges should cook for a long time and 
there might be to little liquid. Boil the oranges until they are cooked 
through. 
To make jelly from the remains [of the previous recipe]
First, take the oranges out of the syrup and add syrup to the jars until they 
are filled well. Add more water to the syrup that is left in the bowl and let 
it cook some more until it is almost stiff. Remove the remaining seeds and 
put the jelly in small dishes. This is good jelly. From niece the widow 
Steengracht. 
To bake kaakjes
Take 4 pond of flour, 2 pond of currants, 1 pond of sugar, 3 loot of 
caraway (which some people do not like), 12 egg yolks, 3 pond of butter 
either melted or cold, what ever is desired to knead it. From niece 
Steengracht. 
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[#26]
Om Appelgeleij te maken. 
Neem 60 graauwe renetten & die geschilt & de klokhuijsen uijtgedaan & 
aan stukke gesneeden & daar drie kanne putwater opgedaan & soo te 
samen late kooke tot dat men de appelen aan stukken kan vrijven & dan 
door een wollesak49  laten lopen, dan een pond sap genome tege drie 
vierendeel brootsuijker & te samen laten kooke als de ciroop gemaakt is 
tot begint te geleijen & dan een chocolade kop citroen sap bij gedaan & 
wat citroen snippers. Is seer goed bevonden. 
Om letterkoek te maaken de beste soort. 
Neem 3 pond blom, 2 1/2 pond beste poeder zuijker, 2 loot cruijtnoot, 1 
loot caneel, 3 kleijne foelie, 60 cruijtnagelen, 3 eijeren met & 3 sonder 
wit, 1 duijt gist, 1 groote sucade schil, 3 thee kopjes roose water, 1 dito 
met brandewijn, en 1 pond boter. Is seer goed. 
Om spritsen te bakken de beste soort. 
Neem een halfpints melk, drievierendeel blomme, de melk moet kooken 
en al kookende op het vuur word de blomme in de melk geroert, dan moet 
men de spijse kneeden tot dat deselve kout is, met moet 6 of 7 eijeren, na 
dat se groot zijn kloppen & dan allengsskens in het deegh kneeden, de 
boter moet daaghs te vooren gesmolten worden, niet kooke, dan de booter 
sachtjes afgieten, als men de spritsen kookt moet men de booter geduerigh 
schuijmen.
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49 A wollesak is a woollen pouch that was, like other textile cloths, used to filter liquids or 
powder like substances. GTB, ‘Wolzak’, <http://www.wnt.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M087080> (24 May, 2016).
[#26]
To make apple jelly
Take 60 graauwe renetten, peel them, remove the stalks and cut them into 
pieces. Add 3 kanne of well water and let everything cook until the apples 
can be smudged easily. Strain this through a woollen sack. Take 3 
vierendeel sugarloaf for each pond of juice and cook it together. When the 
syrup is made and starts to get gelatinous, add a chocolate cup of lemon 
juice and some lemon peels. Is evaluated very positively. 
To make the best kind of letterkoek
Take 3 pond of flour, 1 1/2 pond of the best powdered sugar, 2 loot of 
nutmeg, 1 loot of cinnamon, 3 little pieces of mace, 60 cloves, 3 eggs with 
egg whites and 3 eggs without egg whites, 1 duijt of yeast, 1 big piece of 
succade, 3 teacups of rose water, 1 ditto of brandy and 1 pond of butter. 
Is very good. 
To fry the best kind of spritsen
Take half a pint of milk and 3 vierendeel of flour. Bring the milk to a boil 
and stir the flour into the milk while it is boiling on the heat. Then knead 
this until it is cold. Beat 6 to 7 eggs, depending on their size, until they 
have expanded and gradually knead it into the dough. The butter should 
be melted the day before, but not cooked. Gently skim the butter. To fry 
the spritsen, make sure that the butter is foaming permanantly. 
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[#27]
Om witte50  mee te maaken. 
Neemt van de alderbeste witte vriessen honigh voor ieder stoop water 2 
pond het water een uer gekookt & dan deze honingh daar in gedaan & 
samen een half uer gekookt, dan in schoone potten laten koudt worden, 
en dan in een vatie gedaan dat brandewijnigh is & heel schoon, voort 
laten leggen tot het klaar is omtrent 4 of 6 maanden. 
Drank in plaats van amandel melk bij siekte. 
Neemt 3 loot haver de gort doet daar 1 1/2 pint regenwater op & laat soo 
een half uer sachtjes kooken, neemt dan 1 loot milloen & 1 loot 
concombersaat, laat dat een wijnigh weeken & stampt het dan soo fijn als 
mogelijk is, menght het dan met die haverdegort soo allegskens doet het 
door een doek, neemt dan wederom dat dikke te gaaze & stampt dit dan 
nogh eens en menght het met gekookt water, doet dit dan weer door een 
doek, en soo dit dan nogh te dick is, roert er dan maar gekookt water 
onder, doet er ook als wat verslagen is 2 lepels & een half broot zuijker, 
een goede lepel caneelwater & ruijm 2 lepels roose water in, dan bij de 
dorst wat warm gemaakt een groote coffijcop gedronken, heb ik na 
wensch een geruijmen tijt uit veel genoegen self gedaan. 
Een veth of zzees51 susterties te backen.
1 pond blom 
3/4 pond boter
8 eijeren 4 met & 4 sonder wit
1 lepeltie zuijker, wat rosewater & wat gist, hoe langer geklopt hoe beter. 
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50 In this recipe, witte is probably a variation on mede (mead), a winelike sweet beverage 
made of fermented honey. It is unsure why the beverage was called witte, it might be due 
to the use of honey which makes the colour slightly white. This name witte was not 
common, but the beverage mead was. It existed since the antiquity. GTB, ‘Mede’, <http://
gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M038636> (24 May, 2016).
51 Abbriviation of zierikzees meaning from Zierikzee, a town in Zeeland. 
[#27]
To make witte
Take 2 pond of the best Frisian honey for each stoop of water. Boil the 
water for an hour, then add the honey and let it cook for half an hour. 
Pour this in clean jars and let them cool down. Then pour it in a very 
clean barrel that was used for brandy and leave it for 4 to 6 months until 
it is done.
Beverage in stead of almond milk in case of illness 
Take 3 loot of groats and add 1 1/2 pint of rainwater. Let this simmer for 
half an hour. Take 1 loot of melon seeds and 1 loot of cucumber seeds, let 
them soak for a while and ground them as finely as possible. Gradually 
mix this with the groats. Strain it through a cloth. Take the thick 
substance from the strainer to mash it again and mix it with boiled water. 
Now strain this through a cloth again. When it is still too thick, add more 
boiled water. When it has cooled down, add 2 1/2 spoons of sugarloaf, a 
generous spoon of cinnamon water and 2 generous spoons of rose water. 
In case of thirst, warm it up and drink a large coffeecup of it. I have done 
this myself for a long time and with great pleasure. 
To bake susterties, veth or from Zierikzee
Take 1 pond of flour, a 3/4 pond of butter, 8 eggs: 4 with and 4 without 
the egg whites, 1 spoon of sugar, some rosewater and some yeast. The 
longer this is whisked, the better. 
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Om benjees52 te maaken. 
1 pond blom, 6 eijeren 3 met en 3 sonder wit, 1 lepel zuijker met wel een 
half pint melk, 1 oortie gist, de eijeren heel langh kloppen & het beslagh 
ook eer de gist daarin komt. 
[#28]
Om morellen of kersen suer in te leggen. 
Neemt 3 pond suere morellen en dan een kan wijn azijn, 1 1/2 stuijver53
Om morellen in te leggen.54 
Een pond morellen de steelen half afgesneden deselfde geschilt in een keuls 
potje soo veel beste wijn u rijn dat de morellen onder liggen deselve 
moeten opgekookt worden met een half pond suiker een half loot caneel 
en half loot nagelen een [xxx]55  dit dan te zamen op de op de ongekookte 
morellen opgegoten. 
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52 Benjees are traditionally pastries made by dipping pieces of fruit, vegetables, meat or fish 
in a batter and baking them in butter or other kinds of grease. The word comes from the 
French beignet. GTB, ‘Beignet’, < http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=A000681 > (24 May, 2016). 
53 This recipe was left unfinished. It is the last recipe written by Aarnout van Citters. 
54 This and the following recipes are written in a different hand. They were added to the 
manuscript at a later stage.
55 Two illegible words.
To make benjees
Take 1 pond of flour, 6 eggs: 3 with and 3 without egg whites, 1 spoon of 
sugar and a 1/2 pint of milk, 1 oortie of yeast. Beat the eggs for a very 
long time and the batter too before the yeast is added. 
[#28]
To pickle sour cherries or cherries
Take 3 pond of sour cherries, a kan of wine vinegar, 1 1/2 stuijver
To pickle sour cherries
Take a pond of sour cherries, cut the stalks half off and peel them. Place 
them in a keulse pot and add as much of the best wine as needed to cover 
the sour cherries. Cook the cherries with a half pond of sugar, a half loot 
of cinnamon, a half loot of cloves, a [xxx]. Pour all of this over the 
uncooked sour cherries. 
27. Sour Cherry (Prunus cerasus)
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blammanjé.56
Een half pont room, 3 stuivers vislijm, 1 stuiver [xxx]57  suiker naar de 
smaak laat het dan een weinig koken en dan afgezet en dan roeren tot het 
bijna koud is en dan in de kommen gedaan.
Om beschuitpoddingje te bakken. 
Dertien groote beschuiten een vierendeel gesnede sucade een vierendeel 
krenten een half pintje melk een vierendeel boter, 6 eijeren 0 zonder wit 
een lepel gist drie lepels blom en in kleine vormjes.
[#29]
Vla van soete melk
Een pint soete melk op het vuur te kooken met wat booter een walm of 
twee opgekook zijnde neemt men het af suiker naar de smaak 8 eijeren 
roert het te samen giet het door een zift in een schotel daar het nun in laat 
koken en op tafel mee komt een weinig vuur van onder en van boven. 
Vla van wijn 
Veertien dooijers van eijers en halft pint wijn een romer water suiker naar 
de smaak twee stukjes caneel dat te samen op het vuur en geroerd tot het 
dik word. en dan zoo in de schotel gedaan neem dan de caneel er uit men 
roerd er ook mee het roze water onder.
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56 Blammanjé is the fonetic description of Blancmanger, from the French blanc-manger. It 
is a sweet dessert commonly made with milk or cream and sugar thickened with gelatin, 
cornstarch or isinglass. It was a common dessert among the upper class of Europe since the 
Middle Ages. Encyclopædia Britannica, ‘Blancmange’, <http://www.britannica.com/food/
Blancmange > (24 May, 2016). 
57 Three illegible words.
Blancmanger
Take a half pont of cream, 3 stuijvers of isinglass, [xxx] add sugar to taste 
and let it cook for a short while. Remove it from the heat, stir it until it 
has almost cooled down and then place it into bowls.
To make rusk pudding
Take thirteen big rusks, a vierendeel of chopped succade, a vierendeel of 
currents, a half pint of milk, a vierendeel of butter, 6 eggs with the egg 
whites, a spoon of yeast, three spoons of flour. Place it in small tins.
[#29]
Whole fat milk custard
Take a pint of whole fat milk and let it cook on the stove with some 
butter. After a some time, remove it from the heat and add sugar to taste 
and eggs. Run everything through a strainer and into a dish in which it 
can be cooked and served. Use low heat underneath and above it.
Wine custard
Take fourteen egg yolks, a half pint of wine, a mug of water, sugar to 
taste and two pieces of cinnamon. Stir this together on the stove until it 
becomes thick. Place it in a dish, remove the cinnamon and stir in some 
rose water. 
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Lepel podding58
Voor 3 stuivers witte brood een half pintje soete melk 3 vierendeel boter 3 
vierendeel suiker een halve kruitnoot 2 duijten gist 7 eijers moet eerst nat 
rijzen en langzaam bakken. 
[#30]
Wittebroodpodding
Een 4 stuijvers oudbakke wittebrood maar de korst eraf gesnede en aan 
dobbelsteentjes gesnede en in een half pintje warme melk met een cokintje 
boter gemenkt dan geroerd met 6 eijers een stukje gist. een groote lepel 
blom. en suiker naar de smaak ook een weinig zout en kreunoot 
vervolgens in een doek gebonden en een uur gekookt met boter suiker 
opgedaan. 
Persiken abricozen pruimen in brandewijn te leggen 
Moet men de vruchten een walm opcoken daarna op een vergiettest uit 
lekken in tusschen kan men de brandewijn een pint brandewijn 59  een 
vierendeel broodsuiker tot een stroop en dat giet men op een vla. 
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58 No recipes for lepel podding were found in other cookbooks, which may mean that this 
was a name for a recipe thought of by the author him- or herself. 
59 Here the author wrote roughly the same text twice. The first part was partly blurred 
with ink stains. 
Spoon pudding
Take 3 stuijvers of white bread, a small half pint of whole fat milk, 3 
vierendeel of butter, 3 vierendeel of sugar, a half nutmeg, 2 duijten of 
yeast, 7 eggs. Let it rise first and bake it slowly.
[#30]
White bread pudding
Take 4 stuijvers of stale white bread with the crust removed and cut into 
small dices and a half pint of warm milk mixed with a cube of butter. Mix 
it with 6 eggs, a piece of yeast, a big spoon of flour, sugar to taste, some 
salt and nutmeg. Tie this in a cloth and cook it for one hour. Serve with 
butter and sugar. 
To preserve peaches, apricots and plums in brandy
Cook the fruits for a while and drain them in a drainer. Meanwhile make 
a syrup of a pint of brandy and a vierendeel of sugarloaf. This can be 
poured over a custard.
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Reciep voor asia jalu60 te maken.
Met neemt al [xxx]61  peulen en soijbonen geen walm opkoken en dan 
koud laat worden en met een boter pekeltje laaten staan 2 dagen 
vervolgens alles in den oven drogen een kop zoeten oli doet daar wat 
coflook en carlotten en laat dat zamen fruiten giet er dan zoo veel wijn 
azijn bij als gij denkt dat nodig is om de groentes onder te doen leggen. 
[#31] doet dat daarbij op drie flessen wijn azijn, een onse gestote wijnbes 
laat dit te samen opkoken en dan koud worden [xxx]62 men koortjes, rijgt 
daar cnoflook en carlot en spaanse peper aan. doet de [xxx]63  en 
droogge[xxx] onder elkander in een keulse pot of fles giet daar de koude 
saus op en maakt ze met een blaastie zij moet 2 maanden staan.
Rijsttaard
Anderhalf vierendeel reist in zoete melk gekookt met wat boter tot de reist 
splijt neemt dan acht eijers met het wit en wat rozenwater en suiker naar 
de smaak het doorheen geroerd in de rijst/kerst gedaan en [xxx] daar over 
en dan afgebakken. 
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60 It is not clear what the author meant by the word jalu.
61 Two illegible words.
62 Illegible word due to an inkstain.
63 Illegible passage of around four words.
Recipe for Asia
Take snow peas and soybeans and let them cook for a while. Leave them 
in brine with butter for two days and then dry everything in the oven. 
Take a cup of sweet oil, add some garlic and shallots and fry this. Add as 
much wine vinegar as needed to cover the vegetables. [#31] For three 
bottles of wine vinegar, take an onse of ground japanese wineberries and 
let this cook and then cool down [xxx]. Take bits of rope and tack on 
garlic, shallot and spanish pepper. Mix the [xxx] and the dried [xxx] in a 
keulse pot or bottle and pour over the cold sauce. Close it with a pouch 
and let it rest for 2 months. 
Rice pie
Take one and a half vierendeel of rice cooked in milk and butter until it 
splits open. Now take eight eggs with egg whites, some rose water and 
sugar to taste and stir it through the rice. Place a [xxx] over it and bake it. 
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Een Goejen Struijf64
4 eijers, 3 lepels blom een kommetje water een halve pint melk en wat 
suiker naar de smaak alles dan onder elkaar geroert en vaster geklopt alles 
van een zijde in de koekpan met weinig vuur en onder een deksel met veel 
vuur en [xxx]65 op het moet terstond opgedaan worden.
[#32]
Om soya pudding te kooken
Een half pond soy een pint zoete melk langzaam laten kooken 10 eijers 
met wit een half pond gesmolte botere en caneel 8 loot met suiker het 
room bestrijken met boter en beschuit.
Kaaktjes
1 pond blom, 3/4 boter, 1/4 carenten, 1/4 suiker 3 dooier van eijeren, het 
alles daar een geknepen dan de platte kaaktjes van gemaakt in een taartje 
pannentje66 een weinig vuur van boven en onder. Is probatum bevonden. 
Sneeuw wafels te bakken
1 bond blom, 18 lepels sneeuw, 18 keukebeschuiten, 1 pond reuzel, 1 
pond boter, stuiver gist. anderhalve pint melk en moet 6 uuren rijzen. 
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64 A struijf or struif is a thick pancake traditionally made of flour, eggs and milk. The 
baking method aquires that one pancake is baked first and then batter is poured on top of 
it to make a very thick pancake. It can be enriched with among others almonds, lard, 
cream and lemon. This recipe was very popular in the Netherlands and is featured in many 
cookbooks like De volmaakte Hollandsche keukenmeid (1746) and De volmaakte 
Geldersche keukenmeid (1747). GTB, ‘Struif’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M067135> (24 May, 2016).
65 Illegible word.
66 A taarte pan is a pan with a raised edge either made of stoneware or metal. A lid  
holding smouldering coals could be placed on the pan. The pan could be placed over a fire 
to cook pies and tarts. Not many kitchens were equipped with an oven in the eighteenth 
century, so many dishes were prepared on the stove. GTB, ‘Taartepan’, <http://gtb.inl.nl/
iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M052127> (24 May, 2016).
A good struijf
Take 4 eggs, 3 spoons of flour, a bowl of water, a half pint of milk and 
some sugar to taste. Mix everything together and whisk it firmly. Pour 
everything on one side of a frying pan on low heat, cover it with a lid and 
bake it on high heat and [xxx]. It has to be served immediately. 
[#32]
To cook soy pudding
Take a half pond of soy and a pint of whole fat milk and let it simmer. 
Add 10 eggs with the egg whites, a half pond of melted butter, 8 loot of 
cinnamon with sugar. Brush the cream with butter and rusk. 
Kaakjes
Take 1 pond of flour, 3/4 of butter, 1/4 of currents and 3 egg yolks. 
Knead everything and form the dough into flat biscuits. Bake it in a pie 
pan with low heat over and underneath it.
To bake whipped cream waffles
Take 1 pond of flour, 18 spoons of whipped cream, 18 rusks, 1 pond of 
lard, 1 pond of butter, a stuijver of yeast and one and a half pint of milk. 
Let this rise for 6 hours. 
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RECEPTEN VOOR MENSCHEN
[#2]
Tegen de Pest
Een levende padde in de sak gedrage in een doosje met gaaties en gevoed 
om niet te laten sterven. Is goed. 
[#3]
Voor Scheurbuijk67 in Somertijt
2 handen vol groene lepelblaaren, 2 dito duijvekervel, 2 dito bekeboom, 2 
dito waterkers, 2 dito drieblad, 1/2 pond peperwortel, dit groen kruijt 
samen schoon gewassen & klein gekerft & dan nog bijgedaan 3 beste 
limoenen & 3 westjudise orangie appelen & die mede in stucken 
gesneden, samen in een glase fles gedaan & dan 6 mengels franse wijn 
daar op gegooten & in de son geset & altemets door den dagh een 
romertie van gedronken, is seer goed. Van een Doctor van Bergen & door 
Hr. Roseveld also ondervonden. 
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67 Scheurbuijk or scurvy was one of the most common illnesses in the Netherlands in the 
eighteenth century. L. Burema, De Voeding in Nederland, p. 207.
RECIPES FOR HUMANS
Note: This part of the edition only features a small selection of the 
medical recipes collected by Aarnout van Citters. The recipes presented 
here were chosen to give an impression of the variety of illnesses and 
remedies to these illnesses described by Van Citters. Also, Some recipes 
were selected because they were presented to Van Citters by acclaimed 
contemporaries. 
[#2]
Against the plague
Carry a living toad in your pocket, put it in a box with holes in it and 
keep it fed in order not to let it die. Is good. 
[#3]
For scurvy in the summertime 
Take 2 hands of green scurvy-grass, 2 ditto of fumitory, 2 ditto of 
brooklime, 2 ditto of watercress, 2 ditto of trillium and a 1/2 pond of 
horseradish. Wash the greens and finely chop them. Then add 3 fine 
lemons and 3 oranges, also cut into pieces. Put everything in a glass bottle, 
pour over 6 mengels of French wine and place it in the sun. Throughout 
the day, drink a mug of it. Is very good. From a doctor from Bergen and 
evaluated by Mr. Roseveld too. 
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[#8] 
Voor Tantpijn
Als de kies hol is soo neemt 1 of 2 witte kraalties uijt het oogh van een 
haering en steert dat in de kies, de wormties sullen daar uijt kruijpen, en 
soo het van sinkings68 voortkomt, soo neemt vers gemaakte mostert tussen 
een doekte & steert dat in bijde in ooren. 
Van de Schilder van Dijk.
[#23]
Voor het bloeden uijt de neus.
Onder ider oxel op het bloote lijf een padde gehouden en laten deselve 
alsoo sachtjes sterven, en die dood zijnde een ander. Is goed. 
[#52]
Salfje
Zuijker van loot 1 dragma, nutritum 1 1/2 once, poppeljoen salf 1 1/2 
once, hier mede bestrijkt men het uijtslagh of de vlacken, als men die heeft 
& is een recept van de professor Boerhave tot Leijde voor mijn vrouw. 
[#57]
Voor wratten. 
Neemt drop van swavel & doet dat 3 a 4 maal daaghs, dogh sonder het 
vleesch op de seijde te raaken, op de wratten, zij zullen met wortel & al 
uijtvallen. Dit door mijn Dochter Anna selfs ondervonden. 
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68 A sinking or zinking is a condition where, according to obsolete medical conceptions, 
evil fluids assemble in one part of the body which causes the body to hurt. 
GTB, ‘Sinkings’, <http://www.wnt.inl.nl/iWDB/search?
actie=article_content&wdb=WFT&id=87330> (24 May, 2016).
[#8]
For toothache
When one has a cavity in the molar, take 1 or 2 white grains from the eye 
of a herring and put them in the molar. The worms will crawl out of it. 
When it comes from a sinking, put freshly ground mustard in a cloth and 
churn it in both ears. From the painter Van Dijk.
[#23]
For a bleeding nose
Place one toad under each bare armpit and let them die slowly. When they 
die take other ones. Is good.
[#52]
Ointment
Take one loot of sugar of 1 dragma, 1 1/2 once of nutritum and 1 1/2 
once of ointment from the poplar tree. Rub this on rashes or spots when 
one has these. This is a recipe from professor Boerhave from Leiden for 
my wife.
[#57]
For warts
Take a drop of sulphuric acid and use it 3 to 4 times a day. Try to avoid 
the skin on the sides and put it only on the warts. They will come out with 
the roots. This was experienced by my daughter Anna. 
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[#65]
Om het bloed te versachten. 
Neemt paardebloemen, cichory, surkel elk met loof & wortels, 
beekeboom, waterkers, waterdrijfblad van elk 1 1/2 once dit in een 
marmere mortier gestampt zijnde perst er het nat uijt & alle morgs hier 
van vier oncen op’t bed gebruijkt. Neemt aethiopis mineralis 2 dragma, 
margaritum 2 1/2 dragma, saces albissimi 1/2 once, maakt het tot 36 
poeders, en neemt savonts na bed gaande 1 in. Men moet continueren. En 
is met seer goed succes gebruijkt, dogh seer lelijk. Van de heer professor 
Oosterdijk Schaft van Leijden an mijn vrouw geordineert. 
[#68]
Voor quaade Oogen 
Boterhammeties achter het oor geleght. 
[#72]
Voor koude pis.69
Neemt een handje vol hennepsaat kneust die in een mortier & doet die in 
een doekje, dan dat poppetie in een tinne trekpot of andere pot met water 
wat laten kooken & dan 4, 5 of 6 thee coppen met wat melk, of sonder, 
als geen melk verdraagen kunt, gedronken, is uijtmuntend goed. Van 
Doctor Helvetius.
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69 Koude pis or koupis is the name of illness better known as stranguria, a difficulty in 
urinating because the urine is passed only drop by drop with much pain. Why the illness 
was called koude pis is dubious, but some Dutch doctors at the time mistakenly thought 
that the urine of a patient was colder than the urine of a healthy person. GTB, ‘Koudepis’, 
<http://www.wnt.inl.nl/iWDB/search?actie=article&wdb=WNT&id=M035189> (24 May, 
2016). 
[#65]
To smoothen the blood
Take dandelions, chicory and sorrel, all with leaves and roots. Also take 1 
1/2 once of brooklime, watercress and bogbean. Ground it in a marble 
mortar and squeeze out the juice. Use 4 oncen of this in bed every 
morning. Take 2 dragma of aethiops mineral, 2 1/2 dragma of pearl and 
1/2 once of sacchari albissimi. Turn this into 36 powders and take one 
every night before bed. One should persist in taking it. It was used very 
successfully, but it was very nasty. From sir professor Oosterdijk Schaft in 
Leiden as a prescription for my wife.
[#68]
For sore eyes
Place slices of bread behind the ears.
[#72]
For ‘Cold Piss’
Take a handful of hemp seeds and crush them in a mortar. Place them in a 
cloth and let this puppet cook in a teapot or other pot filled with water. 
Then drink 4, 5 or 6 teacups of this with some milk, or without, when one 
can not tolerate milk. Is excellent. From doctor Helvetius. 
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I. EXPLANATORY LIST OF INGREDIENTS 
Note: The following list entails all ingredients used in the recipe book, 
some of them need an explanation, others are so common that they do 
not. The original Dutch words used by the author are followed by their 
modern English equivalents and, if needed, an explanation. For the 
creation of this glossary, definitions from various reference works were 
used. To prevent extensive use of footnotes, an abbreviation of the 
reference work used is placed between brackets after each definition. The 
reference works used are: The Geïntegreerde Taalbank (GTB)1 , 
Encyclopædia Britannica Online (EB)2  and The Oxford Companion to 
Food (OCF) by Alan Davidson3. 
Aethiopis mineralis: Aethiops mineral. A form of the mineral 
 cinnabar, also known as metacinnabarite. Historically, it was 
 prescribed for parasitic worms and all crudities and acrimony of 
 the humours. It was reputedly infallible against the itch and other 
 cutaneous diseases. (EB)
Ajuijn: Onion (Allium cepa). 
Amandelen: Almond. The edible seeds of the almond tree (Prunus dulcis). 
 Native to southwestern Asia. Almonds may be eaten raw, 
 blanched, or roasted and are commonly used in confectionery 
 baking. (OCF)
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1 The Geïntegreerde Taalbank (GTB) is an online database of Dutch historical dictionaries. 
It contains dictionaries of Medieval Dutch, early Middle Dutch, late Middle Dutch, Dutch 
from 1500-1976 and Frysian. GTB, <http://gtb.inl.nl/?owner=WNT> (27 May, 2016).
2 Encyclopædia Britannica (EB), <http://www.britannica.com/> (27 May, 2016).
3 A. Davidson, The Oxford Companion to Food (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999). 
Amber de grie: Ambergris. A solid waxy substance originating in the 
 intestine of the sperm whale (Physeter catodon). In Eastern 
 cultures ambergris is used for medicines and potions and as a 
 spice; in the West it was used to stabilise the scent of fine 
 perfumes. (EB)
Andivi: Endive. Edible annual leafy plant of the family Asteraceae, 
 believed to have originated in Egypt and Indonesia and cultivated 
 in Europe since the sixteentth century. (OCF)
Appelen: Apple (Malus domestica). 
Arabische gom. Gum arabic. Also known as acacia gum. A natural gum 
 made of the hardened sap of various species of the acacia tree. 
 (EB)   
Balsem peruvianum: Balsam of Peru. A fragrant, thick, deep brown or 
 black fluid used in perfumery. It is the product of a lofty 
 leguminous tree, Myroxylon pereirae, growing in a limited  area in 
 El Salvador and introduced into Sri Lanka. (EB)
Beekeboom: Brooklime (Veronica beccabunga). A succulent herb growing 
 in margins of brooks and ditches all over the world. It is a herb 
 that was traditionally  used to cure scurvy. (EB)
Bensoin & Storax: Styrax and benzoin. Scented gum resin from the Styrax 
 benzoin tree. Used in various medicines and perfumes. It can be 
 solved completely in alcohol. (EB)   
Beschuijt: Rusk/Dutch Crispbake. A light, round, rather crumbly biscuit 
 or twice baked bread often made of bread dough with butter, eggs 
 and sugar. (OCF)  
Bier azijn: Beer vinegar. Sour liquid, made by the fermentation of any of 
 numerous dilute beers into a liquid containing acetic acid. 
 (OCF)    
Bitters: Bitters. Any of numerous aromatised and often alcoholic liquids 
 containing bitter substances. They consist of bitter herbs, leaves, 
 fruits, seeds, or roots and sometimes alcohol or sugar. (EB)
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Blom: Wheat-flour. Edible grain of the genus Triticum. One of the oldest 
 and most important of the cereal crops. (OCF)   
Boekweij: Buckwheat. Edible seeds of the Fagopyrum esculentum. Used as 
 a cereal grain. Although the seeds are used as cereal, buckwheat is 
 not one of the cereal grasses. (OCF)  
Boter: Butter.      
Boterhammetie: Slice of bread.     
Bouljon: Broth/stock. A rich liquid obtained by boiling fish, meat, 
 poultry, game, or vegetables. (OCF)    
Brandewijn: Brandy. Alcoholic beverage distilled from wine or a 
 fermented fruit mash. The term used alone generally refers to the 
 grape product. The name comes from the Dutch brandewijn 
 (‘burnt wine’), referring to the application of heat in distillation. 
 Commercial distillation of brandy from wine originated in the 
 sixteenth century. (EB)    
Brootzuijker: Sugarloaf. White sugar grated from conical blocks of 
 sugar.  The usual form in which refined sugar was produced and 
 sold until the late nineteenth century. Different from raw sugar, 
 rock  candy, brown sugar and caster sugar. In the Southern 
 Netherlands (present day Belgium) it was the word for normal 
 sugar. (GTB)
Bruijne zuijker: Brown sugar. Sugar crystallised from a mixture of 
 brown and yellow syrups. (OCF)
Caarnemelk: Buttermilk. The fluid remaining when the fat is removed by 
 churning cream into butter. It was used as a beverage and the taste 
 is somewhat acidic. It has been replaced as a beverage by cultured 
 buttermilk, which is prepared from skimmed milk by fermentation 
 with bacteria that produces lactic acid. (EB)  
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Candijsuijker: Rock candy. A type of confectionery mineral composed of 
 relatively large sugar crystals. It is formed by allowing a 
 supersaturated solution of sugar and water to crystallize. Often 
 used to dissolve in tea. (EB)
Caneel: Cinnamon. The dried inner bark of the Cinnamomum zeylanicum 
 tree. It is native to Sri Lanka, India and Myanmar and also 
 cultivated in South America and the West Indies. The spice is light 
 brown in colour and has a delicately fragrant aroma and warm, 
 sweet flavour. It is used in sweet and savoury dishes. It was the most 
 profitable spice in the Dutch East India Company trade. (EB) 
Carlotten: Shallot (Allium aggregatum). A smaller variety of onion of 
 Asiatic origin. Shallots are used like common onions to flavour 
 foods, particularly meats and sauces. (EB)
Cichory: Chicory (Cichorium intybus). A plant of the Asteraceae family, 
 with blue flowers. When cultivated, its leaves are eaten as a 
 vegetable or salad. It can also be roasted and the ground roots are 
 used as a flavouring additive in or substitute for coffee. (EB)                       
Citroen: Lemon (Citrus limon).  
C(n)oflook: Garlic (Allium sativum).  
Coleander saat: Coriander (Coriandrum sativum) seed. They are yellowish 
 brown and have a mild, fragrant aroma and aromatic taste similar 
 to a combination of lemon peel and sage. (EB)       
Concomber saat: Cucumber seed. The seeds of the cucumber (Cucumis 
 sativus). Formerly used in (medical) beverages to cool and sooth the 
 intense taste of other ingredients used. (GTB)  
Corenten: (Zante) current. Dried berries of the small, sweet, seedless black 
 Corinth grape (Vitis vinifera). (EB)   
Cornoelje: Cornus fruit. From the Cornus mas tree. The edible berries are 
 often turned into jam, fermented into a wine, or eaten raw. Also 
 used as medicine because of its soothing and relaxing powers. 
 (OCF)  
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Cruijtnagel: Clove. Dried flower buds of the Syzygium aromaticum tree, 
 native to Indonesia. Because of their strong aroma and hot and 
 pungent taste, cloves are used to flavour many foods, particularly 
 meats and bakery products. (EB)
Cruijtnoot: Nutmeg. Seed of the Myristica fragrans tree, native to 
 Indonesia. Nutmeg has a distinctive, pungent fragrance and a warm, 
 slightly sweet taste and is used to flavour many kinds of baked 
 goods, confections, puddings, meats, sauces, vegetables, and 
 beverages. (OCF)
Drieblad: Trillium. Herb of the family Melanthiaceae. The leaves have 
 been used traditionally to cure uteral issues and to control bleeding 
 and diarrhea. (EB)
Drop: Liquorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra). A herb native to Southern Europe 
 of which the roots are used for flavouring, confection, and  medicine 
 made. The taste is similar to anise as it is sweet and slightly bitter. 
 (EB)   
Duijf: Pigeon.     
Duijvekervel: Fumitory. Plant with lacy leaves and white or pinkish 
 tubular flowers of the Fumaria species. Once regarded as a 
 medicinal herb, boiled in water or milk, or used as a cosmetic.(EB)
Eij: Egg.     
Engels bruijn: Manganese oxide (MnO). The oxide of manganese. A 
 chemical compound consisting of green to brown powder. Used 
 for colouring of glass, clay and as a nutritional supplement. It is 
 called Engels bruijn (English brown) in the manuscript, probably 
 because manganese oxide was also know as bruinsteen 
 (brownstone) and because there was a big focus on English 
 tableware in the eighteenth century. (EB, GTB)
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Foelie: Mace. Lacy covering of the nutmeg. It has a slightly warm taste 
 and a fragrance similar to that of nutmeg and it is used to flavour 
 baked goods, meat, and fish dishes or sauces and vegetables. (EB)
Framboosen: Raspberry (Rubus idaeus).    
Frans broot: French bread. A thin elongated bread.             
Franse wijn: French wine. Wine from France. 
Geel wasch: Beeswax. Wax made by the worker bee to make the cell 
 walls  of the honeycomb. Beeswax ranges from yellow to almost 
 black in colour. It has a honey like scent and a balsamic taste. Used 
 for i.a. candles, waxed paper, inks, cosmetics, and ointments. (EB)
Gember: Ginger (Zingiber officinale). Underground stem with an 
 aromatic, pungent flavour. It is used (often in powdered form) as a 
 spice or flavouring in food and medicine. (EB)
Gerst/gerstewater: Barley/barley water (Hordeum vulgare). Cereal plant 
 with edible grain, commonly used in breads, soups, stews, and as a 
 source of malt for alcoholic beverages, like beer. Barley water is a 
 beverage of boiled grain in water, often used as a base for other 
 drinks. (EB)
Gist: Yeast. Single celled fungi, used for the preparation of food and 
 drinks since bread and beer exist, to make dough rise and to 
 generate alcohol. Only in the nineteenth century its nature was 
 understood. (OCF)
Graauwe renetten: No English equivalent exists for this Dutch kind of 
 apple, generally used for cooking. Renette comes from the French 
 reinette referring to a ‘pure queen’ to identify apples of special 
 quality. (GTB) 
Haering: Herring (Culpea harengus). Common small-headed, streamlined, 
 silvery and blue metallic coloured fish, ranging from 20 to 40 
 centimetres in size and living in the northern hemisphere. The 
 majority of the herring catch in Europe is either salted, pickled in 
 barrels, or cured by smoking. It traditionally is a very popular fish in 
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 the Netherlands, where it is mostly preserved by gibbing, a special 
 salting process, where the liver and pancreas are left in the fish. (EB)
Hartshoorn: Buck's-horn plantain (Plantago coronopus). A herbaceous 
 plant resembling the shape of antlers. Can be used as a leaf 
 vegetable, either cooked, raw or in salads. (EB)
Haver (de) gord: Groats. Husked and crushed kernels of cereal grain oat 
 (Avena sativa). They are nutritious and are used in soups and 
 porridges. (OCF) 
Hennepsaat: Hemp seed. Seeds of the hemp plant, of the Cannabaceae 
 family. Can be used whole for cooking and medicine and to press 
 oil. (OCF)
Hoefblad: Butterbur (Petacites). Flowering plants with medicinal powers. 
 In the Middle Ages it was believed that their unappetising smell 
 could repel the plague. Also used to cure migraine, coughing and 
 shortness of breath. (EB)     
Honingh: Honey.   
Inckt: Ink. Coloured fluid for writing and painting. From the invention of 
 the printing press by Gutenberg in 1440 up to the nineteenth 
 century, inks were made by mixing varnish or boiled linseed oil 
 with carbon black.  (EB)    
Kalck (ongeblust): Calcium oxide (CaO). A white or grey-white solid 
 produced in large quantities by roasting calcium carbonate. It is 
 mostly used in the metal industry and in the production of glass. 
 (EB)   
Kalfsnier: Veal kidney.    
Kalfspooten: Veal legs. Often used to make broths and gelatinous 
 substances because of the collagen in the bones. (OCF)
Kalkoen: Turkey.    
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Kankerblom/paardebloem: Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale). A weedy 
 herb native to Eurasia. The bitter young leaves are high in vitamin 
 C. They are used in salads, and the roots can be used to make a 
 coffee-like beverage. (EB)   
Kersen: Cherry (Prunus Avium).    
Kerweij: Caraway seed. Seeds of the Carum carvi plant. Spice with a 
 warm sweet taste used for flavouring bread, baked goods and 
 cheese. The oldest cultivated spice plant of Europe. (OCF)
Klaproos: Poppy. Flower of the various plants of the Papaver, with edible 
 leaves and pleasantly flavoured seeds. The flowers were 
 traditionally used for mild illnesses such as the common cold or 
 mild fever. (OCF)
Lauwerier: Bay leaf. Leaves from the Laurus nobilis tree. A popular spice 
 used in pickling and marinating and to flavour stews, stuffings, 
 and fish, bay leaves are delicately fragrant but have a bitter taste. 
 (EB)
Lepelblad: Scurvy-grass (Cochlearia). Herb from the cabbage family, 
 growing in the Northern Hemisphere. The plant was formerly used 
 to cure scurvy and for infections of the gums. (GTB)
Ligni rodi: Ligni is tree in Latin and Rodi is pomegranate in Greek. This 
 ingredient could be pomegranate seed oil. Which is used for skin 
 care purposes and to prevent arteriosclerosis. No other definitions 
 could be found for ligni rodi. (EB) 
Limoen: Lime (Citrus aurantifolia).
Margaritum: Pearl. Concretion formed by a mollusk consisting of the 
 same material as the mollusk’s shell. Powder of pearls is used in 
 Chinese medicine as an anti-inflammatory and detoxification. (EB)
Melk: Milk.     
Milloen (saat): Melon seeds (Cucumis melo). Melon seeds are a common 
 snack food wherever melons are grown and they are also used in 
 cookery for certain dishes. (OCF)   
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Mirabellen: Mirabelle plum (Prunus domestica syriaca).
Mirrhe: Myrrh. Bitter-tasting, very aromatic, yellow to reddish brown 
 gum obtained from various small, thorny, flowering trees of the 
 Commiphora genus. (EB)    
Moeselwijn: Mosel wine. Wine from the German Mosel river area in the 
 west of the country. 
Morellen: Sour cherry (Prunus cerasus). 
Mosterdzaad: Mustard seed. Seeds from the Sinapis alba plant with a 
 pungent taste. The plants have always been important in Europe 
 because they grow locally, so it is one of the cheapest of spices. 
 The seeds are used to make mustard. (OCF)
Mostert: Mustard. A condiment made of (crushed) mustard seeds and 
 water or vinegar and herbs. (OCF)
Muskis: Musk. Substance obtained from the male musk deer. It has a 
 penetrating, persistent odour. It is used in the highest grades of 
 perfume because of its odour characteristics and ability to remain 
 in evidence for long periods of time. (EB)   
Nagelen: Clove. See Cruijtnagel.    
Nootmuskaat: Nutmeg. See Cruijtnoot.    
Nutritum: A salve made of lead impregnated with acid or tree oil to sooth 
 skin rashes and infections. (GTB) 
Orangie: Orange (Citrus Sinensis).
Padde: Toad.
Peper/piper: Pepper.
Peperwortel: Horseradish (Armoracia rusticana). Plant of the mustard 
 family known for its hotly pungent root, which is commonly made 
 into a condiment or table relish. (EB) 
Peulen: Snow pea (Pisum sativum). Small green bean. One of the oldest of 
 cultivated crops grown for their edible seeds worldwide. (EB)
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Pingelen: Pine nuts. Small edible seeds of many species of the pine tree. 
 They are sweet and have an attractive flavour. Commonly used in 
 stuffings for both savoury and sweet dishes. They can be eaten raw 
 or roasted. (OCF) 
Poejer zuijker: Powdered sugar.
Poppeljoen salf: Poplar salve. Salve from the poplar tree (Populus). Used 
 in the eighteenth century as a soothing and pain relieving 
 ingredient. (EB)
Porsteleijn: Purslane (Portulaca oleracea). Plant with small green or 
 golden leaves. Can be cooked, preserved or eaten raw in a salad.
Pruijmen: Plum (Prunus domestica).
Put water: Well water.
Queen: Quince (Cydonia oblonga). 
Raap oli: Rapeseed oil. Oil made from the seeds of the rape (Brassica 
 napus). It is variously used in cooking, as an ingredient in soap 
 and margarine, and as a lamp fuel.
Rasijnen: Raisin. Dried grape which is not a currant or a sultana. (OCF)
Reegen water: Rain water.
Reusel: Lard. Pig fat obtained by rendering down the deposits which exist 
 between the flesh and the skin and around the internal organs. 
 (OCF)
Rijst: Rice (Oryza sativa).
Roomse boonen: Broad bean (Vicia faba). A green bean that has been a 
 global staple food for millennia. (OCF)
Roose water: Rose water. Liquid extracted from placing rose petals in 
 water oil or alcohol.  Used for its fragrance and as a flavouring of 
 desserts.  (OCF)   
Rinse wijn: Rhine wine. German wine from the area along the river Rhine. 
 The taste of this wine is slightly acidic. (GBT)
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Saces albissimi: Sacchari albissimi. Can be found in medical recipes of as 
 early as the sixteenth century. Literally translated from Latin as 
 white sugar. No other definitions could be found.
Safferaan: Saffron (Crocus sativus). Stigma of the crucus flower, originally 
 from West Asia. The yellow stigmas are dried and used in many 
 culinary practices for their spice, pungent, bitter taste and strong 
 yellow colour. It is the most expensive of all spices.  (OCF)
Sneeuw: Whipped cream. Cream whipped with a whisk until it is light and 
 fluffy. It was formerly know a sneeuw in Dutch, meaning snow, 
 because of its fluffy white structure. Was already in use in the 
 Middle Ages (GTB).
Soete melk: Whole fat milk or fresh milk. milk as it comes directly from 
 the cow, without churning it. (GTB)
Soete room: Heavy cream. Cream made of milk as it comes directly from 
 the cow. Cream is made from rich in fat globules, that rise to the 
 surface naturally if milk is allowed to stand. (GTB) 
Soseijse vleesch: Sausage meat. Product made of finely chopped and 
 seasoned meat, which may be fresh, smoked, or pickled and which 
 is then usually stuffed into a casing. (EB)
Sout: Salt.
Soya/soijbonen: Soy/Soybeans (Glycine max). Legume originally from 
 East Asia and  used in Europe since the eighteenth century. This 
 bean is high in protein and is consumed in the forms of soybean 
 milk and tofu, a curd somewhat resembling cottage cheese. 
 Soybeans are also sprouted for use as a salad ingredient or as a 
 vegetable. (EB)
Spek: Fatback. Cut of pork meat consisting of the layer of tissue under the 
 skin of the back, with or without the skin. It can be processed by 
 brine curing, dry curing, smoking, or boiling.  (EB)
Sucade (schil): Succade. The candied peel of the citron (Citrus medica), a 
 lemon like fruit with a thick rind. (EB)
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Suere melk: Buttermilk. See Caarnemelk.    
Suere room: Sour cream. Cream traditionally made by letting fresh cream 
 sour naturally. It is thicker than fresh cream.  (OCF) 
Surkel: Sorrel. Plant in the Rumex family. The edible leaves of this plant 
 have a sour taste and can be added to soups, salads, purees, 
 sauces, omelettes and as stuffing for fish. It is high in vitamin C 
 and therefore also used in medicines. (OCF)
Swarte & Groene nooten: Walnut. The fruit and nut of trees of the 
 Juglandaceae family. The fruit is a green drupe, with flesh 
 surrounding a hard-shelled nut. (OCF)
Swartsel: Carbon black. Group of intensely black, finely divided forms of 
 amorphous carbon, usually obtained as soot from partial 
 combustion of hydrocarbons. Commonly used as a pigment. (EB)
Swavel: Sulphuric acid. A dense, colourless, oily, corrosive liquid, one of 
 the most important of all chemicals. It is made from sulphur, a 
 nonmetallic chemical element belonging to the oxygen group. It is 
 highly toxic, but was sometimes used to remove warts. (EB)
Vijg: Fig (Ficus carica).
Vislijm: Isinglass. A pure, transparent or translucent form of gelatin, 
 obtained from the air bladders of certain fish, especially the 
 sturgeon. It is used in glue and jellies and as a clarifying agent. 
 (EB)
Vlier: Elderberry/elderflower (Sambucus nigra).
Waterdrijfblad: Bogbean (Menyanthes trifoliata). A small green plant 
 inhabiting wet soils. It bears white or pink flowers that  produce 
 hard, light brown seeds. It has bitter-tasting leaves and is  used in 
 folk medicine for an upset stomach, indigestion and  scurvy. (EB)
Waterkers: Watercress (Nasturtium). Plants from the mustard family 
 (Brassicaceae) growing on moist soil. The young shoots are edible, 
 high in vitamin C and have a peppery flavour.(EB)
West judise orangie appel: Orange from a Jewish country (probably 
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 Spain).  
Wijn: Wine.    
Wijn azijn: Wine vinegar. Sour liquid, made by the fermentation of wine 
 into a liquid containing acetic acid. (OCF)
Wijnbes: Japanese wineberries. Berries of the Rubus phoenicolasius plant 
 similar to raspberries, but with a less intense flavour. Often used 
 for compotes and jellies. (EB)
Wijngaard blaaderen: Vine leaf. Used for consumption often as a 
 wrapping of stuffings or as flavouring. They have a slight acidic 
 flavour. (OCF)
Witte aalbessen: White currant (Ribes rubrum).
Witte brood: White bread. Light coloured bread made from wheat flour 
 from which the bran and germ layers have been removed from the 
 whole wheat grain in the flour grinding process. (EB)
Witte peper: White pepper. Spice obtained by removing the outer part of 
 the pericarp of black pepper (Piper nigrum). The flavour is less 
 pungent than that of black pepper. (EB)
Zuijker: Sugar.   
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II. EXPLANATORY LIST OF MEASUREMENTS
Note: This list consists of the measurements used by Van Citters. In the 
transcription they have kept their original Dutch names in the English 
translation as often no English equivalent exists. These historical 
measurements have different meanings depending on the place and time in 
which they were used. With the help of the VOC-Glossarium compiled by 
the Instituut voor Nederlandse Geschiedenis (VOC)4 , the database on 
historical measurements by the P.J. Meertens Instituut (HMMI)5  and the 
Geïntegreerde taalbank (GTB)6  the best possible reconstruction of these 
measures is displayed below.
 
Blauk: Chunk. (HMMI) 
Bottel: Unit of capacity for fluids of about 0,85 liter. (HMMI)
Drag(h)ma: Handful or around 4 grams. Often used for medicinal 
 measurements. (HMMI)
Duijt: Dutch coin worth 1⁄8 of a stuijver, a 1/2 oortie or 2 penningen. 
 (VOC)
Houte maeties: Wooden cups used to measure milk. Because there was no 
 metric system in the eighteenth century yet, it is hard to determine 
 what the capacity of these cups was. The common unit of capacity 
 from the introduction of the metric system (1830) onwards was 
 either 1/2 or 1 liter. (HMMI)
Kanne: Unit of capacity for fluids of 2 pint: around 1,12 liter. (HMMI)
Loot: Unit of weight of a 1/2 once or 1/32 pond: around 15 grams. (VOC)
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4 Instituut voor Nederlandse Geschiedenis, ‘VOC Glossarium’, 2000, <http://
resources.huygens.knaw.nl/pdf/vocglossarium/VOCGlossarium.pdf> (28 May, 2016).
5 Meertens Instituut, ‘De oude Nederlandse maten en gewichten’, <http://
www.meertens.knaw.nl/mgw/> (27 May, 2016).
6 Geïntegreerde Taalbank (GTB), <http://gtb.inl.nl/?owner=WNT> (27 May, 2016).
Mingel: Unit of capacity for fluids of around 1,2 liter. Subdivided in 8 
 muddeties/mu(t)sjes. (VOC)
Muddetie/Musje: Unit of capacity for fluids of 1 ⁄8 mingelen: around 
 150 centiliter. It equals a small shot of liquor. (VOC)
Once: Unit of weight of 1/16 pond: around 30 grams. (VOC)
Oortie: Dutch coin worth 1 ⁄4 stuijver, 2 duijten or 4 penning. (VOC)
Pint: Unit of capacity for fluids of a 1 ⁄2 mingelen or 4 musjes:  around 
 0,56 liter. (VOC)
Pond: Unit of weight of 430 grams or more, varies by region. It is divided 
 into 16 once. (VOC)
Spaantie: Diminuative of a spaan is a wooden stick used for butter. A 
 spaantie is what we would now call a lump of butter. (GTB)
Stoop: Unit of capacity for fluids of 2 mingelen: around circa 2,4 liter. 
 (GTB)
Stuijver: Money value of a Dutch coin worth 1/20 of a gulden or 16 
 penningen. In the manuscript it often regards the value of bread and 
 milk and the value then determines the approximate measurements 
 for a dish. The price of bread was quite stable,  but the prices of 
 cereals fluctuated and therefore also the weight of the bread. (VOC)
Taalje: Unit of length of 1/16 of the el, which was 69 cm. So, a taalje is 
 around 4 cm. (GTB)
Vierendeel: Unit of weight of 1/4 of a pond: around 107 grams or more, 
 depending on the  region. (GTB)
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III. ABOUT THE PEOPLE MENTIONED IN THE RECIPE BOOK
Note: In the following list, some noteworthy family members and 
acquaintances that are featured in Van Citters’ recipe book are described. 
They are listed in order of appearance. The name used in the manuscript 
is mentioned first, followed by the full name. Not all people mentioned in 
the book are described, as for some it could not be said with certainty 
who they were and for some others no information could be found. 
Neef/Cousin de Maurenghnault: Johan de Mauregnault Alexanderzoon 
(1685-1757)
Born as the oldest son of general officer of Veere, Alexander Theodorus de 
Mauregnault, Johan was a member of the Mauregnault family that played 
an important role in Zeeland political life, especially in the city of Veere. 
He was a jurist, pensionary of Veere and counsellor of the High court of 
Holland (Hof van Holland) in Zeeland.
M. Bruggeman, Nassau en de macht van Oranje: de strijd van de Friese Nassaus 
voor hun rechten, 1702-1747 (Hilversum: Uitgeverij Verloren, 2006), p. 167.
Mijn moeder/My mother: Maria Cornelis Kien (1694-1953)
Born in Middelburg as the only daughter of Cornelis Johansz Kien en 
Susanna Maria van Pere, both members of important families in Zeeland. 
Her father was lieutenant and mayor of Veere. She married Willem van 
Citters in 1713, who held prominent positions at the VOC and became 
mayor of Middelburg in 1712. Together they had four children.
A. Romeijn, De stadsregering van Tholen (1577-1795) (Amstelveen: Tienstuks, 
2014), p. 388, <http://www.kzgw.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Xstuks-11178-
Tienstuks-Tholen-Deel-2-WEB1.pdf> (29 May, 2016).
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Schilder/Painter van Dijk: Philip van Dijk (1680-1753)
Born in Oud-Beijerland as the son of Adriaan Jacobse van Dijk en 
Elisabeth Melssen van Wijngaarden, the artist Philip van Dijk was a well 
known painter in the first part of the eighteenth century. His refined 
themed scenes and elegant portraits were very popular. He started 
painting in Rotterdam and became part of the painters association in 
Middelburg in 1708. In 1719 he became a member of the St. Lucas guild 
in The Hague. In 1726 Van Dijk became the court painter of the count of 
Hessen-Cassel, then residing in France. He also painted Prince Willem IV 
of Orange, his family members and members of the Van Citters family. 
Next to his work as a painter Van Dijk was also a renowed art dealer.
P.C. Molhuysen and P.J. Blok (gen. eds.), Nieuw Nederlandsch biografisch 
woordenboek (Leiden: Sijthoff, 1911-1937), vol. 10, p. 251, <http://
r e s o u r c e s . h u y g e n s . k n a w . n l / r e t r o b o e k e n / n n b w 
#source=10&page=133&view=imagePane> (29 May, 2016).
Mijn vrouw/My wife: Sara Jacoba Ockersse (1717-1794)
Sara Jacoba was born in Middelburg as the daughter of Jan Ockersse and 
Cornelia Butler. The Ockersse family was one of the oldest aristocratic 
families in Zeeland. She married Aarnout van Citters in 1737 and the 
couple had ten children. She lived in Middelburg all her life.
A. Romeijn, De stadsregering van Tholen (1577-1795) (Amstelveen: Tienstuks, 
2014), p. 388 <http://www.kzgw.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Xstuks-11178-
Tienstuks-Tholen-Deel-2-WEB1.pdf> (29 May, 2016).
Professor Boerhave: Herman(us) Boerhaave (1668-1738)
One of the most important men in science of the eighteenth century. 
Boerhaave was born in Voorhout as the son of the local minister Jacobus 
Boerhaave and Hagar Daelder, daughter of a merchant from Amsterdam. 
In 1710 he married Maria Drolenvaux in Leiden with whom he had four 
children. He studied philosphy, theology, mathematics at the University of 
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Leiden and obtained his doctorate in medicine at the University of 
Harderwijk. He became professor at Leiden in medicine, botany and 
chemistry and was later, in 1712, appointed rector magnificus of the 
university. He was a member of the Académie Française since 1728 and of 
the Royal Society since 1730. Boerhaave advocated the scientific 
importance of autopsy after the death of a patient and was known for his 
excellent teaching skills.
P.C. Molhuysen and P.J. Blok (gen. eds.), Nieuw Nederlandsch biografisch 
woordenboek (Leiden: Sijthoff, 1911-1937), vol. 6, p. 127, <http://
r e s o u r c e s . h u y g e n s . k n a w . n l / r e t r o b o e k e n / n n b w /
#source=6&page=70&accessor=accessor_index> (29 May, 2016).
 
Dochter/Daughter Anna: Anna Margaritha Elisabeth van Citters 
(1752-1783)
Not much is known about Anna Elisabeth van Citters, the youngest 
daughter of Aarnout van Citters. She was born in the same year her father 
died. The only information available about her is that she applied for a 
veniam aetatis, a statement of adulthood in 1773, at the age of 21. This 
statement was given out when a person was old enough to act 
independently.
A. Romeijn, De stadsregering van Tholen (1577-1795) (Amstelveen: Tienstuks, 
2014), p. 389, <http://www.kzgw.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/
Xstuks-11178-Tienstuks-Tholen-Deel-2-WEB1.pdf> (29 May, 2016).
Professor Oosterdijk Schaft: Johannes Oosterdijk Schacht (1704-1792)
A well-known eighteenth-century Dutch philosopher and physician. Born 
in Leiden as the son of medical doctor Hermannus Oosterdijk Schacht, he 
studied philosophy and medicine at the University of Leiden. Following 
his Leiden doctorate he became a professor in Franeker and Utrecht. In 
1790 he was appointed rector emeritus at the University of Utrecht. Next 
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to his work in the humanities and sciences, Oosterdijk Schacht also was a 
Latin poet.
P.C. Molhuysen and P.J. Blok (gen. eds.), Nieuw Nederlandsch Biografisch 
Woordenboek (Leiden: Sijthoff, 1911-1937), vol. 14, p. 150, <http://
r e s o u r c e s . h u y g e n s . k n a w . n l / r e t r o b o e k e n /
vdaa#source=aa__001biog17_01.xml&page=152&view=imagePane> (29 May, 
2016). 
Doctor Helvetius: Aarnout Helvetius (1690-1742)
The son of the Middelburg physician Philippus Maximiliaan Helvetius 
and Suzanna Cornelia Thielenus, he studied medicine in Leiden and 
obtained his doctoral degree there. Back in Middelburg he was made town 
doctor in 1714 and lector anatomicus et chirurchicus at the Illustere 
School, an institution for higher education entitled to provide basic 
academic education, in 1716. Helvetius was notorious for his extreme 
obesity. 
J.Z.S. Pel et al., Chirurgijns, doctoren, heelmeesters en artsen op het eiland 
Walcheren 1700-2000 (Middelburg: Koninklijk Zeeuwsch Genootschap der 
Wetenschappen, 2006), pp. 122-123, <http://www.kzgw.nl/wp-content/uploads/
2015/09/Medici_on_line.pdf> (29 May, 2016).
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS
1. De Keuken
Oil on canvas by Willem Joseph Laquy (The Netherlands, ca. 
1760-1771). Rijksmuseum, <http:/ /hdl.handle.net/10934/
RM0001.COLLECT.7444> (8 June 2016). 
2. Stilleven met vruchten
Oil on panel by Johannes Hannot (Leiden, 1668). Rijksmuseum, 
<http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.8620> (8 June 
2016). 
3. Koffie- en theeservies
Hard-paste porcelain by Höchster Porzellanmanufaktur (Höchst am 
Main, ca. 1775-1780). Rijksmuseum, <http://hdl.handle.net/10934/
RM0001.COLLECT.60916> (08 June, 2016). 
4. Chocoladekop en schotel
Porcelain by Meissener Porzellan Manufaktur (Meissen, ca. 1725). 
Rijksmuseum, <http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.
312633> (08 June, 2016).
5. Een moeder met haar kind
Oil on panel by Louis Bernard Coclers (The Netherlands, 1794). 
Rijksmuseum, <http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.
8149> (08 June, 2016).
6. Title page of De Verstandige Kock of Sorghvuldige Huyshoudster 
Engraving by unknown artist (1667). KB, <https://www.kb.nl/themas/
geschiedenis-en-cultuur/kunst-en-cultuur/vijf-eeuwen-kookboeken/
kookboeken-in-de-zeventiende-eeuw> (08 June, 2016).
7. Drie keukenmeiden aan het werk 
Engraving by F.J. Walther (The Netherlands, 1746). Rijksmuseum, 
<http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.193285> (08 June, 
2016).
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8. Portrait of Aarnout van Citters 
Oil on canvas by an unknown artist. Source: Van Citters family 
personal archives in England, email correspondence with H.M. van 
Citters-Postma, spouse of a descendant of the Van Citters family, 
received on 20 June, 2016.
9. Gezicht op de VOC werf te Middelburg 
Etching by Jan Arends (The Netherlands, 1778). Rijksmuseum, 
<http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.collect.72147> (09 June, 
2016).
10. Huwelijk van Aarnout van Citters en Sara Jacoba Ockerse
Silver medal by Martinus Holtzhey (The Netherlands, 1737). Teylers 
Museum, <http://teylover.nl/teylersuniversum/pdf/02_001.pdf> (20 
June, 2016). 
11. Front cover of the manuscript
Library of the University of Amsterdam (UvA), Special Collections, 
shelf-mark VIII E 14, Recepten voor Menschen/Recepten voor de 
Keucken. Photo by J. Meindertsma. 
12. Back cover of the manuscript 
Library of the University of Amsterdam (UvA), Special Collections, 
shelf-mark VIII E 14, Recepten voor Menschen/Recepten voor de 
Keucken. Photo by J. Meindertsma.
13. Page from the manuscript
Library of the University of Amsterdam (UvA), Special Collections, 
shelf-mark VIII E 14, Recepten voor Menschen/Recepten voor de 
Keucken, p. 12. Photo by J. Meindertsma.
14. Pond indication in the manuscript. 
Library of the University of Amsterdam (UvA), Special Collections, 
shelf-mark VIII E 14, Recepten voor Menschen/Recepten voor de 
Keucken, pp. 22-23. Photo by J. Meindertsma.
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15. Ingwer mit Blüte und Stengel
Wate r co lo r pa in t ing by Lou i s e von Panhuys (1812 ) . 
U n i v e r s i t ä t s b i b l i o t h e k F r a n k f u r t a m M a i n , < h t t p : / /
sammlungen.ub.uni-frankfurt.de/panhuys/content/titleinfo/4989992> 
(20 June, 2016).
16. Myristica fragrans
Drawing by Lansdown Guilding (1827). Missouri Botanical Garden, 
<http://www.botanicus.org/page/488477> (21 June, 2016).
17. Stilleven
Oil on panel by Osias Beert (The Nehterlands, 1600 - 1650). 
Rijksmuseum, <http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.
5967> (20 June, 2016).
18. Le Dessert de Gaufrettes
Oil on panel by Lubin Baugin (France, ca. 1630). Musée du Louvre, 
<http://www.wga.hu/html_m/b/baugin/dessert.html> (20 June, 2016).
19. Sambucus nigra
Drawing by Helen Sharp, (ca. 1888-1910). Chicago Botanical Garden, 
< h t t p : / / p l a n t i l l u s t r a t i o n s . o r g / i l l u s t r a t i o n . p h p ?
id_illustration=206493>(20 June, 2016). 
20. Keulse pot
Anonymous pottery from the seventeenth century found in the 
N e t h e r l a n d s . H e t G e h e u g e n v a n N e d e r l a n d , < h t t p : / /
www.geheugenvanneder land .n l / ? /n l / i t ems /NISA01:2355/
&p=1&i=8&t=17&st=keulse%20pot&sc=%28cql.serverChoice
%20all%20keulse%20%20AND%20pot%29/&wst=keulse%20pot> 
(21 June, 2016).
21. Poupier Potager
Drawing by Amédée Masclef (1891). Real Jardin Botanico, <http://
bibdigital.rjb.csic.es/ing/Libro.php?Libro=5518&Pagina=124> (10 
June, 2016). 
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22. Cornus mas
Drawing by Georg Ludwig Krebs (1826). Missouri Botanical Garden, 
<http://plantillustrations.org/illustration.php?id_illustration=48147> 
(10 June, 2016).
23. Stillleben mit Zinntellern, Steinkrug und Waffeln
Oil on wood by Georg Flegel (Germany, eighteenth century). Artnet, 
<http://www.artnet.com/artists/georg-flegel/stilleben-mit-zinntellern-
steinkrug-und-waffeln-yuQ6tebAiZMLgvXGpqJ-9w2> (21 June, 
2016).
24. Stilleven met Lettergebak
Oil on panel by Peter Binoit (Germany, 1615). RKD-Nederlands 
Instituut voor Kunstgeschiedenis, <https://rkd.nl/explore/images/
51498> (20 June, 2016)
25. 44. Oryade, Hoe men die maaken zal.
Anonymous, De Volmaakte Hollandsche keuken-meid (Amsterdam: 
Steven van Esveldt, 1752) (3rd edition), <http://www.dbnl.org/ tekst/
_vol002volm01_01/>, p. 84. 
26. Amandier
Drawing by Pierre Bulliard (France, 1776). Bibliothèque de 
l’Université de Strasbourg, <http://docnum.u-strasbg.fr/cdm/
compoundobject/collection/coll13/id/17566/rec/8> (20 June, 2016).
27. Sauerkirsche
Drawing by Ernst H. L. Krause (Germany, 1904). Virtuellen 
biologischen Bibliothek, BioLib, <http://caliban.mpipz.mpg.de/sturm/
flora08/high/IMG_9669.html> (21 June, 2016).
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INDEX
The index contains ingredients, dishes and personal names extracted from 
the edited text and the appendices. The index features, if possible, modern 
English names followed by the Dutch terms (in italics an in parentheses) 
used by Aarnout van Citters. 
Aethiops mineral (Aethiopis mineralis)     146, 147, 151
Almond (Amandelen)     70, 71, 82, 83, 88, 89, 90-95, 102, 103, 108, 109, 122, 
123, 130, 131, 140, 150, 151
Almond milk (Amandel melk)     70, 71, 102, 103, 108, 109, 130, 131 
Almond tarts (Amandel taarties)      70, 71, 88, 89
Ambergris (Amber de grie)     72, 73, 152  
Anna, daughter (Dochter)     144, 145, 169  
Apple (Appelen)     70, 71, 92, 93, 89, 99, 102, 103, 118, 128, 129, 152
Asia     70, 71, 80, 81, 138, 139 
Balsam of Peru (Balsem peruvianum)     72, 73, 152 
Barley/barley water (Gerst/Gerstewater)     102, 103, 156
Bay leaf (Lauwerier)     110, 111, 158
Beer vinegar (Bier azijn)     110, 111, 152
Beeswax (Geel wasch)     72, 73, 156
Benjees      70, 71, 132, 133 
Biscuits/cookies (Koekjes)   
 Apple cookies (Appel koekjes)     70, 71, 92, 93
 Excellent biscuits (Seer goede koekjes)     70, 71, 118, 119
 Flour biscuits (Blomkoekjes)     70, 71, 112, 113
 Raspberry cookies (Framboose koekjes)      70, 71, 100, 101
Bitters (Bitters)     122, 123, 152
Blacken shoes (Schoenen swart maaken)     70-73
Blancmanger (Blammanjé)     134, 135
Blood (Bloed)
 Bleeding nose (Bloeden uijt de neus)     144, 145
 Smoothen the blood (Bloed versachten)     146, 147
Bodart, Ms.     100, 101
Boerhave, professor     144, 145, 169
Bogbean (Waterdrijfblad)     146, 147, 162
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Bottel     70, 71, 74, 75, 165
Brandy (Brandewijn)     74, 75, 128-131, 136, 137, 153
Brauw, cousin     116, 117
Brauw, Ms.     118, 119
Broad bean (Roomse boonen)     70, 71, 116, 117, 160
Broederties     70, 71, 102, 103
Brooklime (Beekeboom)     142, 143, 146, 147, 152
Broth/stock (Bouljon)     116, 117, 153
Bruijnisse, the wife of     90, 91, 118, 119
Buck's-horn plantain (Hartshoorn)     70, 71, 90, 91, 157
Buckwheat (Boekweij)     102, 103, 153
Butter (Boter)     76, 77, 80-99, 102, 103, 108, 109, 112-119, 126-131, 134-141, 
152, 153
Butterbur (Hoefblad)     108, 109, 157
Buttermilk (Suere melk/Caarnemelk)     74, 75, 153
Calcium oxide (Kalck (ongeblust))     74, 75, 157
Candeel      70, 71, 76, 77, 86, 87, 
Candy (Confijten)
 Apple/orange peels (Orangie snippers)     102, 103
 Black walnuts (Swarte nooten)     70, 71, 124, 125, 162
 Cherries (Kersen)     70, 71, 96, 97
 Cornus fruit (Cornoelje)     70, 71, 106, 107, 154
 Mirabelle plums (Mirabellen)     70, 71, 124, 125, 159
 Oranges (Orangien)     70, 71, 126, 127
 Quinces (Queen)     70, 71, 100, 101
Caraway seed (Kerweij)     126, 127, 158
Carbon black (Swartsel)     72, 73, 162
Cherry (Kersen)     70, 71, 96, 97, 186
Chicory (Cichory)     146, 147, 154
Cinnamon (Caneel)     72 ,73, 76-81, 86-91, 96-99, 102, 103, 106-111, 114, 115, 
118, 119, 125, 125, 128, 129, 130-135, 140, 141, 154
Clove (Cruijtnagel/Nagelen)     72-75, 90-95, 104, 105, 110, 111, 124, 125, 128, 
129, 155, 159   
Cold Piss (Koude pis)     146, 147
Coriander seed (Coleander saat)     74, 75, 154
Cornus fruit (Cornoelje)     70, 71, 106, 107, 154
Coughing and for the chest (Voor den hoest en de borst) 108, 109, 157
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Cream cheese (Roomkaas)     76-81
 By Mrs. Van der Stringe     78, 79
 In a different manner     78, 79
 More cream cheese in a different manner     80, 81
 With cream (Room)     78, 79
Current (Corenten)     82, 83, 88, 89, 102, 103, 110, 111, 118, 119, 134, 135, 
140, 141, 154  
Custard     96, 97, 134-137
Dandelion (Kankerblom/Paardebloem)     102, 103, 146, 147, 158
De Maurenghnault, cousin     108, 109, 167
Easter bread (Paasch-broot)      70, 71, 118, 119
Egg (Eij)     72, 73, 76-99, 102, 103, 108, 109-119, 126-141, 155 
Elderberry/elderflower (Vlier)     70, 71, 88, 89, 162
Endive (Andivi)     70, 71, 112, 113, 152
Evertse, Mrs.     88, 89, 118, 119
Eyes, sore (Quaade oogen)     146, 147
Faintness or weakness (Flaauw of kleijnhartigheijt)     108, 109
Fig (Vijg)    108, 109, 162
Flour, wheat (Blom)     70, 71, 76, 77, 80-97, 110-115, 118, 119, 126-137, 140, 
141, 153
French bread (Frans broot)     110, 111, 156
Fumitory (Duijvekervel)     142, 143, 155
Garlic (C(n)oflook)     138, 139, 154
Ginger (Gember)     74, 75, 90, 91, 114, 115, 118, 119, 156
Graauwe renetten     128, 129, 156
Gum arabic (Arabische gom) 120, 121, 152
Heavy cream (Soete room)     78, 79, 92, 93, 110, 111, 161
Helvetius, doctor     146, 147, 170
Hemp seed (Hennepsaat)     146, 147, 157
Herring (Haering)     144, 145, 156, 
Hoffer, sister     98, 99
Honey (Honingh)     74, 75, 130, 131, 157
Horseradish (Peperwortel)     104, 105, 142, 143, 159
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Ink (Inckt)     71, 72, 157
Isinglass (Vislijm)     134, 135, 162
Japanese wineberries (Wijnbes)     138, 139, 163
Jellied pigeons (Duijven in geleij)     110, 111
Jelly (Geleij)
 Apple (Appel)     70, 71, 128, 129
 Buck's-horn plantain (Hartshoorn) 70, 71, 90, 91, 157
 Elderberry (Vlier)     70, 71, 88, 89, 162
 Orange (Orangien)     126, 127
 Raspberry (Framboijze)     70, 71, 120, 121
Kaak(t)jes     70, 71, 126, 127, 140, 141
Lac Virginale (Lac Virginaal)     70-73 
Lard (Reusel)     80-83, 94-97, 110-113, 124, 125, 140, 141, 160
Lemon (Citroen)     70, 71, 84, 85, 90, 91, 98, 99, 116, 117, 124, 125, 128, 129, 
154
Letterkoek     70, 71, 118, 119, 128, 129
Ligni rodi     72, 73, 158
Lime (Limoen)      74, 75, 158
Liquorice (Drop)     70, 71, 120, 121, 155
Liquorice tablets (Drop tablettes)     70, 71, 120, 121
Mace (Foelie)     74, 75, 92-95, 104, 105, 110, 111, 116-119, 129, 156
Manganese oxide (Engels bruijn)     74, 75, 155
Melon seeds (Milloen (saat))     108, 109, 130, 131, 158
Milk (Melk)     76-89, 92-97, 102, 103, 108, 109, 112-115, 118, 119, 128-141, 
146, 147, 158
Milk, whole fat (Soete melk)     78, 79, 82, 83, 88, 89, 96, 97, 102, 103, 134, 
135-137, 140, 141, 161
Mirabelle plum (Mirabellen) 70, 71, 124, 125, 159
Mother (Moeder)     110, 111, 168
Musk (Muskis)     72, 73, 159
Mustard (Mostert)     144, 145, 159
Mustard seed (Mosterdzaad)     80, 81, 159
Myrrh (Mirrhe), to melt,     70-73, 159 
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Nutmeg (Nootmuskaat/Cruijtnoot)     74, 75, 80-83, 90-93, 110-113, 116-119, 
128, 129, 136, 137, 155
Nutritum     144, 145, 159
Oblien     70, 71, 86, 87
Ointment (Salfje)     144, 145
Oli koeken     70, 71, 88, 89
Onion (Ajuijn)     94, 95, 151
Oole, Ms.     114, 115
Oosterdijk Schaft, professor     146, 147, 170
Orange (Orangie)     70, 71, 98, 99, 102, 103, 114, 115, 126, 127, 142, 143, 
159, 163
Orgeade (Pate van Orsade)     70, 71, 122, 123, 
Pearl (Margaritum)     146, 147, 158
Pepper (Peper/Piper)     90-95, 104, 105, 110-113, 116, 117, 138, 139, 159
Pickle/Preserve (Inleggen)
 Broad beans (Roomse boonen)     70, 71, 116, 117
 Endive (Andivi)     70, 71, 112, 113
 Peaches, apricots and plums in brandy (Persiken abricozen pruimen in 
 brandewijn)     136, 137
 Purslane (Porsteleijn)     70, 71, 104, 105
 Quinces (Queen)     70, 71, 113, 114
 Sour cherries or cherries (Morellen of kersen)     132, 133
Pie (Taart)
 Lemon Pie (Citroentaart)     70, 71, 116, 117  
 Lemon pie, cold, by sister Hoffer (Citroentaart)     70, 71, 98, 99
 Orange pie (Orangietaart)     70, 71, 98, 99
 Plum pie (Pruijmetaart)     70, 71, 114, 115
 Rice pie (Rijsttaard)     138, 139
Pigeon (Duijf)     110, 111, 155
Pine nuts (Pingelen)     98, 99, 160
Plague (Pest)     142, 143
Plum (Pruijmen)     70, 71, 114, 115, 124, 125, 136, 137, 160
Poplar salve (Poppeljoen salf)     144, 145, 160
Poppy (Klaproos)     108, 109, 158
Porcelain (Porceleijn)     70, 71, 74, 75 
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Pudding (Poddingh)     70, 71, 80, 81, 82, 83 
 By Mrs. Van Hoorn     82, 83  
 Cream pudding (Room poddingh)     110, 111
 In a tin (In een blik)     82, 83
 Kidney-suet (niervet)     82, 83
 Rusk pudding (Beschuitpoddingje)     134, 135
 Soy pudding (Soya pudding)     140, 141
 Spoon pudding (Lepel podding)     136, 137
 White bread pudding (Wittebroodpodding)     136, 137
Purslane (Porsteleijn)     70, 71, 104, 105, 160
Queepensjes     70, 71, 100, 101
Quince (Queen)     70, 71, 100, 101, 114, 115, 160
Raisin (Rasijnen)     82, 83, 160 
Rapeseed oil (Raap oli)     88, 89, 160
Raspberry (Framboosen)     70, 71, 100, 101, 120, 121, 156
Rice (Rijst)     138, 139, 160 
Roomakeijns     70, 71, 92, 93
Rose water (Roose water)     84, 85, 94, 95, 102, 103, 108, 109, 128-131, 134, 
135, 138, 139, 160
Roseveld, Mr.     142, 143
Rusk/Dutch Crispbake (Beschuijt)     88, 89, 92, 93, 114, 115, 134, 135, 140, 
141, 152
Sacchari albissimi (Saces albissimi)     146, 147, 161
Saffron (Safferaan)     76, 77, 86, 87, 118, 119, 161
Salt (Sout)     80, 81, 88-95, 102-105, 112, 113, 116, 117, 136, 137, 161
Sausage meat (Soseijse vleesch) 90, 91, 161
Schoorer, cousin     124, 125
Scurvy in summertime (Scheurbuijk in Somertijt)     142, 143
Scurvy-grass (Lepelblad)     142, 143, 158
Shallot (Carlotten)     138, 139, 154
Slice of bread (Boterhammetie)     152, 153
Snow pea (Peulen)     138, 139, 159
Sorrel (Surkel)     146, 147, 162
Soseijsen     70, 71, 90, 91, 112, 113
Sour cherry (Morellen)     132, 133, 159
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Sour cream (Suere room)     76, 77, 162
Soy/Soybeans (Soya/Soijbonen)     138-141, 161
Spritsen     70, 71, 76, 77, 128, 129
Spritsen, the best kind     128, 129
Steengracht, cousin, widow     126, 127
Struijf      140, 141
Styrax and benzoin (Bensoin & Storax)     152, 153
Succade (Sucade (schil))     82, 83, 88, 89, 98, 99, 110, 111, 128, 129, 134, 135, 
161
Sugar (Zuijker)     76-83, 86-95, 98-103, 105, 106, 107, 110, 111, 114-119, 
122-127, 130-141, 144, 145, 163
 Brown sugar (Bruijne zuijker)     84, 85, 96, 97, 110, 111, 114, 115, 153
 Powdered sugar (Poejer zuijker)     86, 87, 94, 95, 100, 101, 120, 121, 
 128, 129, 160
 Rock candy (Candijsuijker)     122, 123, 154
 Sugarloaf (Brootzuijker)     84, 85, 96, 97, 106-109, 128, 129, 130, 131, 
 136, 137, 153
Sugar-loaf (Zuijker broot)     70, 71, 94, 95
Sulphuric acid (Swavel)     144, 145, 162
Suster     70, 71, 84, 85, 94, 95, 112, 113, 130, 131
Susterties from Zierikzee (zzees susterties)     70, 71, 130, 131
Susterties, almond paste (Susterties, past van amandelen)     94, 95
Sweet sauce (Soete saus)     70, 71, 96, 97, 110, 111
Toad (Padde)     142, 143, 144, 145, 159
Toothache (Tantpijn)     144, 145
Trillium (Drieblad)     142, 143, 155
Turkey (Kalkoen)     70, 71, 94, 95, 157
Turkey a la daube (Kalkoen a la dope)     70, 71, 94, 95
Van Buijtenhem, Mrs.     90,91
Van der Stringe, Mrs.     78, 79
Van Dijk, painter     144, 145, 168
Van Hoorn, Mrs.     82, 83 
Veal kidney (Kalfsnier)     82, 83, 157
Veal leg (Kalfspooten)     110, 111, 157
Vine leaf (Wijngaard blaaderen)     124, 125, 163
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Waffles (Wafelties)     70, 71, 92, 93, 114, 115, 118, 119    
 Kneaded waffles (Gekneede wafelties)     70, 71, 88, 89    
 Whipped cream waffles (Sneeuw wafels)     140, 141
Walnut (Swarte & Groene nooten)     70, 71, 124, 125, 162
Warts (Wratten)     144, 145    
Watercress (Waterkers)     142, 142, 162
Watergruwel     70, 71, 106, 107
Wevers-spoelen     70, 71, 96, 97
Whipped cream (Sneeuw)     140, 141, 161
White bread (Witte brood)     82, 83, 98, 99, 110, 111, 136, 137, 163
White currant (Witte aalbessen)     120, 121, 163
White pepper (Witte peper)     110, 111, 163
Wife, my     144, 145, 146, 147, 168
Wine (Wijn)     70, 71, 76, 77, 84-87, 96-99, 132-135, 163
 French wine (Franse wijn)     84, 85, 142, 143, 156
 Mosel wine (Moeselwijn)     116, 117, 159
 Rhine wine (Rinse wijn)     67, 77, 90-93, 106, 107, 160
Wine foam (Schuijm van wijn)     70, 71, 85, 85
Wine vinegar (Wijn azijn)     80, 81, 96, 97, 138, 139, 163
Witte     70, 71, 130, 131
Zuijdland, miss     92, 93
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